Name: SAMPLE, DOB: 18:12:1973

TOB: 01:45:00, PLACE: ballia (India)
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SAMPLE, 18:12:1973, 01:45:00, ballia

Jhx.ks'kk; ue%
x.kkuka Roka x.kifra gokegs dfoa dohukeqqieJoLree~ A
T;s"Bjkta czã.kka czã.kLir vk u% 'k`.o=wfrfHk% lhn lknue~ AA
uoxzgLrks=
tikdqlqeladk'ka dk'is;a egk|qfre~A
nf/k'ka[krq"kkjkHka {khjksnk.kZolEHkoe~A
/kj.khxHkZlEHkwra fo|qRdkfUrleizHke~A
fiz;axqdfydk';kea :is.kkizfrea cq/ke~A
nsokuka p _f"k.kka p xq#a dkapulafuHke~A
fgedqUne`.kkykHka nSR;kuka ijea xq#e~A
uhykatulekHkkla jfoiq=a ;ekxzte~A
v/kZdk;a egkoh;Za pUnzkfnR;foenZue~aA
iyk'kiq"iladk'ka rkjdkxzgeLrde~A

reks·fja loZiki?ua iz.krks·fLe fnokdje~AA
uekfe 'kf'kua lksea 'kEHkkseqZdqVHkw"k.ke~AA
dqekja 'kfDrgLra ra eaxya iz.kekE;ge~AA
lkSE;a lkSE;xq.kksisra ra cq/ka iz.kekE;ge~AA
cqf)Hkwra f=yksds'ka ra uekfe c`gLifre~AA
loZ'kkL=izoDrkja HkkxZoa iz.kekE;ge~AA
Nk;kekrZ.MlEHkwra ra uekfe 'kuS'pje~AA
flafgdkxHkZlEHkwra ra jkgqa iz.kekE;ge~AA
jkSnza jkSnzkReda ?kksja ra dsrqa iz.kekE;ge~AA

QyJqfr
bfr O;kleq[kksn~xhra ;% iBsr~ lqlekfgr%A
fnok ok ;fn ok jk=kS fo?u'kkfUrHkZfo";frA
ujukjhu`ik.kka p Hkosn~nq%LoIuuk'ke~A
,s'o;Zerqya rs"kkekjksX;a iqf"Vo/kZue~AA
xzgu{k=tk% ihMLrLdjkfxzleqnzok% A
rk% lokZ% iz'kea ;kfUr O;klks ozwrs u la'k;% AA
bfr Jh O;klfojfpra vkfnR;kfnuoxzgLrks=a laiw.kZe~ AA
tks tikiq"i ds leku v#f.ke vkHkkokys] egku rst ls laiUu] va/kdkj ds fouk'kd] lHkh ikiksa dks nwj djus okys rFkk egf"kZ d';i ds
iq= gSa] mu lw;Z dks eSa iz.kke djrk gwaA tks nf/k] 'ka[k rFkk fge ds leku vkHkk okys] {khj leqnz ls izknqHkwZr] Hkxoku 'kadj ds f'kjksHkw"k.k
rFkk ve`rLo#i gSa] mu panzek dks eSa ueLdkj djrk gwaA tks i`Foh nsoh ls mn~Hkwr] fo|qr~ dh dkfUr ds leku izHkkokys] dqekjkoLFkk
okys rFkk gkFk esa 'kfDr fy, gq, gSa] mu eaxy dks eSa iz.kke djrk gwaA tks fiz;axq yrk dh dyh ds leku xgjs gfjr o.kZ okys]
vrqyuh; lkSUn;Z okys rFkk lkSE; xq.k ls laiUu gSa] mu panzek ds iq= cq/k dks eSa iz.kke djrk gwaA tks nsorkvksa vkSj _f"k;ksa ds xq# gSa]
Lof.kZe vkHkk okys gSa] Kku ls laiUu gSa rFkk yksdksa ds Lokeh gSa] mu c`gLifr th dks eSa ueLdkj djrk gwaA tks fge] dqUniq"i rFkk
deyuky ds rUrq ds leku 'osr vkHkk okys] nSR;ksa ds ije xq#] lHkh 'kkL=ksa ds mins"Vk rFkk egf"kZ Hk`xq ds iq= gSa] mu 'kqØ dks eSa
iz.kke djrk gwaA tks uhys dTty ds leku vkHkk okys] lw;Z ds iq= ] ;ejkt ds T;s"B Hkzkrk rFkk lw;Z iRuh Nk;k rFkk ekrZ.M ls
mRiUu gSa] mu 'kuS'pj dks eSa ueLdkj djrk gwaA tks vk/ks 'kjhj okys gSa] egku ijkØe ls laiUu gSa] lw;Z rFkk panz dks xzlus okys gSa
rFkk flafgdk ds xHkZ ls mRiUu gSa] mu jkgq dks eSa iz.kke djrk gwaA iyk'k iq"i ds leku ftudh vkHkk gS] tks #nz LoHkko okys vkSj #nz
ds iq= gSa] Hk;adj gSa] rkjdkfn xzgksa esa iz/kku gSa] mu dsrq dks eSa iz.kke djrk gwaA Hkxoku osnO;kl th ds eq[k ls izdV bl Lrqfr dk
tks fnu esa vFkok jkr esa ,dkxzfpRr gksdj ikB djrk gS] mlds leLr fo?u 'kkUr gks tkrs gSa] L=h&iq#"k vkSj jktkvksa ds nq%LoIuksa dk
uk'k gks tkrk gSA ikB djus okyksa dks vrqyuh; ,s'o;Z vkSj vkjksX; izkIr gksrk gS rFkk muds iqf"V dh o`f) gksrh gSA
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SAMPLE, 18:12:1973, 01:45:00, ballia

Astrological Particulars
Main Details
Date of Birth
Astrological Day
Time of Birth
Place of Birth
Latitude
Longitude
War/Day Time Correction
GMT at Birth
Local mean Time
Sidreal Time
LMT Correction
Aynamsha
Sun Rise Time
Sun Set Time
Vikram Samvat
Saka Samvat
Samvastar
Samvastar Lord

Avakahada Chakra

18:12:1973(Tuesday)
Monday
01:45:00
ballia
025:45:00N
084:10:00E
-00:00
020:15:00
001:51:40 hrs
007:36:54 hrs
000:06:40
N.C.Lahiri(023:29:36)
06:37:05AM
05:03:04PM
2030
1895
Pramadi
Indragni

Ghatak Chakra
Rashi
Masa
Tithi
Day
Nakshatra
Prahar
Lagna
S S Yoga
Karana

Mithuna
Bhadra
5,10,15
Saturday
Shravana
1
Meena
Sukarman
Koulava

Lagna (Ascendant)
Lagna Lord
Rashi (Moon-Sign)
Rashi Lord
Nakshatra(Constellation)
Nakshatra Lord
Nakshatra Charan
Ritu (Season)
Masa (Month)
Paksha
Tithi(Moon's elongation)
Tithi Class
Tithi Lord
Karna
Karana Class
Karna Lord
Gana(Spritual inclination)
Yoni (Nature)
Varna(Ego Development)
Surya Siddhanta Yoga
Rajju (Prone part)
Vashya (Compatibility)
Tatwa (Element)
Vihaga (Symbol)
Tatwa Lord
Nadi (Health)
Nadi-pada(Constitution)
Vedha(Incompatibility with)
Adyakshara (First letter)
Paya (Posture)
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Virgo
Mercury
Virgo
Mercury
Hastha
Moon
2
Hemanta
Pousha
Krishna
Navami
Rikta
Sun
Garija
Chara
Vasudeva
Deva
Buffalo(F)
Vaishya
Soubhagya
Kantha
DwiPada
Agni
Vayasa
Mars
Adi(Vata)
Madhya(Pitta)
Shatavisha
Shaa
Swarna
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SAMPLE, 18:12:1973, 01:45:00, ballia

Planetary Positions (Lal Kitab)
Moon Kundali

Lagna Kundali

Sansodhit Kundali

Planetary Positions & Dispositions - Lal-Kitab Kundali
Planets
Sun
Moon
Mars
Mercury
Jupiter
Venus
Saturn
Rahu
Ketu

H
4
1
8
3
5
5
10
4
10

HL of
5
4
1, 8
3, 6
9, 12
2, 7
10, 11

Effect
Planet
Planet
Planet
Planet
Planet
Sign
Planet
Sign
Sign

Fixed H.

Lucky

Comp.Plt
Moon
Sun

Kayam

VirP.

Yes

Slept
Yes

Yes
Yes

Yes

Yes
Yes
Yes

Yes

Yes
Yes
Yes

Yes

Other
Good House
Good House
Bad House
Bad House
Good House
--Good House
Good House
Good House

Positions of Houses - Lal-Kitab Kundali
House
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12

Situated Planets
Moon
Mercury
Sun, Rahu
Jupiter, Venus

Mars
Saturn, Ketu

Lord
Mars
Venus
Mercury
Moon
Sun
Mercury
Venus
Mars
Jupiter
Saturn
Saturn
Jupiter

Fix House
Sun
Jupiter
Mars
Moon
Jupiter
Merc,Ketu
Ven,Merc
Mars,Sat
Jupiter
Saturn
Saturn
Jupiter

Slept

Yes

Exalted
Sun
Moon
Rahu
Jupiter

Debl.
Saturn

Merc,Rahu
Saturn

Ven,Ketu

Ketu
Mars

Ketu
Mars

Moon
Rahu
Jupiter

Ven,Ketu

Merc,Rahu
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Luck Activator
Mars
Moon
Mercury
Moon
Sun
Ketu
Venus
Moon
Saturn
Saturn
Jupiter
Rahu
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SAMPLE, 18:12:1973, 01:45:00, ballia

Planet's Drishti in Lal Kitab Lagna Kundali
General Drishti
Sun

Moon Mars

Merc

Jup

Sun

Planet's Drishti

Ven Sat

Rahu

10
0

Moon
Mars
Merc
Jup
Ven
Sat
Rahu

Ketu

100

Sun

Moon Mars

Merc

Jup

Ven Sat

Rahu

Ketu

Rahu

Ketu

Sun
Moon
Mars
Merc
Jup
Ven
Sat
Rahu

10
0

100

Ketu

Ketu

Collision's Drishti
Sun

Moon Mars

Merc

Jup

paye Drishti

Ven Sat

Rahu

Ketu

Sun

Sun

Moon
Mars

Sun
Moon
Mars

Merc
Jup

Merc
Jup

Ven
Sat

Ven

Moon Mars

Ketu

Vishvashghat Drishti
Sun

Moon Mars

Merc

Jup

Ven Sat

Ketu
Sun

Moon

Moon

Mars
Merc
Jup
Ven
Sat
Rahu

Mars
Merc
Jup
Ven
Sat
Rahu

Ketu

Ketu

Sun

Moon Mars

Sun

Moon Mars

Sudden Attack Dristi
Sun

Moon Mars

Merc

Jup

Ven Sat

Ketu
Sun

Moon

Moon

Mars

Mars
Merc
Jup
Ven
Sat
Rahu

Ketu

Merc

Jup

Ven Sat

Rahu

Ketu

Rahu

Ketu

Sahyog Drishti
Rahu

Sun

Rahu

Ven Sat

Sahchari Divar Drishti
Rahu

Sun

Jup
Ven
Sat

Jup

Sat
Rahu
Ketu

Rahu

Merc

Merc

Merc

Ketu
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Jup

Ven Sat
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SAMPLE, 18:12:1973, 01:45:00, ballia

35 Years Cycle Of Lal Kitab
Natural : Saturn

Dasha Start Date : 18:12:1973

First Cycle
Saturn dasha 6 years
Rahu
Mars
Saturn

18/12/1973
18/12/1975
18/12/1977

Rahu dasha 6 years
Mars
Ketu
Rahu

18/12/1979
18/12/1981
18/12/1983

Jupiter dasha 6 years
Ketu
Jupiter
Sun

18/12/1988
18/12/1990
18/12/1992

Sun dasha 2 years
Sun
Moon
Mars

Venus dasha 3 years
Mars
Venus
Mercury

18/12/1997
18/12/1998
18/12/1999

Ketu dasha 3 years
Saturn
Rahu
Ketu

18/12/1994
18/08/1995
18/04/1996

Moon dasha 1 years
Jupiter
Sun
Moon

Mars dasha 6 years
Mars
Saturn
Venus

18/12/2000
18/12/2002
18/12/2004

18/12/1985
18/12/1986
18/12/1987

18/12/1996
18/04/1997
18/08/1997

Mercury dasha 2 years
Moon
Mars
Jupiter

18/12/2006
18/08/2007
18/04/2008

Second Cycle
Saturn dasha 6 years
Rahu
Mars
Saturn

18/12/2008
18/12/2010
18/12/2012

Rahu dasha 6 years
Mars
Ketu
Rahu

18/12/2014
18/12/2016
18/12/2018

Jupiter dasha 6 years
Ketu
Jupiter
Sun

18/12/2023
18/12/2025
18/12/2027

Sun dasha 2 years
Sun
Moon
Mars

Venus dasha 3 years
Mars
Venus
Mercury

18/12/2032
18/12/2033
18/12/2034

Ketu dasha 3 years
Saturn
Rahu
Ketu

18/12/2029
18/08/2030
18/04/2031

Moon dasha 1 years
Jupiter
Sun
Moon

Mars dasha 6 years
Mars
Saturn
Venus

18/12/2035
18/12/2037
18/12/2039

18/12/2020
18/12/2021
18/12/2022

18/12/2031
18/04/2032
18/08/2032

Mercury dasha 2 years
Moon
Mars
Jupiter

18/12/2041
18/08/2042
18/04/2043

Third Cycle
Saturn dasha 6 years
Rahu
Mars
Saturn

18/12/2043
18/12/2045
18/12/2047

Rahu dasha 6 years
Mars
Ketu
Rahu

18/12/2049
18/12/2051
18/12/2053

Jupiter dasha 6 years
Ketu
Jupiter
Sun

18/12/2058
18/12/2060
18/12/2062

Sun dasha 2 years
Sun
Moon
Mars

Venus dasha 3 years
Mars
Venus
Mercury

18/12/2067
18/12/2068
18/12/2069

Ketu dasha 3 years
Saturn
Rahu
Ketu

18/12/2064
18/08/2065
18/04/2066

Moon dasha 1 years
Jupiter
Sun
Moon

Mars dasha 6 years
Mars
Saturn
Venus

18/12/2070
18/12/2072
18/12/2074

18/12/2055
18/12/2056
18/12/2057

Mercury dasha 2 years
Moon
Mars
Jupiter
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18/12/2066
18/04/2067
18/08/2067

18/12/2076
18/08/2077
18/04/2078
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SAMPLE, 18:12:1973, 01:45:00, ballia

35 Years Cycle Of Lal Kitab
Planet of Birth's Time : Saturn

Dasha Start Date : 18:12:1973

First Cycle
Saturn dasha 6 years
Rahu
Mars
Saturn

18/12/1973
18/12/1975
18/12/1977

Rahu dasha 6 years
Mars
Ketu
Rahu

18/12/1979
18/12/1981
18/12/1983

Jupiter dasha 6 years
Ketu
Jupiter
Sun

18/12/1988
18/12/1990
18/12/1992

Sun dasha 2 years
Sun
Moon
Mars

Venus dasha 3 years
Mars
Venus
Mercury

18/12/1997
18/12/1998
18/12/1999

Ketu dasha 3 years
Saturn
Rahu
Ketu

18/12/1994
18/08/1995
18/04/1996

Moon dasha 1 years
Jupiter
Sun
Moon

Mars dasha 6 years
Mars
Saturn
Venus

18/12/2000
18/12/2002
18/12/2004

18/12/1985
18/12/1986
18/12/1987

18/12/1996
18/04/1997
18/08/1997

Mercury dasha 2 years
Moon
Mars
Jupiter

18/12/2006
18/08/2007
18/04/2008

Second Cycle
Saturn dasha 6 years
Rahu
Mars
Saturn

18/12/2008
18/12/2010
18/12/2012

Rahu dasha 6 years
Mars
Ketu
Rahu

18/12/2014
18/12/2016
18/12/2018

Jupiter dasha 6 years
Ketu
Jupiter
Sun

18/12/2023
18/12/2025
18/12/2027

Sun dasha 2 years
Sun
Moon
Mars

Venus dasha 3 years
Mars
Venus
Mercury

18/12/2032
18/12/2033
18/12/2034

Ketu dasha 3 years
Saturn
Rahu
Ketu

18/12/2029
18/08/2030
18/04/2031

Moon dasha 1 years
Jupiter
Sun
Moon

Mars dasha 6 years
Mars
Saturn
Venus

18/12/2035
18/12/2037
18/12/2039

18/12/2020
18/12/2021
18/12/2022

18/12/2031
18/04/2032
18/08/2032

Mercury dasha 2 years
Moon
Mars
Jupiter

18/12/2041
18/08/2042
18/04/2043

Third Cycle
Saturn dasha 6 years
Rahu
Mars
Saturn

18/12/2043
18/12/2045
18/12/2047

Rahu dasha 6 years
Mars
Ketu
Rahu

18/12/2049
18/12/2051
18/12/2053

Jupiter dasha 6 years
Ketu
Jupiter
Sun

18/12/2058
18/12/2060
18/12/2062

Sun dasha 2 years
Sun
Moon
Mars

Venus dasha 3 years
Mars
Venus
Mercury

18/12/2067
18/12/2068
18/12/2069

Ketu dasha 3 years
Saturn
Rahu
Ketu

18/12/2064
18/08/2065
18/04/2066

Moon dasha 1 years
Jupiter
Sun
Moon

Mars dasha 6 years
Mars
Saturn
Venus

18/12/2070
18/12/2072
18/12/2074

18/12/2055
18/12/2056
18/12/2057

Mercury dasha 2 years
Moon
Mars
Jupiter
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18/12/2066
18/04/2067
18/08/2067

18/12/2076
18/08/2077
18/04/2078
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SAMPLE, 18:12:1973, 01:45:00, ballia

Saturn Transit
}kn'ks tUexS jk'kkS f}rh;s p 'kuS'pjA Lk/kkZfu lIr o"kkZf.k rFkk nq[kS;qZrks HkosrAA
(The seven and half year period during which Saturn transits in the twelfth, first and second from the birth rashi (Moon
Sign) is called sadhesati of Saturn. )

First Cycle
Sadhesati Cycle

Transit in Sign

Begining Date

Ending Date

Duration(Y-M-D)

Saturn Moorti

First Dhayya
First Dhayya
Second Dhayya
Second Dhayya
Third Dhayya
Third Dhayya
Kantak Shani
Kantak Shani
Ashtam Shani

Leo

07/09/1977
15/03/1980
04/11/1979
27/07/1980
06/10/1982
01/06/1985
17/12/1987
20/06/1990
17/04/1998

04/11/1979
27/07/1980
15/03/1980
06/10/1982
21/12/1984
17/09/1985
21/03/1990
15/12/1990
07/06/2000

2.0 y.1.0 m.28 d.
0.0 y.4.0 m.12 d.
0.0 y.4.0 m.10 d.
2.0 y.2.0 m.10 d.
2.0 y.2.0 m.15 d.
0.0 y.3.0 m.17 d.
2.0 y.3.0 m.3 d.
0.0 y.5.0 m.26 d.
2.0 y.1.0 m.21 d.

Tamra

Leo
Virgo
Virgo
Libra
Libra
Sagittarius
Sagittarius
Aries

Tamra
Swarna
Rajat
Tamra
Swarna
Tamra
Lauha
Rajat

Second Cycle
Sadhesati Cycle

Transit in Sign

Begining Date

Ending Date

Duration(Y-M-D)

Saturn Moorti

First Dhayya
First Dhayya
Second Dhayya
Second Dhayya
Third Dhayya
Third Dhayya
Kantak Shani
Kantak Shani
Ashtam Shani
Ashtam Shani
Ashtam Shani

Leo

01/11/2006
16/07/2007
10/09/2009
16/05/2012
15/11/2011
04/08/2012
26/01/2017
26/10/2017
03/06/2027
23/02/2028
05/10/2029

10/01/2007
10/09/2009
15/11/2011
04/08/2012
16/05/2012
02/11/2014
21/06/2017
24/01/2020
20/10/2027
08/08/2029
17/04/2030

0.0 y.2.0 m.10 d.
2.0 y.1.0 m.26 d.
2.0 y.2.0 m.6 d.
0.0 y.2.0 m.19 d.
0.0 y.6.0 m.1 d.
2.0 y.2.0 m.29 d.
0.0 y.4.0 m.24 d.
2.0 y.2.0 m.29 d.
0.0 y.4.0 m.18 d.
1.0 y.5.0 m.14 d.
0.0 y.6.0 m.12 d.

Tamra

Leo
Virgo
Virgo
Libra
Libra
Sagittarius
Sagittarius
Aries
Aries
Aries

Rajat
Swarna
Tamra
Rajat
Rajat
Swarna
Swarna
Swarna
Lauha
Rajat

Third Cycle
Sadhesati Cycle

Transit in Sign

Begining Date

Ending Date

Duration(Y-M-D)

Saturn Moorti

First Dhayya
First Dhayya
Second Dhayya
Second Dhayya
Second Dhayya
Third Dhayya
Third Dhayya
Third Dhayya
Kantak Shani
Kantak Shani
Ashtam Shani

Leo

27/08/2036
05/04/2039
22/10/2038
13/07/2039
06/02/2041
28/01/2041
26/09/2041
23/06/2044
08/12/2046
10/07/2049
07/04/2057

22/10/2038
13/07/2039
05/04/2039
28/01/2041
26/09/2041
06/02/2041
11/12/2043
30/08/2044
06/03/2049
04/12/2049
27/05/2059

2.0 y.1.0 m.25 d.
0.0 y.3.0 m.8 d.
0.0 y.5.0 m.13 d.
1.0 y.6.0 m.17 d.
0.0 y.7.0 m.19 d.
0.0 y.0.0 m.9 d.
2.0 y.2.0 m.15 d.
0.0 y.2.0 m.7 d.
2.0 y.2.0 m.27 d.
0.0 y.4.0 m.25 d.
2.0 y.1.0 m.20 d.

Swarna

Leo
Virgo
Virgo
Virgo
Libra
Libra
Libra
Sagittarius
Sagittarius
Aries
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Swarna
Tamra
Tamra
Swarna
Lauha
Rajat
Swarna
Tamra
Tamra
Swarna
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SAMPLE, 18:12:1973, 01:45:00, ballia

Vimshottari Dasha
Vimshottari Balance of Dasha at birth
(as per N.C.lahiri Ayanamsha :023:29:36):Moon :5.0 y.5.0 m.26 d.
S.N

Dasha

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9

Moon
Mars
Rahu
Jupiter
Saturn
Mercury
Ketu
Venus
Sun

Moon Dasha
Antara
Moon
Mars
Rahu
Jupiter
Saturn
Mercury
Ketu
Venus
Sun

From

18:12:1973
14:04:1975
13:09:1976
14:04:1977
13:12:1978

Antara
Mars
Rahu
Jupiter
Saturn
Mercury
Ketu
Venus
Sun
Moon

Rahu Dasha
From

14:06:1979
10:11:1979
28:11:1980
04:11:1981
13:12:1982
10:12:1983
08:05:1984
08:07:1985
13:11:1985

Antara
Rahu
Jupiter
Saturn
Mercury
Ketu
Venus
Sun
Moon
Mars

Saturn Dasha

From
13:06:2004
01:08:2006
12:02:2009
20:05:2011
25:04:2012
25:12:2014
13:10:2015
12:02:2017
19:01:2018

Ketu Dasha
Antara
Ketu
Venus
Sun
Moon
Mars
Rahu
Jupiter
Saturn
Mercury

From

18:12:1973
14:06:1979
14:06:1986
13:06:2004
13:06:2020
14:06:2039
13:06:2056
14:06:2063
14:06:2083

Mars Dasha

Jupiter Dasha
Antara
Jupiter
Saturn
Mercury
Ketu
Venus
Sun
Moon
Mars
Rahu

Duration

5.0 y.5.0 m.26 d.
7.0 y.0.0 m.0 d.
18.0 y.0.0 m.0 d.
16.0 y.0.0 m.0 d.
19.0 y.0.0 m.0 d.
17.0 y.0.0 m.0 d.
7.0 y.0.0 m.0 d.
20.0 y.0.0 m.0 d.
6.0 y.0.0 m.0 d.

Antara
Saturn
Mercury
Ketu
Venus
Sun
Moon
Mars
Rahu
Jupiter

From
13:06:2020
17:06:2023
24:02:2026
05:04:2027
05:06:2030
17:05:2031
16:12:2032
25:01:2034
01:12:2036

From
10:11:2056
10:01:2058
17:05:2058
16:12:2058
14:05:2059
01:06:2060
08:05:2061
17:06:2062

Antara
Venus
Sun
Moon
Mars
Rahu
Jupiter
Saturn
Mercury
Ketu

24:02:1989
20:07:1991
26:05:1994
13:12:1996
31:12:1997
31:12:2000
25:11:2001
26:05:2003

Mercury Dasha
Antara
Mercury
Ketu
Venus
Sun
Moon
Mars
Rahu
Jupiter
Saturn

Venus Dasha

13:06:2056

From
14:06:1986

From
14:06:2039
10:11:2041
07:11:2042
07:09:2045
14:07:2046
13:12:2047
10:12:2048
29:06:2051
04:10:2053

Sun Dasha
From

14:06:2063
13:10:2066
13:10:2067
14:06:2069
14:08:2070
14:08:2073
13:04:2076
14:06:2079
14:04:2082

Antara
Sun
Moon
Mars
Rahu
Jupiter
Saturn
Mercury
Ketu
Venus
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Jupiter Dasha
Jupiter Antara Dasha
Pratyanta

From

Jupiter

13:06:2004

Saturn

25:09:2004

Mercury

Saturn Antara Dasha

Pratyanta

From

Saturn

01:08:2006

Mercury

12:02:2009

Mercury

26:12:2006

Ketu

09:06:2009

27:01:2005

Ketu

06:05:2007

Venus

27:07:2009

Ketu

17:05:2005

Venus

29:06:2007

Sun

12:12:2009

Venus

02:07:2005

Sun

30:11:2007

Moon

23:01:2010

Sun

08:11:2005

Moon

15:01:2008

Mars

02:04:2010

Moon

17:12:2005

Mars

01:04:2008

Rahu

20:05:2010

Mars

20:02:2006

Rahu

25:05:2008

Jupiter

21:09:2010

Rahu

07:04:2006

Jupiter

12:10:2008

Saturn

09:01:2011

Ketu Antara Dasha
Pratyanta

Pratyanta

From

Mercury Antara Dasha

Venus Antara Dasha

From

Pratyanta

From

Sun Antara Dasha
Pratyanta

From

Ketu

20:05:2011

Venus

25:04:2012

Sun

25:12:2014

Venus

09:06:2011

Sun

05:10:2012

Moon

09:01:2015

Sun

05:08:2011

Moon

23:11:2012

Mars

02:02:2015

Moon

22:08:2011

Mars

12:02:2013

Rahu

19:02:2015

Mars

19:09:2011

Rahu

10:04:2013

Jupiter

04:04:2015

Rahu

09:10:2011

Jupiter

03:09:2013

Saturn

13:05:2015

Jupiter

29:11:2011

Saturn

11:01:2014

Mercury

28:06:2015

Saturn

14:01:2012

Mercury

14:06:2014

Ketu

09:08:2015

Mercury

08:03:2012

Ketu

30:10:2014

Venus

26:08:2015

Moon Antara Dasha
Pratyanta

Mars Antara Dasha

From

Pratyanta

From

Rahu Antara Dasha
Pratyanta

From

Moon

13:10:2015

Mars

12:02:2017

Rahu

19:01:2018

Mars

23:11:2015

Rahu

04:03:2017

Jupiter

30:05:2018

Rahu

21:12:2015

Jupiter

24:04:2017

Saturn

24:09:2018

Jupiter

03:03:2016

Saturn

08:06:2017

Mercury

10:02:2019

Saturn

08:05:2016

Mercury

01:08:2017

Ketu

14:06:2019

Mercury

24:07:2016

Ketu

19:09:2017

Venus

04:08:2019

Ketu

01:10:2016

Venus

08:10:2017

Sun

28:12:2019

Venus

29:10:2016

Sun

04:12:2017

Moon

10:02:2020

Sun

19:01:2017

Moon

21:12:2017

Mars

23:04:2020
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What is KaalSarpa Yoga?

When all the planets are hemmed between Rahu and Ketu i.e., the moon's north node and the moon's
south node KaalSarpa Yoga is formed. Complete KaalSarpa yoga is formed only when half of the
chart is unoccupied by planets. Even if one planet is outside the Rahu Ketu Axis there is no KaalSarpa
Yoga.
The general impacts of KaalSarpa dosha are following :
1. Hurdles in every important and auspicious work.
2. Lesser Mental peace.
3. Deterioration of health and reduces longevity.
4. Poverty and destruction of wealth.
5. Destruction of business and loss of job.
6. Anxiety and unnecessary Tensions.
7. Bad Relations with family members and friends.
8. Treachery from friends and colleagues.
9. Very less help from relatives and friends.
KaalSarpa Yoga is applicable In your chart.

In your Kundali, due to the presence of Rahu in the 4th house and Ketu in the 10th house, a situation
of Shankhpal KaalSarpa Yoga is being established. Such person is unable to obtain knowledge and the
fear of betrayal is always there. He faces constant problems from land, vehicle, mother and servents. It
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becomes a day dream of enjoying any comforts. Domestic life remains unsatisfactory and peaceless,
mother's health remains weak, mutual differences crop up and there is a decrease in the comfort of his
mother. He faces many ups and downs in service- business. The land, where this person's home is
built, is not sacred.
KalSarpa Yoga is an unfovrable yog. Sometimes, Kalsarp Yoga is seen at the first sight in this person's
kundali, but if seen thoroughly then there is a breach of Kalsarp yog, which doesn't show any
unfavorable effect, still all people affected by this Yoga should indulge in worshipping and should
establish Kalsarp Yoga Shanti Yantra at home.

Calming of Kalsarpa Yoga and its Remedies
There are many remedies prescribed in Lal kitab to calm down Kalsarp yog. Those
which show miraculous effects are as follows:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

Donate fresh raddish.
Have meal sitting in the kitchen.
Clean your teeth with the urine of cow.
Observe 16 shraddh faithfully in bhadrapad.
5-Float one coconut in the sea.
Worship the symbolic silver cobra on the occasion of Nagpanchmi. Invite your ancestors. Pray to
the cobra that your ancestors obtain the right path. Then float all the articles of worship along with
the silver cobra in the river.
7. Place a silver Swastik at the entrance of you house.
8. If there are problems in your married life because of Kalsarp Yoga then remarry your wife.
9. Rahu is always hypnotized by Mantra, so give more importance to worship.
10. Keep barley grains by your side while sleeping in the night and feed them to birds at dawn.
11. Float more alive fishes than your age once or twice every year in the river.
12. Worship Lord Ganesha daily and chant the mantra 'Om Ganpatye Namh' regularly.
13. Worship Lord Ganesha every Wednesday and offer him the Laddos made ut of 'Bundy'. You must
necessarily worship Lord Ganesha on the occasion of Ganeshchaturthi.
14. Touch the Pepal tree on Saturday and offer sweet water to it.
15. 15-Install a pecock feathered fan in the bedroom.
16. Feed millet etc. daily to the birds.
17. Make a hole in the coconut and put black sesame, barley, sugar powder, deshi ghee and some dry
fruits in and bury it under the soil where ants are. Do this experiment on Saturday.
18. Aspersoriumise one handful of green kidney bean with Rahu Mantra.Aspersoriumise one handful
of green kidney bean with Rahu Mantra.
19. Wear snakeshaped silver ring in the middle finger after aspersoriuming it with mantra.
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General Predictions From Lal-Kitab
You will have very soft nature. You may not put forward your points in an aggressive manner.
Normally while talking, there will be a smile on your face. You voice might be little light or soft. You
may be fond of makeup. You will like perfumes and may use some expensive cream or oil to do your
hair. You will take special care of your body and will also take great care of whatever you wear.
You will be soft spoken. First, you will carefully listen to others and then when you will get a chance,
you will put your points ahead. But, whichever subject you talk about, you will be very thorough in it.
You will have special interest in Mathematics. If Mercury is situated in a good position in your
Horoscope, then you will be a scholar in mathematics. But instead of using mathematics in your
studies, you may use it to keep track of small calculations and accounting of small things. You will
have serious nature. You will not share your worries and thoughts with others quite easily. But at the
times of difficulties, you will have to face it all by yourself, because you will not be able to share them
with others and this will have an adverse effect on your body and you might suffer from head and
stomach related problems.
You may feel very happy to help others at the time when they are sick. You will take care of all their
small needs and will continue helping them without having the least concern of your own comforts.
You might settle in a different place than your birth place and this will help in awakening your fortune.
You may also go on several long journeys and will get benefit from them. You will have very friendly
nature and may befriend very easily.
You will have quite nature and will take interest in makeup. You will have a special knowledge and
understanding. You will make use of your intelligence in your day to day activities.
There may be many kinds of changes in your life and you might get attracted to long journeys. You
will have the desire to know anything from its roots. You will do deep research even of the small
aspects of anything. You will perform any work in your own way. You will make use of a lot of
technology. You might be very successful as an invigilator, income tax officer or as a teacher of
mathematics.
You will spend your accumulated wealth in the right way. You will take special care of beauty and
cleanliness in your life. You will also take special care of decorating your house.
You will enjoy a good health. You will take good care of diet. In times of difficulites, your health may
also get affected. You should do any work in your own way. It will get entangled if you would take
advice from others.
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You will lend a helpful hand to your spouse in the household chores. You can place things in your
house in a better way than others.
If you get married on your own then there might be something lacking in your choice. Your married
life will be normal. You will try to have a cordial relationship with your spouse.
In your Horoscope, because of Mercury being in the 3rd house, you might be a little fraud or a
hypocrite and might take sanyas during your last stages of life. You will taste success in your business.
Your business might be related to buying-selling products.
In your Horoscope, because of Mercury being in the 3rd house, you might befriend businessmen and
try to know the secrets of doing business. You will get the knowledge from others and use them in
your own business, by which you will get success in business and earn a lot of wealth. Your business
will increase from all directions.
In your Horoscope, because of Mercury being in the 3rd house, if you are a doctor or a judge, then you
might be very successful. Apart from these, you might have some connection with writing,
publication, computer, television etc.
In your Horoscope, because of Mercury being in the 3rd house, you may not be a person with clean
heart and good character, because of which your family members and friends might desert you. But,
you will be very cunning. You may not be able to make good use of your intelligence. Sometimes, you
might do something cunning. You will have restless nature. You will not get a good company and you
may waste a good portion of your life by getting into bad company. You will enjoy cordial relationship
with your brothers. You will try to help your brothers as much as possible when required.
In your Horoscope, because of Mercury being in the 3rd house, during your old age, you might take
sanyas in order to forget the bad things of your life. You might make use of wrong means to earn
wealth. Even after renouncing the worldly life, your mind may not get to the core of spiritualism. You
will be valiant and courageous, but may be little lazy too.
In your Horoscope, because of Mercury being in the 3rd house, if Mars is malefic in your Horoscope,
then you might bear losses caused by your brothers. To reduce the malefic effect, you should offer
water to the Sun or donate a goat or soak moong daal in the night and feed it to the birds in the
following morning.
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Predictions (Planet in House)
Sun in 4th house

In your horoscope, Sun is situated in 4th house. You will keep amassing wealth and others will earn
benefits from it. Your children may be millionaires. You may invent any new thing and your new
invention will be advantageous for you. You will get success in new undertakings. If you start any
new work apart from your parental work, you will get much benefit from it. You may leave your own
country and stay in any foreign country. Your relation with your father will be very cordial. You will
also get parental property. If you fix a hand pump or construct a well at your home, you will get
auspicious results. You will also enjoy mental peace. From 25 to 50 years of your age, you will earn
more benefits. Business of clothes, water and milk will be very beneficial for you and you may earn
huge profit out of it. Particularly business of clothes will be more profitable for you. You may plant
the fruit producing trees. Lady luck will smile on you. If you work at night,you will get more benefit.
You will not face any problem regarding your home. Sea voyage will be beneficial for you. You will
also get benefits from government department. Your wife will be lucky for you. You will get benefits
from her. She may get promotion in her job also. If you do any work related to vehicles, you will earn
benefits.
If you have habit of stealing or spoil the others works or have unethical relationships with others
women or misbehave with any woman, your Sun will become weaker. If your Sun is weaker because
of any reason including above mentioned causes, it may have a bad effect on your children. Your
mother and sister may face problems. You may remain sad without any reason. Your mother may
remain worried and her health may not be good. You may face many troubles in your life. If you spoil
others work, you may face impediments in your work and have complaint of blood pressure. Comfort
of your parents may decline.

If you are passing through above mentioned sufferings, perform following Precaution /
Remedies:
Precaution :-
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1. Stay away from habit of stealing.
2. Don't involve in quarrel of women.
Remedies :-

1. Give the food to blinds.
2. Wear pure gold.

Moon in 1st house

In your horoscope, Moon is situated in 1st house. You might have been born after lots of penance by
your parents or blessings of god or after the birth of more than one sisters. You will have ability to
attract everyone. You will love to wear white attires. Your disposition will be calm & polite. You will
be handsome. You will be erudite & have knowledge of various languages. You will inherit parental
home. You will be affluent and never face any scarcity of wealth. If you get married at the age of 28
years, you will enjoy comfort throughout your life. Property or wealth of any other person will stay
with you and due to this reason you will become rich. Until your mother remains alive, you will not
suffer from any scarcity of wealth & property. You will live long life. You will earn honor from
government. Financial condition of your father will improve after your birth. Your father will get
auspicious results related to business, financial profit and life. If you undertake any journey between
the ages of 24 to 27 years, take the blessings of your mother after coming back from journey. It will
increase your mother's longevity. You shouldn't build your home before the age of 24 years. Last
phase of your life will be good.
If you build your home before 24 years of age or married before 28 year of age or quarrel with maid or
bother cow, your Moon may become weaker. If your Moon is weak due to any reason, you may
submerge in water. You may not have mental peace and remain worried. You may suffer from mental
illness. Your health may not remain good. You may also suffer from heart and eye ailment. You may
not get the comfort of son.

If you are passing through above mentioned sufferings, perform following Precaution /
Remedies:
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Precaution :-

1. Don't quarrel with mother or old women.
2. You should not deviate from right path.
Remedies :-

1. Drink water or milk in silver glass.
2. Pour water on banyan tree.

Mars in 8th house

In your horoscope, Mars is situated in 8th house. According to Lal Kitab, you are Manglik. You will
get complete support of your parents. Your relations with your wife will be cordial and will live a very
harmonious married life. You will be bold and enthusiastic. Without taking care of consequences, you
will fight with challenges. You will never hesitate to fight for getting justice. You will take keen
interest in your work and do it whole heartedly. God will save your life from misshapenness. You will
face the impediments without getting worried. You will get property from your in-laws. You will
subdue your enemies.
If you quarrel with widow or keep knife with yourself every time or quarrel with others or there is any
underground furnace at your home, your Mars may become weak. If your Mars is weak due to any
reason, your younger brother may get inauspicious results. There may be quarrel due to him. Your
brother may become the reason of your ruin. You may suffer from blood disorder due to sudden
accident or any nail related ailment. Getting angry with any person without reason may become reason
of repent. You may also meet losses. Anybody can attack on you.

If you are passing through above mentioned sufferings, perform following Precaution /
Remedies:
Precaution :-

1. Don't keep underground furnace at your home.
2. Don't keep parrot at home.
Remedies :-
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1. Take the blessings of widow.
2. Feed sweet breads cooked in Tandoor to dogs.

Mercury in 3rd house

In your horoscope, Mercury is situated in 3rd house. You will always travel. You will earn name in
medical profession. Your friends & relatives will co-operate you. You will get good results along with
some bad results. You will be lucky for others. Whoever meets you, he/she will be benefited. You will
keep getting good sources of income. If you are in any profession related to fruits, agriculture, brass
vessels and animal husbandry, you will get benefits. You will be beneficial for your maternal uncle
and children. You will know how to cure the asthma patient. You will make advancement in your
business. You will be bold but avoid quarrels. You will abhor bad deeds. Several thoughts will come
in your mind when you plan to start any new work and you will try to consult same with whom you
trust. You will also apply your mind.
If you utilize money of your father's sister, sister or daughter, plant any tree of wide leaves, stay in
south facing home, your Mercury may become weak. If your Mercury is weak, your life may not be
very good. You may not get comfort of siblings. You may quarrel with them. Rise of your luck may
get delayed. You may get comfort of child very late.

If you are passing through above mentioned sufferings, perform following Precaution /
Remedies:
Precaution :-

1. Don't quarrel with maternal uncle and father's sister.
2. Don't plant tree of wide leaves.
Remedies :-

1. Serve female kids or perform Durga Puja.
2. Have parrot at home.

Jupiter in 5th house
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In your horoscope, Jupiter is situated in 5th house. Your children will make progress. You will also
make progress with your growing age. Your luck may rise at 16th year of your age. You will remain
happy from children side. You will get good results till 60th year of age. You may not get help from
father/grandfather after the birth of your child. Lady luck will smile on you. You will get the utmost
knowledge of spiritualism and earn fame. After the birth of your son, who has born on Thursday, your
luck will start rising and your progress will begin. You will earn money through business or your
writing skills. You will help others. You will amass wealth. You will remain happy. You will be
treated as chief in social circle.
If you think against the religion, use the donation collected for religious work, quarrel with saints, your
Jupiter may become weak. If your Jupiter is weak due to any reason, you will get angrier. If you have
relationship with other woman except your wife, you may suffer. You may meet losses, if you have
enmity with officers or take things free of cost. If you have non vegetarian food or are lazy, it may be
harmful for you.

If you are passing through above mentioned sufferings, perform following Precaution /
Remedies:
Precaution :-

1. Have faith in God.
Remedies :-

1. Serve the saints.
2. Clean the religious place or Dharmashala.

Venus in 5th house
In your horoscope, Venus is situated in 5th house. You will be eminent. You will subdue your
enemies. You will get comfort of children. Your relation with your wife will be cordial and you will
enjoy a happy married life. Your wife will be faithful. You will get benefits from white colored things.
You will love your community. You will get more comfort of wealth and servants after five years of
your marriage. You will get promotion in your job. You will not face any kind of scarcity until your
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wife remains alive. Your wealth will increase. You will love your family and country. You will be
favorable for your brother. You will not face any impediment in your life. Your life will be full of
happiness and peace.
If you lose your character, marry against your parents will, your Venus may become weak. If your
Venus is weak due to any reason, you may become lusty and your comfort may get hampered due to
this reason. If you have a bad company or involve in love affair, your luck may not favor you. You
may create problems for your friends. You may have dual nature. Your wife may have miscarriage or
you may be blessed with child late. If you do love marriage, you may not get male child. Wealth of
your sister or father's sister may destroy.

If you are passing through above mentioned sufferings, perform following Precaution /
Remedies:
Precaution :-

1. Don't become obsessed for females.
2. Don't marry against your parents will.
3. Don't involve in love or inter-cast marriage.
Remedies :-

1. Apply milk or curd on body and then take bath.
2. Serve the cow.

Saturn in 10th house
In your horoscope, Saturn is situated in 10th house. You will be ambitious. You will get benefits from
government. If you respect others, you will get same in return. Your wealth will increase after every
seven years of time period. Every 3rd year of your age will be beneficial for you. You will be religious
and righteous person, but may become idle during your old age. Wealth of your in-laws will also
increase. You will enjoy the comfort of good vehicle. If you do your job or business at one place, you
will get benefits. You will be laborious and write your fate from your hands. You will get good
comfort of your father till 39 years of your age. 3rd, 4th, 9th, 21st, 33rd, 40th and 57th years of your
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life will be very beneficial for you. Your progress, honor and wealth will increase ten times during
these years.
If you build home before 48th year of your age, have non vegetarian food & alcoholic drinks, lose
your character, do the traveling job or business, your Saturn may become weak. If your Saturn is weak
due to any reason, your parents, wife and in-laws may face troubles. You may meet losses or your
progress may get hampered. Your wealth and honor may get vanished. 27th year of your life may be
inauspicious for you.

If you are passing through above mentioned sufferings, perform following Precaution /
Remedies:
Precaution :-

1. Don't have non-vegetarian food & alcoholic drinks.
2. Don't do the job or business where you have to travel.
Remedies :-

1. Don't keep weapons with you.
2. Apply a mark of saffron on forehead.

Rahu in 4th house
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In your horoscope, Rahu is situated in 4th house. You will be virtuous, rich & live long life. You will
travel to holy places. You will be gentle and you will live a comfortable life. You will be owner of a
huge property. You may get wealth & property from your relatives. You will help others and people
will treat you as a benevolent person. You will be generous and enjoy the comfort of vehicle. You will
spend money for your sister and daughter. You will keep getting benefits & wealth from your in-laws.
Wealth of your in-laws will swell. You will amass wealth after 24 years of age. Your father and
children will get good results, but your mother may not get so. You will acquire land, building, vehicle
and all others means of lavish life. If you are in government job, you will hold a high position in your
department. You will be fond of keeping gun or pistol.
If you change the worship place, keep wooden coal on the roof of your home, build kitchen under the
staircase or have contacts with women who are as old as your mother age, your Rahu may become
weak. If your Rahu is weak due to any reason, you may face troubles during 34th year of your age.
Your mother may also face troubles. You may oppose your mother. Your in-laws and mother's family
may get inauspicious results. You may meet loses in your job. You may marry twice or live with a
kept. You may ruin your life after wasting your wealth on kept. You may meet an accident. You may
be daydreamer.

If you are passing through above mentioned sufferings, perform following Precaution /
Remedies:
Precaution :-

1. Don't have unethical relations with women who are as old as your mother.
2. Don't bath in Ganga.
Remedies :-

1. Have bath from water of Ganga at home.
2. Flow dry coriander into water.

Ketu in 10th house

In your horoscope, Ketu is situated in 10th house. You will be wealthy and have all means of luxurious
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life. Your life will be enjoyable and you will make advancement. You will be blessed with child after
24th year of your age. You will get more comforts from female children than male children. You may
become a sports personality of international fame. You wealth will increase. You may have suspicious
disposition. Till the 40th year of your life, you will get mixed results. After that, your time will be very
propitious and you will enjoy a lavish life. Your financial condition may not be affected. Over all, your
life will be happy and delightful.
If you quarrel with your brother, have relations with other women, your ketu may become weak. If
your Ketu becomes weak due to any reason, you may lose your character. On this account, either you
may become impotent or have more daughters. You may not get male child or adopt a male child. You
may face lot of troubles due to this reason. Your brother may ruin you or use your wealth. Relations
with other women may create disharmony in your married life. It may be fatal for you. Your money
may get wasted or you may retreat. You will get comfort of son around the 48th year of your age or
after the death of your mother.

If you are passing through above mentioned sufferings, perform following Precaution /
Remedies:
Precaution :-

1. Keep your character clean.
2. Don't abhor dogs.
Remedies :-

1. Keep a silver vessel filled with honey under the foundation of your home.
2. Keep a silver vessel filled with honey at your home.
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Lal-Kitab Debts (Rin)
Father's Debt
In your Kundali, Sun is neither in the 1st house nor in the 11th house and Venus is situated in the 5th
house. According to Lal Kitab, this displays father's debt in your Kundali. You should perform the
remedies according to the Lal Kitab. This father's debt is related to Sun. You should perform remedies
related to Sun.

Reason of Father's Debt
- If your family priest needs to be replaced.
- If a religious place has been demolished around your house.
- If a Peepal or a Banyan tree has been demolished around your house.

Effect of Father's Debt
According to Lal Kitab, when your hair start becoming white, then slowly the wealth of the house may
start getting destroyed. And on the head, the hair from the place where the pony tail grows may start
vanishing and you may start wearing a necklace or some sort of a chain. False rumors may start
floating regarding you. You might have to go to the prison without committing any mistake.

Remidies of Father's Debt
1. You should collect equal amount of money from all your family members and donate it at a
religious place.
2. Get any religious place around your house cleaned.
3. If there is a Peepal or Banyan tree around your house then take care of it and pour water in its roots.

Self Debt
In your Kundali, Venus is placed in the 5th house. According to Lal Kitab, this signifies your own debt
being imposed on your Kundali.

Reason of Self Debt
- You may not have faith in religion, heritage, god or culture and that's why this debt is being imposed
in your Kundali.
- There might be an oven or brewery in your house.
- There is light coming inside through a hole in your roof.
- There are symptoms of heart diseases.

Effect of Self Debt
You may progress in your life and accumulate lots of wealth. You will also be respected in the society
but when your son becomes 11 months or of 11 years old, then your wealth and respect may get
eclipsed. Your health may get affected badly. On top of that, you may not even move your body.

Remidies of Self Debt
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Important Predictions (Lal Kitab)
Horoscope of Blind Planets
According to Lal Kitab, if in any Kundali, two enemy planets sit together in the 10th house, then this
kind of Kundali is known as the Kundali of the blind planets. 10th house in the kundali is the place of
work for this person, and is also related to his earnings, therefore, if two or more enemy planets are
situated together in this house then it creates an imbalance in the work area of this person. There isn't
complete stability in the service or business of this person. As a remedy to rectiy the blind planets
Situated in the 10th house, this person should feed 10 blind people.
Conclusion: Your kundali is not the kundali of blind planets.

Horoscope of Half Blind Planets
According to Lal Kitab, if Sun is in the 4th house and Saturn is in the 7th house, then in this condition
then Kundali is known as the Kundali of blind planets. This planetary condition will have unfavorable
effects on the the mental and professional life of this person. The mental peace of this person might
decline drastically. The 4th house is also the house of our family happiness and because of this
planetary condition our family happiness might get diminished.
Conclusion : This kundali is not the Kundali of Half blind planets.

Dharmi Kundali
According to Lal Kitab, if in a Kundali, Saturn is placed with Jupiter, then it is called religious Kundali
(Dharmi Tewa). In this condition, the person never faces any big problems in his life which can
drastically disrupt his normal life. During very tough times or during troubles, he will get divine help
from somewhere.
Conclusion : This kundali is not dharmi kundali.
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House(Bhava) Based Prediction From Lal-Kitab
Predictions of Jupiter placed in 5th House
5th house is Jupiter's fixed house. According to Lal Kitab, Jupiter is said to be a very learned and a
person full of respect and character. But, according to the Kaal-purush Kundali, due to the Sun's rashi
being in the 5th house, you may be short-tempered.
If your child is born on a Thursday, then you will do lots of progress in your life.
In your Horoscope, Jupiter and Venus are situated together in the 5th house. According to Lal Kitab,
you will earn through your education and skills. This will also have a good effect on your children's
earnings. You should not keep intimate relations with married women, as this will have a very bad
effect on your wealth.

Remedies & Precautions of Jupiter placed in 5th House
1. Keep a dog.
2. Pray to God Ganesha.
3. Take care of school teacher.
4. Float 'Nag' and saffron in water.
5. Do not accept any donation or gift.
6. Take care of sadhus and priests.
7. Do not accept Prasad from the temples.
8. Keep a pony tail.
9. Do not consume non-vegetarian food or alcohol.
10. Keep your character clean.
11. Clean the area where you pray regularly.
12. Keep fast on thursdays.
13. Take care of the Peepal tree.
14. Pray to Lord Vishnu.
15. Wear Topaz, or in case you cannot afford it then apply turmeric.
16. Plant sunflower or marigold in your house.

Predictions of Sun placed in 4th House
In the 1942 year edition of Lal Kitab, Sun situated in the 4th house is called the 'Son of Aunty'. You
will accumulate wealth for others, but may not make use of this wealth for yourself. Your children will
be rich. You may invent something.
According to Lal Kitab, Sun situated in the 4th house lessens the peace and comfort in your mother's
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and sister's life and you may have to leave your home and stay abroad. You may do that work which
your ancestors had never ever done.
In your Horoscope, Sun and Rahu are situated together in the 4th house. This is not a favorable
combination..

Remedies & Precautions of Sun placed in 4th House
1. Feeding bread to blind people in your ancestral house will be favorable.
2. Take care of your aunt's son.
3. Do not indulge in the business of iron or wooden articles.
4. Doing business in gold, silver or cloth will be very favorable.
5. Do not consume non-vegetarian food or alcohol.
6. Do not do fishing and do not eat fish.
7. Wear a copper coin in a khaki coloured thread around your neck.
8. Wear gold.
9. Feed Jaggery to monkeys.
10. Do not indulge in quarrels or arguments with government officials.
11. Do not indulge in illegal business or work.

Predictions of Moon placed in 1st House
In your Horoscope, Moon is situated in the 1st house. Till the time your mother is alive, you will never
need to worry about money. You will live a long life and will never face any kind of problems or
difficulties in your business or service.
If you get married by your own will with someone within your relation in your 28th year or before
that, then this may have a malefic effect on your child. If you do have any child before the age of 24
or if you get a house constructed with your own money, then there may be malefic effect on your
health.
If you get married during the 24th year of your age, then this may neutralize the favorable effects of
Moon. According to Lal Kitab, you should drink milk out of a silver glass to nullify this effect. You
should keep in mind that the silver glass does not have a neck or a tap kind of structure; otherwise
there may be malefic effect on your mother's health.
If you are going on a trip or journey for more than 100 days, then you should throw a copper coin in
the river or sea.
In your Horoscope, Moon is placed in the 1st house. You should not do any business related to articles
of moon like silver utensils or milk. If you do, then this will completely nullify the favorable effects of
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the moon and it may also have a malefic effect on you. In the same manner, you should not donate
milk.
If you do not get sleep in the night or feel restless, then you should bury copper nails under the all four
legs of your bed. Apart from this, you should give water at the roots of a banyan tree. If you take care
of your mother and take her blessings then it will prove very favorable for your long life. This will also
be favorable for your business or service. If you get silver or rice donated by your mother then this will
pave way for your good fortune. After the demise of your mother, there is a very remote chance of
your fortune improving.
In your horoscope, Moon is situated in 1st house. Whenever you go on a journey, you should touch
your mother's feet once you come back. This will be favorable for the longevity of your mother's age.
If you are worried about the health of your mother, then you should bury a red colored stone or jaggery
in the ground.
If you are doing any business in partnership with a relative of yours, then you might face many
difficulties.
If you accept anything from anyone without paying for it, then this might nullify the favorable effects
of the moon and might also affect your spouse. To avoid the malefic effects, you should take the
blessing of aged women.
In your Horoscope, friendly planets of moon are situated in the 7th or 8th house. According to Lal
Kitab, you will be blessed with the skill of making gold even out of clay.
In your Horoscope, Moon is benefic. According to Lal Kitab, you will inherit lot of ancestral property.
Sometimes, other people might keep their expensive articles with you which would become yours
ultimately.
In your Horoscope, there is no planet situated in the 7th house. According to Lal Kitab, moon is
dormant (sleeping) in your horoscope and it needs to be woken up before you turn 24. According to
Lal Kitab, you should keep a cow or keep a maid servant or get married before you turn 24. This will
activate the dormant moon. || else, from the 25th year onwards, Moon will become active as a malefic
planet. You should donate things related to Mars like honey, anise seeds (saunf) etc.

Remedies & Precautions of Moon placed in 1st House
1. Keep a red handkerchief with you.
2. Hammer some copper nails in the legs of your bed.
3. Give water to the roots of the banyan tree.
4. If you are traveling with your son then throw copper coins in the river.
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5. If there is a well in your house, then do not construct a shade above it.
6. Do not get married between the age of 24 and 27. Also, do not get a house constructed with your
own money.
7. Beware of green color and stay away from your sister-in-law.
8. Do not keep any silver utensil with a tap in your house.
9. Do not keep any silver plates in your house.
10. Use silver utensil to drink milk or water.
11. Do not use glassware.
12. Take blessings from your mother and keep rice and silver donated by her always with you.

Predictions of Venus placed in 5th House
In Lal Kitab, Venus situated in the 5th house is said to be a house full of children.
Till the time your souse is alive, there will be no big blockages in your work. If you are of a kind
nature, then the results of Venus would become better. You should keep away from dirty love affairs.
According to Lal Kitab, if you indulge in love marriage or a marriage against the will of your parents
then this may have a malefic effect on your children.
According to Lal Kitab, you should take special care of your character or else your destruction is
confirmed. The business of brick furnaces will be the best for you.
In your Horoscope, there is no planet in aspect of Venus. According to Lal Kitab, this combination
will have a malefic effect on your spouse. If you are engaged in business of perfumes or any other
scented items, then it will not give you favorable results.

Remedies & Precautions of Venus placed in 5th House
1. Keep your character clean.
2. Take care of cow.
3. For your financial prosperity clean your hidden body parts with milk or curd.
4. Do not marry against the will of your parents.
5. Take care of elderly women.
6. Wear Diamond.
7. Listen to the advice of your wife and do not quarrel with her.
8. Take care of what you wear.

Predictions of Mars placed in 8th House
In Lal Kitab, Mars situated in the 8th house is called as 'the death's trap'. Generally, Mars situated in
the 8th house does not give favorable results. You will be very courageous. Whether the result is
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victory or loss, you will surely fight till the end.
If a widowed woman curses you, then you may be destroyed completely. You should keep taking
blessing from a widowed woman.
If your brother is 4 or 8 years younger to you, then this is an indication of Mars being malefic.
According to Lal Kitab, your younger brother will not help you.
If you have dug up an oven in your house (during the occasion of marriage), then this may be highly
unfavorable for you. You should cook sweet bread (roti) in the oven (tandoor) and feed it to the dog
for continuous 43 days.
Mars situated in the 8th house may not be favorable for your father. You may suffer from eye defects,
pain in the joints etc., and your friends may become enemies. Your younger brother may create many
problems for you from 28 to 36 years of your age. You should not get an oven (tandoor) constructed in
your house.
In your Horoscope, the 2nd house is empty or either Moon or Jupiter is placed in it. According to Lal
Kitab, effects of Mars will be favorable in this condition.
In your Horoscope, Moon is situated in the 1st, 3rd, 4th, 8th, or 9th house. According to Lal Kitab,
even if Mars is malefic, then also it does not give malefic results in this condition.
In your Horoscope, Mars is placed in the Aries or Scorpio sign. According to Lal Kitab, you will
enjoy a happy family life.

Remedies & Precautions of Mars placed in 8th House
1. Feed 8 sweet breads (rotis) baked only from one side to the dogs.
2. Wear a ring made out of 3 metals.
3. Always wear a silver chain around your neck.
4. Use deer's skin.
5. Float 4 kilograms of revadi or batasha (Indian sweets) in water.
6. Take silver from your grandmother and wear it around your neck.
7. On the day of Tuesday, husband and wife should take bath, then after wearing red clothes they
should fill a copper container with rice and apply red sandal tilak to that container. Then after reciting
the gayatri mantra, donate that container in a Hanuman temple. Performing this remedy for 7
continuous Tuesdays makes Lord Hanuman happy. This person should take care of a widowed
woman.
8. When the effects of Mars are highly debilitated, then bury an earthen pot filled with honey at an
isolated place. This remedy is useful only if either Jupiter or Moon is in the 3rd house.
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9. Mercury is Mars's biggest enemy. When it teams up with Mars then it will destroy the maternal
family of the person. If his maternal uncle leaves his house and stays away then only he remains safe.
Piercing the nose is also necessary. By wearing silver in the nose for 100 days, the bad effects of
Mercury get mitigated.
10. Take the blessing from widowed women.
11. Eat your food while sitting in the kitchen.
12. Get a dark room constructed in your house.
13. Donate rice, jaggery, and gram at a religious place.
14. Bury an earthen pot filled with jaggery in the burial ground.
15. Before baking the bread (roti), splash some water drops on the pan.
16. Recite the Maha-Gayatri hymes.
17. Take care of your brother.

Predictions of Mercury placed in 3rd House
According to Lal Kitab, Mercury situated in the 3rd house is supposedly not very favorable but it will
have a good effect on your siblings and relatives. If someone else comes in your contact then he can
not get benefit of this. Mercury will also have a favorable impact on your wealth.
Mercury is situated in the 3rd house, it may have a malefic impact on your ancestral property, your
income and your mental peace. To reduce the malefic effects of Mercury, soak whole Moong dal
overnight in the water and feed it to the birds in the following morning. This remedy should be
performed for a continuous 43 days. This remedy will also advance your business.
In your horoscope, 9th and 11th houses are empty. According to Lal Kitab, Mercury will always give
favorable results.
In your horoscope, Mars is placed in a favorable position. According to Lal Kitab, this is a favorable
combination.

Remedies & Precautions of Mercury placed in 3rd House
1. Brush your teeth with the Alum.
2. Donate a silver umbrella for the goddess.
3. Wear Ruby.
4. Take care of your niece.
5. Get your nose pierced.
6. Donate a goat on Wednesday.
7. If your child is in pain, then keep a dog.
8. Burn yellow colored shell and then float the ash in the river.
9. Do not plant broad leaved plants in your house.
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10. Do not live in a house facing the south.
11. Pray to Goddess Durga and take the blessings of unmarried girls.
12. Keep a Parrot.
13. Wash the butea leaves and bury them under a stone in a deserted area.
14. Distribute Asthma medicines for free.
15. Take care of a girl, sister, aunt or sister-in-law and take their blessings.
16. Donate green bangles and green colored clothes to the eunuchs.

Predictions of Saturn placed in 10th House
In Lal Kitab, Saturn situated in the 10th house is said to 'lucky planet'. You may write your own
destiny. According to Lal Kitab, you father will definitely be with you till you turn at least 48. You
will earn a lot of fame and name during the 15th, 21st, 33rd, 39th, 45th and 57th year.
If, while Saturn is situated in the 10th house, you do good for others, stay like a hermit at heart or are
compassionate then Saturn situated here might completely destroy you.
According to Lal Kitab, you will be respected everywhere. If you do not consume alcohol, then effects
of Saturn will become favorable. You should get your house constructed after you turn 48 or else your
wealth might be completely destroyed.
If you are affected by the unfavorable effects of Saturn in any way then, as a remedy, keep Ganga
water in a brass vessel in your house.
You should sit at one place and work.
In your Horoscope, the 2nd house is empty. According to Lal Kitab, in this condition, Saturn becomes
all the more unfavorable.
In your Horoscope, Sun or Moon is situated in the 4th house. According to Lal Kitab, you should not
kill animals or else it may have a malefic effect on your financial position.

Remedies & Precautions of Saturn placed in 10th House
1. Keep Ganga water in a brass metal in your house.
2. Respect others.
3. Do no consume non-vegetarian food and alcohol.
4. Take care of your uncle.
5. Float gram pulses for a continuous 43 days in flowing water.
6. Travel across religious places.
7. Feed food to 10 blind people.
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8. Do not get your house constructed before you turn 48 years.
9. Do not kill animals.
10. Do not keep any arms with you.
11. Do not indulge in work that requires running around.
12. Donate alcohol in the temple of 'Bhairo'.
13. Feed bread with mustard oil applied on it to the crows and dogs.
14. Do not keep the laborer's money with you.

Predictions of Rahu placed in 4th House
In your Horoscope, Rahu is placed in the 4th house. According to Lal Kitab, your Horoscope will be
known as religious Horoscope. There will be lots of expenses in your house but those will all be for
religious work. You will take care of your family very well and earn a lot of wealth.
Rahu situated in the 4th house is normally fruitful, but if you get a tank to store water constructed
under the earth, or have a kiln (bhaati) in the house, or dump bags full of coal in your house or get
your roof renovated, then this might cause Rahu to become unfavorable.
Rahu situated in the 4th house will have good effect on your father and son but may have a malefic
effect on your mother.
After 48 years of age, Jupiter will become favorable.
Even if your granny's house is in a good condition, after you turn 24, it may witness drastic
deterioration.
During the ages of 12, 24, and 48 or after you have a son, the condition of your parents will become
better.
In your Horoscope, Venus is situated in a favorable position. According to Lal Kitab, after your
marriage, your in-law will start earning better, which will benefit you as well.
In your Horoscope, Moon is in the 1st house. According to Lal Kitab, you will be very rich, and you
will help your aunt, sister etc.

Remedies & Precautions of Rahu placed in 4th House
1. Wear silver.
2. Float 400 grams or 1 kilogram of coriander for a continuous 7 Wednesdays.
3. Take bath in the Ganga at Haridwar.
4. There should be no logging of dirty water within the premises of your house.
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5. Your kitchen should not be situated right at the foot of the steps leading to the terrace or roof or the
upper floor.
6. Get the complete house constructed all at once and not in phases.
7. Do not keep fuels like coal etc on the terrace.
8. Pary to Goddess Saraswati.
9. Wear agate.
10. Do not consume tabacoo.
11. Do not generate smoke either in your house or the verandah.
12. Do not be a false witness.

Predictions of Ketu placed in 10th House
According to Lal Kitab, you should take care of your brother in each and every condition and you
should forgive him if he commits any mistake. This will make Ketu favorable and will also make you
financially strong. If you don't keep your character clean then you might get destroyed.
If your children are facing unfavorable effects of Ketu, then you should keep a pitcher shaped silver
vessel filled with honey. Even after doing that if the unfavorable effects of Ketu does not diminish
then bury that vessel in an isolated place. After the age of 48, keeping a dog at home might also
diminish the bad effects of Ketu.
In your Horoscope, Saturn is situated in a favorable position. According to Lal Kitab, you may have
the skill to convert clay to gold and your children will be able too.

Remedies & Precautions of Ketu placed in 10th House
1. Bury honey or milk in the foundation of your house.
2. Keep honey filled in a silver vessel in your house.
3. Keep your character clean.
4. Rear a dog at your house after you turn 48.
5. Worship Lord Ganesha.
6. Feed food to boys younger than 9 yeas old.
7. Float black and white sesamum in a drain.
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Reason and Upay for every Aspect of Life From Lal-Kitab
Education related Predictions and Remedies
During an examination, if you use a golden capped red pen, having any colour ink filled in it, then you
will surely get through the examination.
Jehi par kripa karhi janu jaani. Kavi ur ajir nachawahi baani.
Mori sudharihi so sab bhanti. Jasu kripa nahi kripa aghati.
Recite these chaupai 108 times daily in the morning.
Om mannisad pratishtham twamgamh shashwato samah.
Yat kraunchmithuna dekmavdhih kammohitam.
If you recite this hymn thrice a day, just after getting up in the morning without talking to anyone, then
you will receive excellent education.
Janaksuta jag janni janki.
Atisay priy karunanidhan ki.
Take jug pad kamal mnavun.
Jasu kripa nirmal mati pavun.
If you recite this hymn 108 times daily, after worshiping the picture of Lord Ram and Sita, then you
will receive excellent education.
Budhdihin tanu jani ke Sumirau Pawan Kumar,
Bal budhdi vidya dehu mohi harhu kales vikar.
Recite this hymn 108 times daily, after worshiping Lord Hanuman. It will amplify your intelligence
and memory.
Guru grah gaye paran raghurai, alp kal vidya sab aai.
Alpa kaal vidya sab pai.
If you go to the school after reciting this Chuapai 108 times daily, then you will surely get through the
examination.
According to Lal Kitab, for those who are weak at studies, wearing a green coloured 'Turmali', studded
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in a silver ring or a necklace would help.
You will surely be successful in your examination if you throw 7 knots of turmeric and sweets made of
gram flour, tied in a yellow coloured cloth, in the river on Thursday.
On a Thursday during Shukl paksh, after reciting 'Om Namah Shivai', you should wear two 5-mouth
rudraksh with a single-hole mouth rudraksh in between them, woven in a red thread, after touching it
with a shivlingam.
Recite the mantra, 'Om Gang Ganpathe', before the commencement of the examination and it will
surely show favorable results.
Donating half a liter of milk at a religious place on the way to take an examination will prove useful
for you.
According to Lal Kitab, if your child shows no interest in studies or is reluctant to go to the school or
makes excuses from attending the school, then make him wear a rectangular copper piece, woven in a
white thread, around his neck.
Keep a white page in your pocket while taking an examination after having written Yogeshwar 'Shri
Krishna Prasang' 17 times on it with a red coloured pen during an auspicious day or during the pusay
nakshastra.

Health and Dieses related Predictions and Remedies

In your horoscope, Mercury is placed in the 3rd house. According to Lal Kitab, if you suffer from a
serious disease, then adopt the following remedy. Don't use articles related to Mercury. Based on the
colour of planets situated in the 9th or 11th house, bury stones in the ground. Don't hang any article
related to the Sun on your eastern door.
In your horoscope, Venus is placed in the 5th or 6th house. According to Lal Kitab, if your wife
remains ill, then she should put a golden pin in her hair.
In your horoscope, Sun is placed in the 4th house. According to Lal Kitab, there are high possibilities
that you may suffer from nightblindness.
In your horoscope, Sun and Rahu are situated together. According to Lal Kitab, you may suffer from
skin disorders. Donate a cow or goat.
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In your horoscope, Venus is placed in the 5th house. According to Lal Kitab, if your health is very bad,
then wash your private organs with milk or curd for 43 continuous days. Start this process from Friday.
If there are recurring cases of illness in your house, then adopt any of following remedies. Bake 4
extra sweet breads than the total number of breads prepared everyday in your house and feed them to a
black dog, black cow or a black crow on a no-moon day or on the day of Sankranti, once a month.
Donate a hollow gourd at a religious place, once a month. Keep a one, two or five rupee coin under the
pillow of a patient in the night and then donate it in the morning to a sweeper. If you are passing by a
graveyard, then make sure to throw a one or two rupee coin in it.

Money, Business & Employement related Predictions and Remedies

In your horoscope, Moon is placed in the 1st house. According to Lal Kitab, you must not indulge in
the business of milk and milk products as it may have bad effects upon your age and wealth.
In your horoscope, Saturn is placed in the 10th house. According to Lal Kitab, you will earn profits by
indulging in the business of articles related to Jupiter.
In your horoscope, Venus is placed in the 5th house. According to Lal Kitab, you might face losses if
you indulge in any business related to cosmetics.
In your horoscope, Sun is placed along with Rahu, Ketu or Saturn. According to Lal Kitab, you may
face shortage of money in your life.
In your horoscope, Mercury is placed alone in a house other than the 8th, 9th, 11th or 12th house and
is not in aspect of its enemy planets. According to Lal Kitab, you will attain more success in business.
In your horoscope, Jupiter and Venus are situated together. According to Lal Kitab, this planetary
combination is known as gaudy Wealth.
In your horoscope, Rahu and Sun, Rahu and Moon, Ketu and Sun or Ketu and Moon are situated
together in the same house. According to Lal Kitab, you may have to face various kinds of problems
in your profession and in financial matters.
In your horoscope, Venus and Jupiter are situated together in the 2nd, 5th, 9th or 12th house.
According to Lal Kitab, you may have to suffer losses because of your wife or your in-laws.
In your horoscope, Sun is placed in the 4th house. According to Lal Kitab, you will earn profits by
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indulging in business of gold and silver.
In your horoscope, Moon is placed in the 1st house. According to Lal Kitab, you might face losses if
you indulge in business related to milk and milk.
In your horoscope, Venus is placed in the 5th house. According to Lal Kitab, you will be in a
beneficial situation if you are in a government service or if you are indulged in business of brass
utensils or running a brick kiln.
In your horoscope, Saturn is placed in the 10th house. According to Lal Kitab, you will earn profits by
indulging in business of articles related to Saturn like iron, coal etc.

Residance related Predictions and Remedies

In your horoscope, Moon is placed in the 1st house. According to Lal Kitab, if you get your house
constructed before you turn 24, then you may face financial loss. The health of your mother and your
children may also be adversely affected. As a remedy, you should bury some aniseeds in the ground.
If the main entrance into your house is towards the southern direction and the kitchen is placed on the
right hand side, while coming out of the house, and there is a bathroom or an area of water situated
right in front of the kitchen, then you may always have to face troubles. There are also chances of
financial loss.
If your house is under the shadow of a tree, then this might wipe out the favorable effects of Mars.
If there is a dry and hedged Peepal tree near the wall of your house, then it will render bad effects on
your family and wealth. The effects of Mars will become malefic.
In your horoscope, Mercury is placed in the 3rd house. According to Lal Kitab, if you live in southern
facing house, then this will be harmful for you in every way.
In your horoscope, Saturn is placed in the 10th house. According to Lal Kitab, if you get your house
constructed or purchased before you turn 48, then you may face loss of wealth equivalent to the price
of the house and all further financial gains may get blocked.
In your horoscope, Rahu is placed in the 4th house. According to Lal Kitab, you should get your house
renovated very prudently. Don't ever change the roof of your house or the sheets or doors of the
bathroom; otherwise you may face financial loss.
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In your horoscope, Venus and Jupiter are situated in the same house. According to Lal Kitab, you will
own a house but will face dearth of wealth. Perform the remedies of Jupiter or Ketu.
If your house is placed at the dead end of a street, and the wind directly enters into it, then it may cast
adverse effects on your children. Do not ever live in such a house.
If your house is under the shadow of a religious building, like temple, mosque, gurudwara, then your
family will suffer from diseases.
In the kitchen, the cooking and the dish washing areas should not be on the same platform or slab, or
else there would be quarrels in the house. As a remedy, place a picture of five-headed Lord Hanuman
in between these two areas.
If there is an iron cot in the house, then lay it in the east-south direction.
The owner of the house should sleep in the south-west corner of the house.
If the main entrance of your house is towards the southern direction, then according to Vastu shastra, it
will prove harmful for the female members of the family. In this kind of a house, only a widower can
live happily. If you bury a copper nail at the main entrance, then the situation may turn favorable. You
can also lay a broad silver strip from one end of the door to the other. Keep a monkey, made out of
clay, in the house facing towards the south. Donate a goat. Donate Moong Dal at a place of worship
after 2 p.m. during the afternoon.
If there is no earthen place in your house, then it may prove to be harmful for the female members of
the family and it will also have an adverse effect on your financial condition. As a remedy, keep an
earthen idol of a woman in the house. Keep camphor, Ghee and cotton, tied in a white handkerchief.
For minor household work, keep a house maid.
If there is a safe, rack or cellars in your house, then do not keep them empty at any time. You can keep
almonds and dried dates in them.
If there is a dark room in your house, then don't get any ventilator constructed in it for light to come in.
If you want to get the roof of your house renovated or changed, then first get a temporary roof built
over the old one.
In your horoscope, Mars is placed in the 8th house. According to Lal Kitab, you should not get an
oven or a furnace constructed outside your house for the purpose of marriage or other ceremonies. If
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you have no alternatives at all, then you should wash the burnt clay or mud from the oven into the river
and place new clay or mud in the over or furnace.
According to Lal Kitab, it is very favorable to have the area for water towards the right hand side
while going out of the house from the main exit and the kitchen towards the left hand side or facing the
back.
If your house is under the shadow of the Peepal tree etc; then this is very harmful for your progress.
You should offer water to the roots of that tree.
If there is a well around your house, then do not throw litter (garbage) in it. Pouring milk in it, daily, is
favorable for your progress.
Don't plant a Kikar tree inside your house.
The main entrance of house or plot should be towards the north-eastern or eastern direction.
Your Moon sign is Taurus, Virgo or Capricorn. Even if the main entrance of your house is towards the
southern direction, it will not prove to be harmful.
According to Lal Kitab, white colour or paint can be used everywhere in the house. Use blue colour or
paint in your bedroom or in the conference hall.
Use Green or cream colour in the study room.
Use pink or orange colour in the dinning room and kitchen. Use red colour in the place of police or
military colour.
If the main entrance of your house is towards the eastern direction, then use white colour.
If the main entrance of your house is towards the southern direction, then use red, pink or orange
colour.
If the main entrance of your house is towards the northern direction, then use green or yellow colour.
If the main entrance of your house is towards the western direction, then use blue or light blue colour.
If the main entrance of your house is towards the eastern direction, then use green colour.
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If the main entrance of your house is towards the west-south direction, then use green colour.
If the main entrance of your house is towards the west-north direction, then use white colour.
You should keep the main entrance towards the narrower end of your house. If the main gate of your
house is made of two panels, then it will prove to be very beneficial for you. If the main door opens
towards the inside, then it will be all the more beneficial.
You should keep more open space towards the northern and eastern direction of your house in
comparison to the space towards the southern and western direction.
The walls towards the southern and western directions of your house should be thicker and taller.
The slope of the roof of your house should be towards the east, north or north-east direction.
The north-east corners of every room in your house should remain vacant.
The verandah and open terrace of your house should be towards the eastern and northern direction.
The balcony of the house should be in eastern and northern direction. The basement should be in
north-east direction.
If you want to erect a statue made out of stone in your house, then keep it in the south-west direction.
Plant trees in even number towards the south-west direction.
Sow a Tulsi plant towards the north or north-east direction.
The number of windows in your house should be more towards the north and east direction. The
number of doors and windows should be even, but the last digit of this number should not end with 10,
20 etc.
The stairs can be constructed towards any direction except for the south-west or Ishan direction. The
count of stairs should not be odd. The curvature of Stairs should be clockwise.
The water reservoir should be constructed towards the north-east direction. It will prove beneficial for
you.
If you are keeping the water tank on the terrace, then have it kept towards the north-west direction. If
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the colour of the tank is in black or blue then it is favorable.
The place of worship should be towards the Ishan, east or north direction. The face of idols should be
towards the north or east direction. The shape of worship room should be like that of a pyramid. The
floor of the worship room should be done in white or light yellow. The walls of the worship room
should be done in white, cream or light blue.
In your house, the kitchen should be towards the south-east direction. While cooking, you should face
towards the east direction. The windows of kitchen should be towards the east and south direction.
The dinning room should be towards the western direction in your house. The dinning table should be
rectangular or square shaped.
The bathroom should be towards the east, north or north-west direction in your house.
The Latrine or restroom should be towards the southern direction in your house.
In your horoscope, Saturn is placed in the 10th house. According to Lal Kitab, if you get your house
constructed or purchased, then you will surely face financial losses.

Marriage, Wife and Family related Predictions and Remedies

In your horoscope, Moon is placed in the Ascendant. According to Lal Kitab, you should not marry
during the age of 24 to 27.
In your horoscope, Venus is placed in the 5th or 6th house. According to Lal Kitab, you should get
married as per the wishes of your parents. You should never get involved in a love marriage.
In your horoscope, Sun is placed in an auspicious house. According to Lal Kitab, your wife will be
beautiful, well featured and educated.
In your horoscope, Sun is in aspect of Saturn. According to Lal Kitab, due to inharmonious
relationship with your wife, you might get married again.
In your horoscope, Venus is placed in the 3rd, 4th, 5th, 6th, 9th or 12th house. According to Lal Kitab,
you will live a long life.
In your horoscope, the conjunction of Sun-Venus, Jupiter-Venus, Mars-Moon or Mars-Venus is placed
in the 2nd house. According to Lal Kitab, your wealth may get destroyed by women.For early
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marriage, recite Mangal Parvati strot everyday.
For early marriage, after taking a shower, fill a bronze bowl with mustard oil and during an auspicious
time donate it.
For early marriage, donate yellow pulses, tied in a yellow cloth, in a temple on Thursday.
if(your marriage is getting delayed, then recite the Sarg 73rd of Valmiki Ramayan for 43 continuous
days.
For early marriage, recite hymns of Durga Saptsati for 43 continuous days.
For early marriage, offer milk on the idol of Lord Shiva for seven mondays.

Childrens and their Health related Predictions and Remedies

In your horoscope, Venus is placed in the 5th house. According to Lal Kitab, if you keep your
character good then you will not be childless.
In your horoscope, Jupiter is placed in the 5th house. According to Lal Kitab, you should not accept
any form of donation in the name of religion otherwise the aspect of child in you might become weak.
In your horoscope, Saturn is placed in the 10th house. According to Lal Kitab, your father will live a
long life.
In your horoscope, Moon or Jupiter is placed with its enemy planets. According to Lal Kitab, your
mother, grandmother or mother-in-law may live a short life.
In your horoscope, Jupiter is placed in the middle between the 1st and 6th house. According to Lal
Kitab, your father will live a long life and you will enjoy complete togetherness with him.
In your horoscope, Sun and Moon are situated in each other's permanent house. According to Lal
Kitab, you will surely enjoy the happiness of a child.
In your horoscope, Sun is placed in the 4th house and Venus is placed in the 5th house. According to
Lal Kitab, you may lack masculine traits in you. You should adopt a remedy.
In your horoscope, Mars, Venus or Mercury is placed in the permanent houses. According to Lal
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Kitab, you will not face any obstacles in having a child and the child will be born at the right time.
If you live in a house situated at the dead end of a street, then you may have to face child related
problems and there might be a delay in having a male (son) child. As a remedy, starting from thursday,
you should put a saffron dot on your forehead for 43 continuous days.
if(you are suffering from child related problems, then you should organize a recital of the Harivansh
Puran or the Mahabharat at your home.
If you keep a male pup at your house, then you will surely be blessed with a child.
The worshipping of Lord Ganesha would be beneficial in having a child.
If you are facing child related problems, then taking care of a black dog or keeping it in your house
and feeding it would prove beneficial to you.
If your wife bears a child but it is not able to survive after its birth, then there are very simple and
successful remedies mentioned in Lal Kitab to overcome this problem. The remedy is that you should
tie a red thread around your wife's arms during her pregnancy and then after the birth of the child, you
should untie it from your wife's arms and tie it around the arms of the child. You should then tie a new
red thread around your wife's arms. That should remain tied to her arms for 18 continuous months.
According to Lal Kitab, if your wife is facing miscarriage every time, then you should tie a black
thread around her waist and after the birth of the child, you should untie it from your wife's waist and
tie it around the arms of the child.
According to Lal Kitab, if no one's child is able to survive after the birth, then during the child's
birthday, salty eatables should be distributed rather than distributing sweets.
According to Lal Kitab, during the time of labor, to keep the woman safe from the physical pains of
labor and for the health of the newborn child, the woman should be made to touch two brass utensils,
one filled with a sweet stuff and the other filled with milk.) { after the birth of the child, those two
vessels should be donated at a religious place.
According to Lal Kitab, if someone's son is not able to survive after its birth, then the delivery should
take place at a religious location.
According to Lal Kitab, if the child faces sufferings, then offer a part of your food to a cow, crow or
dog.
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According to Lal Kitab, if you have got your house constructed after covering the roof, then the
possibility of child birth becomes quite feeble.
According to Lal Kitab, if you have got your house constructed after covering a well, then the
possibility of child birth becomes quite feeble.

Travel related Predictions and Remedies

In your horoscope, Mercury is placed in the 3rd house. According to Lal Kitab, you will undertake
more trips related to business in your life.
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Conjoined Planets result from Lal-Kitab
In your Kundali, the Sun and Rahu are situated together in the 4th house. According to Lal Kitab, this
is a very unfavorable combination. When you will turn 42, Rahu will give sufferings to your child.
You might have to face monetary losses. You might have to face difficulties in government matters.
Even if you perform remedies to mitigate the unfavorable effects, only after Rahu completes its full
tenure, Sun will have its effects on you. Sun's effects would be favorable for you. By receiving the
unfavorable effects, your thoughts might get corrupted and full of jealousy. There might be a theft in
your house or you might face monetary losses, because of which your condition might deteriorate. In
this situation, you should tie some grains of barley in a cloth and bury them under a heavy object in a
dark corner of your house. If you are ill or you suffer from fever then you should wash some barley
seeds in the urine of the cow and float them in flowing water. Float articles related to Rahu like
almonds, coconut etc. in water. You should float a copper coin, which has been heated until it turns red
in fire the previous night, in flowing water early in the morning. Immediately after you float the coin,
you should not go in front of your son and your close relatives or else they might get unfavorable
effects of Sun and Rahu.
In your Kundali, Jupiter and Venus are situated together in the 5th house. This combination protects
you from diseases and difficulties. The combined effect of both these planets would be there for 32
years. You will get help from women. You will be happy in regards to your education and your
children. You will accumulate wealth by making use of your education. First you will receive
favorable or unfavorable results of Jupiter and then of Venus. In the case this combination is
unfavorable, you will have an inclination towards women, and you will be a pleasure-lover. Your
reproductive power would be weak. You might start receiving sorrows immediately after the birth of
you child. If you indulge in relationship with another woman, then you will regularly face loss of
wealth. Your wealth might get stolen. Therefore, you will have to keep your nature and attitude pure.

In your Kundali, Saturn and Ketu are situated together in the 10th house. According to Lal Kitab, this
combination gives favorable results. Saturn will play the lead role. If this combination is joined to
some other planet, then the effect of all the three gets diminished. Your destiny will be decided after
you turn 18. You will have more reproductive power. You should keep a single coloured pet. In case
you have a multi-coloured pet (spotted), then Saturn and Ketu becomes inauspicious. If you keep a
horse, the there will be no bad effects.
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Lal Kitab VarshPhal
18:12:2016--17:12:2017
Lagna Kundali

Varsh Phal kundali(44)

Moon Kundali(Lal-Kitab)
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Lal Kitab Varsh Phal Prediction-44
Sun in 3rd House
In your varshphal kundali Sun is melefic.
In your annual horoscope, Sun is situated in the 3rd house along with enemy planets or aspected by
same. According to Lal Kitab, you might have to face false charges, because of which you may get
stuck in judicial disputes. Because of unexpected conditions arising in your business/service, your
mental peace might be destroyed. Your wealth might get stolen during the day time. There might be
some quarrels or fight with a close relative. You should not keep relationship with other woman;
otherwise, there are chances of getting defamed.

Remedies for Sun in varshphal
In this year for increasing the auspisious effects and reducing the inauspesious effects of Sun you should
do these remedies

1. Keep 50 grams of Jo wrapped in a red cloth in a dark room in your house.
2. Keep your character clean.
3. Think good for everyone.

Moon in 2nd House
In your varshphal kundali Moon is benific.
In your annual horoscope, Moon is situated in a favorable condition in the 2nd house. According to Lal
Kitab, this year, you will get special support and benefits from women. The whole year you will hear
good news from every where. You will get support and help from your senior officers. You might have
to visit your close relative's house on the occasion of marriage etc. You may also visit religious places.
You might use logical language to get many results in your favor.

Remedies for Moon in varshphal
In this year for increasing the auspisious effects and reducing the inauspesious effects of Moon you should
do these remedies

1. Do not establish any idols in the temple at your home.
2. Donate green colored cloth to girls below 10 years of age.
3. Take the blessings of elderly women.
4. Keep rice, silver as donation from your mother and keep them with you.

Mars in 8th House
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In your varshphal kundali Mars is melefic.
In your annual horoscope, Mars is situated in the 8th house along with enemy planets or aspected by
same. According to Lal Kitab, you will have to be very cautious while driving a vehicle. This year,
you have to think before indulging in any kind of exchange. This year, you should keep away from any
dispute with a widow. This year, your brothers may have to confront many difficulties.

Remedies for Mars in varshphal
In this year for increasing the auspisious effects and reducing the inauspesious effects of Mars you should
do these remedies

1. Have food while sitting in your kitchen.
2. Keep a square silver piece with you.
3. Bury jaggery in an earthen pot in an isolated place.
4. Bake sweet bread in a clay oven (tandoor) and feed them to the dog.
5. Do not stay away from your birth place.
6. Do not rear a parrot or maina at your house.

Mercury in 5th House
In your varshphal kundali Mercury is benific.
In your annual horoscope, Mercury is situated in a favorable condition in the 5th house. According to
Lal Kitab, your social status will witness an unprecedented increase. You will take deep interest in
occult/secret subjects and astrology. This year you will indulge in your business/service more
seriously. You may suddenly get monetary benefits and your forecasts will com true.

Remedies for Mercury in varshphal
In this year for increasing the auspisious effects and reducing the inauspesious effects of Mercury you
should do these remedies

1. Wear a silver ring on the left hand.
2. Use belt around your waist.
3. Wear a copper coin around your neck.
4. Do not change the place of worship in your house.
5. Collect rain water on your terrace.

Jupiter in 4th House
In your varshphal kundali Jupiter is melefic.
In your annual horoscope, Jupiter is situated in the 4th house along with enemy planets or aspected by
same. According to Lal Kitab, you should keep away from wrong activities or else you may have to
face many obstacles in the field of education or education related works. You will have to take special
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care of your character. Your relations with your father and grandfather might get adversely affected.
Your mother's health might be a matter of concern for you.

Remedies for Jupiter in varshphal
In this year for increasing the auspisious effects and reducing the inauspesious effects of Jupiter you
should do these remedies

1. Do not keep your body uncovered in front of others.
2. Do not keep broken toys in your house.
3. Give water to the Peepal tree.
4. Keep away from bad company.
5. Take care of your family priest.
6. Donate 4 kgs of gram pulses at any religious place.

Venus in 4th House
In your varshphal kundali Venus is benific.
In your annual horoscope, Venus is situated in a favorable condition in the 4th house. According to Lal
Kitab, this year, there will be an increase in the comforts of your family. Apart from your spouse, you
might also have love relationship with another woman. You will get financial help from your maternal
aunt and uncle. You will be successful in matters of land and buildings. There will be an increase in
the standard of your living. You will like women and will get success in the business of beauty
enhancing and perfumed items.

Remedies for Venus in varshphal
In this year for increasing the auspisious effects and reducing the inauspesious effects of Venus you should
do these remedies

1. Bury the peach seed filled with antimony in the ground
2. Keep your character clean.
3. Do not engage in love marriage this year.
4. Apply the paste of dirty mud on your terrace.

Saturn in 7th House
In your varshphal kundali Saturn is melefic.
In your annual horoscope, Saturn is situated in the 7th house along with enemy planets or aspected by
same. This year, because of your spouse's weak health and difference of opinion with her, your
married life may be unhappy. You should not doubt your partners or else the relations might turn sour.
There are chances of loss in the medical or chemical related business. You may get angered soon;
therefore, you should not keep any kind of weapon with you. This year, the company of bad people
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might be harmful for you.

Remedies for Saturn in varshphal
In this year for increasing the auspisious effects and reducing the inauspesious effects of Saturn you
should do these remedies

1. Bury honey in an earthen pot at an isolated place.
2. Do not stay in the company of bad people.
3. Keep away from the company of a doctor or a chemist.
4. Take care of a black cow.

Rahu in 3rd House
In your varshphal kundali Rahu is benific.
In your annual horoscope, Rahu is situated in a favorable condition in the 3rd house. According to Lal
Kitab, this year will be lucky for you in financial matters. You will progress in your business/service
and your enemies will remain suppressed by you. You may have foreboding of incidents of the future
and your pen will be as mighty as the sword. You might get sudden wealth from gambling, lottery etc.
You might have some worries from your children. At the end of the year, there might be some incident
related to awakening of your fortune.

Remedies for Rahu in varshphal
In this year for increasing the auspisious effects and reducing the inauspesious effects of Rahu you should
do these remedies

1. Do not indulge in business of ivory or products made out of ivory.
2. Do not keep toys shaped like an elephant with you.
3. Keep rice in a silver box in your house.

Ketu in 7th House
In your varshphal kundali Ketu is melefic.
In your annual horoscope, Ketu is situated in the 7th house along with enemy planets or aspected by
same. According to Lal Kitab, this year, you will have to keep your character clean and your behavior
balanced or else there might be losses. Do not do false promise with others. Always tread the path of
truth.

Remedies for Ketu in varshphal
In this year for increasing the auspisious effects and reducing the inauspesious effects of Ketu you should
do these remedies

1. Keep your character clean.
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2. Float 4 bananas for 4 continuous days in flowing water.
3. Float 4 limes for 4 continuous days in flowing water.
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Lal Kitab Varsh Phal Prediction-45
Sun in 5th House
In your varshphal kundali Sun is melefic.
In your annual horoscope, Sun is situated in the 5th house along with enemy planets or aspected by
same. According to Lal Kitab, this year, even your friends will behave like enemies with you. You
might have a difference of opinion with your spouse or her health might become a matter of concern
for you. Overall, your married life will not be very good this year. You might face some problems
from court cases and the verdict might go against you. This year, you might have to face false charges
and your relationship with the officers might turn sour.

Remedies for Sun in varshphal
In this year for increasing the auspisious effects and reducing the inauspesious effects of Sun you should
do these remedies

1. Feed jaggery and gram to a red faced monkey.
2. Do not give false testimony.
3. Drop few drops of mustard oil everyday on the ground for a continuous 43 days.

Moon in 12th House
In your varshphal kundali Moon is benific.
In your annual horoscope, Moon is situated in a favorable condition in the 12th house. According to
Lal Kitab, this year, you will earn wealth from the business related to export-import. You will take
interest in social activities. You will also take interest in spiritual subjects.

Remedies for Moon in varshphal
In this year for increasing the auspisious effects and reducing the inauspesious effects of Moon you should
do these remedies

1. Keep away from speaking lies and doing wrong deeds.
2. Do not consume milk in the night.
3. Do not bring articles made out of ivory to home.

Mars in 1st House
In your varshphal kundali Mars is benific.
In your annual horoscope, Mars is situated in a favorable condition in the 1st house. According to Lal
Kitab, this year, you will get profits in the business related to iron, wood or machinery. There will be
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an increase in your name and respect in the society. You will have more quantity of enthusiasm and
courage. This year, you will do every work in a grand style. You will get support from your brothers.
This year will be very fruitful for your sisters also. You will treat even bad people very nicely.

Remedies for Mars in varshphal
In this year for increasing the auspisious effects and reducing the inauspesious effects of Mars you should
do these remedies

1. Keep away from speaking lies and doing wrong deeds.
2. Indulge in a partnership business with a person of your age.
3. Do not accept any gifts for free.
4. Do not bring articles made out of ivory to home.
5. If you have an elder brother then keep a red handkerchief with you.

Mercury in 6th House
In your varshphal kundali Mercury is melefic.
In your annual horoscope, Mercury is situated in the 6th house along with enemy planets or aspected
by same. According to Lal Kitab, you might bear monetary losses due to theft etc. One of your friends
may be responsible for the decrease of your social status. This year, you may suffer from skin diseases.
Your relations with the relatives at your granny's house might turn sour. You should keep away from
quarrels and fights. There might be a decrease in your family happiness.

Remedies for Mercury in varshphal
In this year for increasing the auspisious effects and reducing the inauspesious effects of Mercury you
should do these remedies

1. Wear a silver ring on the left hand.
2. Bury a vessel filled with milk at an isolated place.
3. Get a good work done by the hands of your sister or daughter.
4. Do not get your sister or daughter married towards the northern direction.
5. Keep an eye on your servant.

Jupiter in 10th House
In your varshphal kundali Jupiter is melefic.
In your annual horoscope, Jupiter is situated in the 10th house along with enemy planets or aspected
by same. According to Lal Kitab, you may have to face false rumors this year. You will get success
only after a lot of hard work. You may face mental disquiet due to family disputes/quarrels. Even in
the field of education, you will get success after a lot of hard work. This year, you should keep away
from making castles in the air. If you disrespect any saint or sage or cut a Peepal tree, then you may
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have to bear financial losses. Your father's and grandfather's health might be a matter of concern for
you.

Remedies for Jupiter in varshphal
In this year for increasing the auspisious effects and reducing the inauspesious effects of Jupiter you
should do these remedies

1. Keep your nose clean.
2. Wear gold.
3. Float copper coins in flowing water for a continuous 43 days.
4. Take care of the sages, saints and your teachers.

Venus in 10th House
In your varshphal kundali Venus is melefic.
In your annual horoscope, Venus is situated in the 10th house along with enemy planets or aspected by
same. According to Lal Kitab, if you do not keep your character clean, then there might be cracks in
your married life. Your spouse might suffer from blood or skin related diseases. If you consume
alcohol or meat, then you might have to bear monetary losses. There are chances that you might suffer
from urinal related diseases.

Remedies for Venus in varshphal
In this year for increasing the auspisious effects and reducing the inauspesious effects of Venus you should
do these remedies

1. Your wife should wash her private parts with milk.
2. You should donate virgin cow.
3. Keep your character clean.
4. Do not consume alcohol, meat and fish.

Saturn in 11th House
In your varshphal kundali Saturn is melefic.
In your annual horoscope, Saturn is situated in the 11th house along with enemy planets or aspected by
same. According to Lal Kitab, this year, your mental and family happiness will decrease. You will be
surrounded with debt related worries. You have to keep a balance in your nature and character. You
should keep your anger under control and keep away from quarrels or fights. Do not consume alcohol
or meat.

Remedies for Saturn in varshphal
In this year for increasing the auspisious effects and reducing the inauspesious effects of Saturn you
should do these remedies
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1. Before embarking upon any work, establish an earthen pot filled with water in your house.
2. During sunrise, drop alcohol or mustard oil on the ground.
3. Do not consume alcohol and meat.
4. Keep a pure silver brick in your house.
5. Do not make money by cheating others.

Rahu in 5th House
In your varshphal kundali Rahu is melefic.
In your annual horoscope, Rahu is situated in the 5th house along with enemy planets or aspected by
same. According to Lal Kitab, this year, you should maintain cordial relation with your spouse or you
might have to face difficulties in your married life. You might also face difficulties in the field of
education. There are also chances of disputes with your brothers.

Remedies for Rahu in varshphal
In this year for increasing the auspisious effects and reducing the inauspesious effects of Rahu you should
do these remedies

1. Keep a silver elephant, whose weight is atleast 60 grams, in your house.
2. Do not remarry.
3. Keep your character clean.
4. Bury a silver leaf under the stepping stone of your house.

Ketu in 11th House
In your varshphal kundali Ketu is melefic.
In your annual horoscope, Ketu is situated in the 11th house along with enemy planets or aspected by
same. According to Lal Kitab, this year, more guests may visit your house, because of which you
might be financially burdened. If you are on your way to do any auspicious work, then do not look
behind. Take care of your children very nicely. Do not reveal your past to anyone.

Remedies for Ketu in varshphal
In this year for increasing the auspisious effects and reducing the inauspesious effects of Ketu you should
do these remedies

1. Your wife should keep raddish next to her while sleeping in the night and donate it at some
religious place in the morning.
2. Rear a black dog.
3. Ask for a black and white bread maker from your in-laws and keep it in your house.
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Lal Kitab Varsh Phal Prediction-46
Sun in 7th House
In your varshphal kundali Sun is melefic.
In your annual horoscope, Sun is situated in the 7th house along with enemy planets or aspected by
same. According to Lal Kitab, you may be worried about your children. There might be an incident of
big fire in your house. Your spouse's health may be a matter of concern for you. You may face mental
tensions because of worthless money wastage. If you do business in partnership, then you may have to
bear losses.

Remedies for Sun in varshphal
In this year for increasing the auspisious effects and reducing the inauspesious effects of Sun you should
do these remedies

1. Start any work after eating something sweet and drinking water.
2. Drop 'ghee' in the fire.
3. Eat less salt.
4. Bury 7 square copper coins under the ground.

Moon in 10th House
In your varshphal kundali Moon is melefic.
In your annual horoscope, Moon is situated in the 10th house along with enemy planets or aspected by
same. According to Lal Kitab, this year, you might suffer from the diseases of blood, ears and teeth.
You should not sell your parental property. Your mother's health may be a matter of concern for you.
There might be a decrease in your respect and fame in the society.

Remedies for Moon in varshphal
In this year for increasing the auspisious effects and reducing the inauspesious effects of Moon you should
do these remedies

1. Touch the feet of your mother and take her blessings.
2. Do not drink milk in the night.
3. If you are a doctor then do not distribute medicines for free.
4. Keep your character clean.

Mars in 6th House
In your varshphal kundali Mars is benific.
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In your annual horoscope, Mars is situated in a favorable condition in the 6th house. There will an
increase in the number of your friends this year. You will take active part in religious activities. You
will earn benefits from your foreign relations. This year, you will keep faith in god. You will get
success in work related to education. You will get good money from the business of exchange of
money. Your life will be like a saint.

Remedies for Mars in varshphal
In this year for increasing the auspisious effects and reducing the inauspesious effects of Mars you should
do these remedies

1. Plant a neem tree.
2. Keep water next to you in the night and pour it in the roots of a tree in the morning.
3. Perform 'shradh' of your ancestor.
4. Always keep 360 kgs of crop in your house.

Mercury in 2nd House
In your varshphal kundali Mercury is benific.
In your annual horoscope, Mercury is situated in a favorable condition in the 2nd house. According to
Lal Kitab, this year, your senior officers will adopt a helping approach towards you. This year, there
may be significant progress in work related to education, publication and brokerage etc. This is also a
good year for business success. This year, you may be active in the field of education. You might get
monetary benefits from your father or grandfather. You may change you views regularly in a debate.
This year, you will have to work very hard to get success.

Remedies for Mercury in varshphal
In this year for increasing the auspisious effects and reducing the inauspesious effects of Mercury you
should do these remedies

1. Donate milk and rice at a religious place.
2. Do not keep a parrot.
3. Get your nose pierced and keep it for a continuous 96 hours.
4. Do not use green color at all.
5. Donate 2 kgs of masoor dal at a religious place.

Jupiter in 5th House
In your varshphal kundali Jupiter is benific.
In your annual horoscope, Jupiter is situated in a favorable condition in the 5th house. According to
Lal Kitab, this year, there will be an unprecedented increase in your name and fame. If a male child is
born in your house, then your family's financial condition will become very strong. You will also have
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interest in studies this year. You will try to discover the secrets of nature. You will get success in
examination/competition.

Remedies for Jupiter in varshphal
In this year for increasing the auspisious effects and reducing the inauspesious effects of Jupiter you
should do these remedies

1. Keep the religious places around your house clean.
2. Take care of sages and sadhus.
3. Keep away from deep waters.

Venus in 5th House
In your varshphal kundali Venus is melefic.
In your annual horoscope, Venus is situated in the 5th house along with enemy planets or aspected by
same. According to Lal Kitab, this year, you might get defamed because of illegal love-affairs. If you
are not married, then there are chances of marriage, but you should marry by the will of your parents
or else you might face problems from your children. This year will be very normal in terms of finance.

Remedies for Venus in varshphal
In this year for increasing the auspisious effects and reducing the inauspesious effects of Venus you should
do these remedies

1. Donate wheat flour at a religious place for a continuous 5 days.
2. Marry by the consent of your parents.
3. Take care of cow.

Saturn in 8th House
In your varshphal kundali Saturn is melefic.
In your annual horoscope, Saturn is situated in the 8th house along with enemy planets or aspected by
same. According to Lal Kitab, this year, you should not invest money in gambling, speculation or
lottery. This year, there might some renovation work in your house. You might have to face many
difficulties.

Remedies for Saturn in varshphal
In this year for increasing the auspisious effects and reducing the inauspesious effects of Saturn you
should do these remedies

1. Do not take bath with bare feet.
2. Do not buy any house this year in your name.
3. Keep a square silver piece with you.
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4. Float 8 kgs black urad daal in water.

Rahu in 7th House
In your varshphal kundali Rahu is melefic.
In your annual horoscope, Rahu is situated in the 7th house along with enemy planets or aspected by
same. According to Lal Kitab, this year, your spouse's health might be a matter of concern for you and
because of bad health she may become easily irritated. If you are engaged in electric or transport
department or are going to start any work along with them, then you might have to face losses. If you
are doing a business in partnership, then you might have disputes with your partner.

Remedies for Rahu in varshphal
In this year for increasing the auspisious effects and reducing the inauspesious effects of Rahu you should
do these remedies

1. Float 7 coconuts in flowing water.
2. Keep a silver brick with you.
3. Do not do any work as a vehicle driver.
4. Keep a plastic box with the water of Ganges in it and put some square pieces of silver in it too.

Ketu in 8th House
In your varshphal kundali Ketu is benific.
In your annual horoscope, Ketu is situated in a favorable condition in the 8th house. According to Lal
Kitab, this year, you will earn wealth through your hard work. This year, you should keep your
character clean or else you might face losses. There are chances of your promotion this year.

Remedies for Ketu in varshphal
In this year for increasing the auspisious effects and reducing the inauspesious effects of Ketu you should
do these remedies

1. Do not take your dog on the terrace.
2. Do not spend uselessly on gambling, lottery etc.
3. Do not donate spotted blanket at any religious place.
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Lal Kitab Varsh Phal Prediction-47
Sun in 10th House
In your varshphal kundali Sun is melefic.
In your annual horoscope, Sun is situated in the 10th house along with enemy planets or aspected by
same. According to Lal Kitab, this year your fortune will not be very good. You will have difference
of opinion with your father and there will be decrease in the comfort from your father. You might have
to bear losses in the business of machinery, iron, oil and wood etc. Your might have little superstitious
kind nature and you might get angered without any reason.

Remedies for Sun in varshphal
In this year for increasing the auspisious effects and reducing the inauspesious effects of Sun you should
do these remedies

1. Float copper coins in the water for a continuous of 43 days.
2. Do not consume fish, meat or alcohol.
3. Keep your head covererd by a white cloth.
4. Take care of a brown buffalo.

Moon in 8th House
In your varshphal kundali Moon is benific.
In your annual horoscope, Moon is situated in a favorable condition in the 8th house. According to Lal
Kitab, normally, this year may be a year of struggles for you. Your interest towards spiritualism and
yoga will increase. This year will be good for your in-laws. You might get someone's left over wealth.

Remedies for Moon in varshphal
In this year for increasing the auspisious effects and reducing the inauspesious effects of Moon you should
do these remedies

1. Donate Jaggery, saffron and anise at a religious place.
2. Perform 'Shradh' of your ancestor.
3. Take the blessings of elderly women.
4. Keep water taken from the cremation ground in your house.
5. Keep away from gambling, lottery etc.

Mars in 9th House
In your varshphal kundali Mars is benific.
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In your annual horoscope, Mars is situated in a favorable condition in the 9th house. According to Lal
Kitab, this year is good for you financially and also good to start new work. This year will be fruitful
for business related to hotels. This year, your parents may also go on pilgrimage. This year is also
good in terms of health. There will be an increase in your name and fame in the society.

Remedies for Mars in varshphal
In this year for increasing the auspisious effects and reducing the inauspesious effects of Mars you should
do these remedies

1. Always keep a red colored handkerchief with you.
2. Donate rice, milk and jaggery at a religious place.
3. Take care of your sister-in-law.
4. Do not quarrel with your brothers.
5. Take care of a spotted (black and white) dog.

Mercury in 12th House
In your varshphal kundali Mercury is melefic.
In your annual horoscope, Mercury is situated in the 12th house along with enemy planets or aspected
by same. According to Lal Kitab, you should keep your anger under control or else you might spoil
some completed work. You are required to keep away from gambling, speculation or lottery. Because
of your incognizance or doubts, you might have to bear heavy losses in your business. Your relations
with your friends might turn sour all of a sudden.

Remedies for Mercury in varshphal
In this year for increasing the auspisious effects and reducing the inauspesious effects of Mercury you
should do these remedies

1. Apply tilak of saffron.
2. Float an earthen pot in flowing water.
3. Control your anger and do not use incorrect language.
4. Wear an unknotted silver ring in the middle finger of your left hand.

Jupiter in 7th House
In your varshphal kundali Jupiter is benific.
In your annual horoscope, Jupiter is situated in a favorable condition in the 7th house. According to
Lal Kitab, this year, you will witness many good changes in your life. If you are not married, then
there are strong chances of marriage. If you are already married, then you might get wealth from your
in-laws. If you are engaged in a partnership business, then you might get special benefits. You might
have special interest in astrological subjects. You will be active in religious activities.
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Remedies for Jupiter in varshphal
In this year for increasing the auspisious effects and reducing the inauspesious effects of Jupiter you
should do these remedies

1. Do not worship idols in your house. You can worship photos and posters.
2. Do not keep company of sages and sadhus.
3. Keep your character clean.
4. Keep gold wrapped in a yellow cloth and things taken from yourself with you.

Venus in 7th House
In your varshphal kundali Venus is benific.
In your annual horoscope, Venus is situated in a favorable condition in the 7th house. According to Lal
Kitab, this year, you will earn a lot in a partnership business. There will be progress in your
business/service by the support of your spouse or any other woman. You will earn profits in business
related to articles used during marriage. The relationship between your mother and spouse will be very
cordial. You might visit your parental house. This year, you will not have to work hard to earn money.
You will get the complete support of your spouse.

Remedies for Venus in varshphal
In this year for increasing the auspisious effects and reducing the inauspesious effects of Venus you should
do these remedies

1. Do not serve a white cow.
2. Maintain cordial relationship with your in-laws.
3. Make use of bronze utensils.
4. Do not accept any donations for free.

Saturn in 1st House
In your varshphal kundali Saturn is melefic.
In your annual horoscope, Saturn is situated in the 1st house along with enemy planets or aspected by
same. According to Lal Kitab, you may have disputes with your close friends. If you do not keep your
character clean, then you might face obstacles or difficulties in your service or business. Your health
may also be affected adversely this year. You may face stomach related problems, especially. There
may be chances of obstacles in the field of education or education related works. Your spouse's health
might also be a matter of concern for you.

Remedies for Saturn in varshphal
In this year for increasing the auspisious effects and reducing the inauspesious effects of Saturn you
should do these remedies
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1. Do not organize a musical show in your house during someone's birthday.
2. Pour sweet milk at the roots of the banyan tree and apply tilak of that wet mud .
3. Keep away from alcohol and meat.
4. Bury black antimony in the ground

Rahu in 10th House
In your varshphal kundali Rahu is benific.
In your annual horoscope, Rahu is situated in a favorable condition in the 10th house. According to Lal
Kitab, this year, there will be an increase in your name and fame. You will get success in the field of
politics. If you are engaged in a government job, then you might get promoted.

Remedies for Rahu in varshphal
In this year for increasing the auspisious effects and reducing the inauspesious effects of Rahu you should
do these remedies

1. Keep your head covered
2. Keep cordial relationships with your officers.
3. Use white or dark brown colored turban.
4. Feed food to the blind people.
5. Float 4 kg of jaggery (Gur) in water on tuesday.

Ketu in 1st House
In your varshphal kundali Ketu is melefic.
In your annual horoscope, Ketu is situated in the 1st house along with enemy planets or aspected by
same. According to Lal Kitab, this year, you may suffer from waist or eye related problems. Prescheduled journey may get cancelled and your transfer, which was due, may also get postponed. This
year, there may be a new female child added to your family. If you are going on a foreign trip then you
may come back within 100 days.

Remedies for Ketu in varshphal
In this year for increasing the auspisious effects and reducing the inauspesious effects of Ketu you should
do these remedies

1. Rear a spotted (black and white) dog.
2. Keep a red handkerchief with you.
3. Do not live in a house situated on the edge.
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Lal Kitab Varsh Phal Prediction-48
Sun in 11th House
In your varshphal kundali Sun is melefic.
In your annual horoscope, Sun is situated in the 11th house along with enemy planets or aspected by
same. According to Lal Kitab, you should remain alert and cautious or else there are chances of an
accident. Your brother-in-law's health may become very concerning. Your relatives will waste your
wealth. Your health will not be good. Your relation with your father might become bad. There may be
obstacles in your promotion. You will have to bear losses in government related works.

Remedies for Sun in varshphal
In this year for increasing the auspisious effects and reducing the inauspesious effects of Sun you should
do these remedies

1. Spread your bed on the sand and sleep on it for a continuous of 43 days.
2. Do not consume fish or meat.
3. Keep a raddish next to you when you sleep in the night.
4. Do not speak lies.

Moon in 6th House
In your varshphal kundali Moon is benific.
In your annual horoscope, Moon is situated in a favorable condition. According to Lal Kitab, this year,
you will earn benefits from foreign relations. Your enemies will be defeated and your brother and
friends will help you.

Remedies for Moon in varshphal
In this year for increasing the auspisious effects and reducing the inauspesious effects of Moon you should
do these remedies

1. Feed milk to your father with your own hands.
2. Do not reveal your secrets to others.
3. Keep a rabbit.
4. Do not drink milk in the night.
5. Do not donate water for free.

Mars in 3rd House
In your varshphal kundali Mars is melefic.
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In your annual horoscope, Mars is situated in the 3rd house along with enemy planets or aspected by
same. According to Lal Kitab, you may have to face difficulties while dividing your parental property.
You might quarrel with your brothers and parents. This year, the health of your uncles and brothers
might also become a matter of concern for you. You might get defamed by the revelation of your bad
love affairs. Your health might also get affected badly. If you indulge in exchange of money without
any paper-work, then it will not be good. You might suffer from blood related diseases.

Remedies for Mars in varshphal
In this year for increasing the auspisious effects and reducing the inauspesious effects of Mars you should
do these remedies

1. Wear an ivory ring in your finger.
2. Control your anger.
3. Help your brothers.
4. Take good care of your eating habits or else there are chances that you might suffer from stomach
ailments.
5. Do not keep articles made out of ivory with you.

Mercury in 7th House
In your varshphal kundali Mercury is melefic.
In your annual horoscope, Mercury is situated in the 7th house along with enemy planets or aspected
by same. According to Lal Kitab, this year, you will have to keep your anger under control or else
because of your indecent behavior, your name and fame might get adversely affected. If you are
engaged in a partnership business, then this year you may have to bear losses. Your brother's or your
spouse's health might be adversely affected.

Remedies for Mercury in varshphal
In this year for increasing the auspisious effects and reducing the inauspesious effects of Mercury you
should do these remedies

1. Eat sweets before starting any work.
2. Wearing a diamond ring will be very beneficial.
3. Sow green grass in your house.

Jupiter in 2nd House
In your varshphal kundali Jupiter is melefic.
In your annual horoscope, Jupiter is situated in 2nd house along with enemy planets or aspected by
same. According to Lal Kitab, your father might bear losses in business of gold-silver. He should try a
business where less investment is required. This year, you might face losses in the division of parental
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property. You are required to keep your anger under control.

Remedies for Jupiter in varshphal
In this year for increasing the auspisious effects and reducing the inauspesious effects of Jupiter you
should do these remedies

1. Fill all the holes in front of your house with mud.
2. Do not indulge in business of gold and silver.
3. Apply saffron or turmeric tilak.
4. Leave a portion of your house half constructed.
5. Keep your character clean.
6. Offer sweets made out of sugar to the newly wed bride.

Venus in 2nd House
In your varshphal kundali Venus is benific.
In your annual horoscope, Venus is situated in a favorable condition in the 2nd house. According to
Lal Kitab, this year, you will get success owing to your hard work. If you are married, then you will
get the complete support of your spouse. Your religious faith will be strong too. Due to betrayal in
love affairs, you will keep away from any such relationship. If you are married, then there might be
chances of marriage.

Remedies for Venus in varshphal
In this year for increasing the auspisious effects and reducing the inauspesious effects of Venus you should
do these remedies

1. Donate potato and curd.
2. Do not hate animals.
3. Take care of the virgin cow.

Saturn in 4th House
In your varshphal kundali Saturn is melefic.
In your annual horoscope, Saturn is situated in the 4th house along with enemy planets or aspected by
same. According to Lal Kitab, this year you should not consume fish and should keep away from
alcohol and other addictive materials. You might have to face heart related problems. The relation with
your father might turn sour. Your mother's health might be a matter of concern for you. If you are
active in the political field than all your efforts may get unsuccessful.

Remedies for Saturn in varshphal
In this year for increasing the auspisious effects and reducing the inauspesious effects of Saturn you
should do these remedies
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1. Do not drop milk in the well.
2. Offer a portion of your food to the fishes, crows or buffalo.
3. Do not wear black clothes this year.
4. Keep away from green clothes.
5. Float packed alcohol in water.

Rahu in 11th House
In your varshphal kundali Rahu is melefic.
In your annual horoscope, Rahu is situated in the 11th house along with enemy planets or aspected by
same. According to Lal Kitab, this year, there might be differences of opinion with your father and his
health might be a matter of concern for you. This year, you should keep away from any kinds of
quarrels or disputes or else you might get injured. This year, wearing red or blue colored cloth might
be dangerous.

Remedies for Rahu in varshphal
In this year for increasing the auspisious effects and reducing the inauspesious effects of Rahu you should
do these remedies

1. Do not wear any blue colored gemstone or sapphire this year and you should not keep them too.
2. Do not keep damaged electronic equipments in your house.
3. Keep a pony tail on your head or cover your head with a white cap.

Ketu in 4th House
In your varshphal kundali Ketu is melefic.
In your annual horoscope, Ketu is situated in the 4th house along with enemy planets or aspected by
same. According to Lal Kitab, this year, your mother's health might be a matter of concern for you.
You will have to take great care of your eating habits or else there are chances that you might suffer
from diabetes. This year, you should maintain cordial relations with your family priest. There are
chances that you might get bitten by a dog, so you have to be cautious and alert.

Remedies for Ketu in varshphal
In this year for increasing the auspisious effects and reducing the inauspesious effects of Ketu you should
do these remedies

1. Donate turmeric, saffron or gram pulses at a religious place.
2. Do not hit the dogs
3. Take care of your family priest.
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Lal Kitab Varsh Phal Prediction-49
Sun in 6th House
In your varshphal kundali Sun is melefic.
In your annual horoscope, Sun is situated in the 6th house along with enemy planets or aspected by
same. According to Lal Kitab, this year, your health may be a matter of concern for you. You might
have blood pressure related problems. There might be obstacles in religious activities. You father's
health will also be a matter of concern for you. Your officers may create problems for you without any
obvious reason.

Remedies for Sun in varshphal
In this year for increasing the auspisious effects and reducing the inauspesious effects of Sun you should
do these remedies

1. Feed to brown ants.
2. Keep the water of the river ganges in your house in a silver vessel.
3. Take care of your mother.
4. Bring some articles donated at a religious place and keep them at your house.

Moon in 1st House
In your varshphal kundali Moon is melefic.
In your annual horoscope, Moon is situated in the 1st house along with enemy planets or aspected by
same. According to Lal Kitab, because of your laziness and your efforts to escape from work, you may
face obstacles in completing your work. You might experience hopelessness and bitterness in your
heart. You might have immoral relationship with the women working under your supervision. Your
mother's and spouse's health might become a matter of concern for you. You may be troubled by cold
the whole year. You might also face difficulties in the disputes of property and land.

Remedies for Moon in varshphal
In this year for increasing the auspisious effects and reducing the inauspesious effects of Moon you should
do these remedies

1. Do not indulge in the business of milk or milk related products.
2. Take care of your mother.
3. Use silver utensils.
4. While crossing a river, float coins in it.

Mars in 4th House
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In your varshphal kundali Mars is benific.
In your annual horoscope, Mars is situated in a favorable condition in the 4th house. According to Lal
Kitab, this year, there will be a significant increase in your name, fame and your financial condition.
You will get family and mental happiness. This year, you might get much good news. There will be
significant increase in your enthusiasm. You might get wealth from your mother or grandmother. This
year, there will be lots of guests visiting your house.

Remedies for Mars in varshphal
In this year for increasing the auspisious effects and reducing the inauspesious effects of Mars you should
do these remedies

1. You should not indulge in the business of sugar or honey.
2. Keep a square silver piece with you.
3. Keep empty sugar sacks on your terrace.
4. Do not stay in a house whose entrance is towards the southern direction.
5. Wash your teeth with clean water as soon as you get up in the morning.
6. Take care of your mother.

Mercury in 10th House
In your varshphal kundali Mercury is benific.
In your annual horoscope, Mercury is situated in a favorable condition in the 10th house. According to
Lal Kitab, this year, you will get benefits from some foreign sources. You may face obstacles in your
business or service but you will be able to surpass them due to your hard work. This year, you might
get some good news from your sister, daughter or aunt. Your interest in spiritual and astrological
subjects will increase.

Remedies for Mercury in varshphal
In this year for increasing the auspisious effects and reducing the inauspesious effects of Mercury you
should do these remedies

1. Do not plant broad leaved plants like tulsi, money plant etc. in your house.
2. Do not consume meat and alcohol.
3. Offer a dry coconut in the temple.
4. Feed left over food to the fishes.
5. Help and take care of the laborers.

Jupiter in 12th House
In your varshphal kundali Jupiter is benific.
In your annual horoscope, Jupiter is situated in a favorable condition in the 12th house. According to
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Lal Kitab, this year, you will spend your money on religious activities and for the whole year you will
keep a religious nature. You will not think a lot in terms of wealth this year. Your blessing will come
true. Your mind will be indulged in religion and yoga, the whole year round.

Remedies for Jupiter in varshphal
In this year for increasing the auspisious effects and reducing the inauspesious effects of Jupiter you
should do these remedies

1. Take care of the Peepal tree.
2. Apply saffron tilak.
3. Do not betray others.
4. Do not wear necklace etc..
5. Keep your nose clean.
6. Take care of the sages, saints and your teachers.

Venus in 12th House
In your varshphal kundali Venus is melefic.
In your annual horoscope, Venus is situated in the 12th house along with enemy planets or aspected by
same. According to Lal Kitab, you should keep your character clean and absolutely be away from
making relations with another woman or else your spouse's health may be adversely affected. Because
of the falling health of your spouse, your married life might turn sour. Your friend or relative might
spread false rumors about you. This year, you will also not take interest in religious activities.

Remedies for Venus in varshphal
In this year for increasing the auspisious effects and reducing the inauspesious effects of Venus you should
do these remedies

1. Get a blue colored flower buried in the ground by your wife's hands.
2. Keep your character clean.
3. Take care of your wife.
4. Light ghee lamps.
5. Donate the cow along with her calf.

Saturn in 9th House
In your varshphal kundali Saturn is melefic.
In your annual horoscope, Saturn is situated in the 9th house along with enemy planets or aspected by
same. According to Lal Kitab, this year, you should not invest money in lottery, gambling or
speculation based on your assumptions. You might bear losses in the business of iron, oil, machinery
etc. You should take interest in religious activities.
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Remedies for Saturn in varshphal
In this year for increasing the auspisious effects and reducing the inauspesious effects of Saturn you
should do these remedies

1. Do not keep fuel on your terrace.
2. Take bath in the river Ganges for a continuous 9 days.
3. Do not keep an eveil eye on the fixed assests of others.
4. Apply a saffron tilak on your forehead.

Rahu in 6th House
In your varshphal kundali Rahu is melefic.
In your annual horoscope, Rahu is situated in the 6th house along with enemy planets or aspected by
same. According to Lal Kitab, this year, you should keep away from any unnecessary quarrels and
fights. Do not keep any firearms with you. If you quarrel with your uncle or maternal uncle, then you
might have to bear losses. You should have very alert and cautious while driving any vehicle. While
exchanging money, you should make sure you have done proper paperwork or else you might get
betrayed. Keep away from wicked people.

Remedies for Rahu in varshphal
In this year for increasing the auspisious effects and reducing the inauspesious effects of Rahu you should
do these remedies

1. Rear a black dog.
2. Do not fight or quarrel with your brothers.
3. Keep 6 glass balls with you.
4. Keep a round black glass piece with you.

Ketu in 9th House
In your varshphal kundali Ketu is melefic.
In your annual horoscope, Ketu is situated in the 9th house along with enemy planets or aspected by
same. According to Lal Kitab, the journeys undertaken this year will not be beneficial. If you do not
keep your character clean then your children might face problems. You might be transferred to a far
distant place and if there are chances of promotion then some obstacles might occur for some reasons.
You will also be worried in terms of your property.

Remedies for Ketu in varshphal
In this year for increasing the auspisious effects and reducing the inauspesious effects of Ketu you should
do these remedies

1. Wear gold in your ears.
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2. Keep a gold brick (21 grams) with you.
3. Do not keep company of bad people.
4. Do not bully dogs.
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Lal Kitab Varsh Phal Prediction-50
Sun in 3rd House
In your varshphal kundali Sun is melefic.
In your annual horoscope, Sun is situated in the 3rd house along with enemy planets or aspected by
same. According to Lal Kitab, you might have to face false charges, because of which you may get
stuck in judicial disputes. Because of unexpected conditions arising in your business/service, your
mental peace might be destroyed. Your wealth might get stolen during the day time. There might be
some quarrels or fight with a close relative. You should not keep relationship with other woman;
otherwise, there are chances of getting defamed.

Remedies for Sun in varshphal
In this year for increasing the auspisious effects and reducing the inauspesious effects of Sun you should
do these remedies

1. Keep 50 grams of Jo wrapped in a red cloth in a dark room in your house.
2. Keep your character clean.
3. Think good for everyone.

Moon in 4th House
In your varshphal kundali Moon is melefic.
In your annual horoscope, Moon is situated in the 4th house along with enemy planets or aspected by
same. According to Lal Kitab, this year, you should keep away from taking a bath in deep waters.
Your mother's health might become a matter of concern for you. You should save yourself from falling
into addiction. You should not take other's problems onto yourself.

Remedies for Moon in varshphal
In this year for increasing the auspisious effects and reducing the inauspesious effects of Moon you should
do these remedies

1. Keep a portion of your earnings to your mother.
2. This year, before starting any work, keep an eathern vessel filled with milk in your house. Do not
indulge in business of milk and milk related products.
3. Take the blessings of elderly women.
4. Do not burn the milk.
5. Keep doing donations and good work regularly.

Mars in 11th House
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In your varshphal kundali Mars is melefic.
In your annual horoscope, Mars is situated in the 11th house along with enemy planets or aspected by
same. According to Lal Kitab, this year, you might have disputes or fights with your brothers. Your
own people might oppose you. There may be an increase in the desires of materialistic things and
eroticism within you. You may have to face some monetary losses due to your children. There might
be disputes amongst your family members in relation to property.

Remedies for Mars in varshphal
In this year for increasing the auspisious effects and reducing the inauspesious effects of Mars you should
do these remedies

1. Keep an earthen pot filled with honey or sindoor.
2. Do not sell your parental property.
3. Give gifts to your brother-in-law or nephew on the occasion of your son's birthday.
4. Take care of your sister and brother-in-law.

Mercury in 8th House
In your varshphal kundali Mercury is melefic.
In your annual horoscope, Mercury is situated in the 8th house along with enemy planets or aspected
by same. According to Lal Kitab, this year, your enemies may suppress you. Your family life may also
not be very happy. You should keep away from having immoral relations with people of opposite sex;
otherwise your family life may not be peaceful.

Remedies for Mercury in varshphal
In this year for increasing the auspisious effects and reducing the inauspesious effects of Mercury you
should do these remedies

1. Store rain water on your terrace.
2. Apply black antimony on your buttock.
3. Do not change the place of worship in your house.
4. Bury an earthen glass filled with honey at a isolated place.
5. Float green moong filled in a copper vessel in water.

Jupiter in 6th House
In your varshphal kundali Jupiter is benific.
In your annual horoscope, Jupiter is situated in a favorable condition in the 6th house. According to
Lal Kitab, you will take special interest in religious activities. Your financial condition will also
become stronger. This year, you may have more graceful nature towards others. Your maternal
grandmother's house will also have an atmosphere of happiness. This year you will accomplish all
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your tasks without much hard work.

Remedies for Jupiter in varshphal
In this year for increasing the auspisious effects and reducing the inauspesious effects of Jupiter you
should do these remedies

1. Donate gram pulses at any religious place.
2. Donate cloth to your family priest or to a temple this year
3. Feed crops to hens.
4. Do not aceept any kind of donations or things for free from anyone.

Venus in 6th House
In your varshphal kundali Venus is melefic.
In your annual horoscope, Venus is situated in the 6th house along with enemy planets or aspected by
same. According to Lal Kitab, this year, you may have sour relations with your spouse and your
spouse might suffer from leg or ankle related problems. This year, there are some chances of your
spouse suffering from some secret diseases. You might have to face financial losses due to disputes
with a woman. This year, there are chances of betrayal from one of your very close friends in marriage
relationship.

Remedies for Venus in varshphal
In this year for increasing the auspisious effects and reducing the inauspesious effects of Venus you should
do these remedies

1. Do not let your wife walk bare foot.
2. Respect women.
3. Keep solid silver with you.

Saturn in 7th House
In your varshphal kundali Saturn is melefic.
In your annual horoscope, Saturn is situated in the 7th house along with enemy planets or aspected by
same. This year, because of your spouse's weak health and difference of opinion with her, your
married life may be unhappy. You should not doubt your partners or else the relations might turn sour.
There are chances of loss in the medical or chemical related business. You may get angered soon;
therefore, you should not keep any kind of weapon with you. This year, the company of bad people
might be harmful for you.

Remedies for Saturn in varshphal
In this year for increasing the auspisious effects and reducing the inauspesious effects of Saturn you
should do these remedies
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1. Bury honey in an earthen pot at an isolated place.
2. Do not stay in the company of bad people.
3. Keep away from the company of a doctor or a chemist.
4. Take care of a black cow.

Rahu in 3rd House
In your varshphal kundali Rahu is benific.
In your annual horoscope, Rahu is situated in a favorable condition in the 3rd house. According to Lal
Kitab, this year will be lucky for you in financial matters. You will progress in your business/service
and your enemies will remain suppressed by you. You may have foreboding of incidents of the future
and your pen will be as mighty as the sword. You might get sudden wealth from gambling, lottery etc.
You might have some worries from your children. At the end of the year, there might be some incident
related to awakening of your fortune.

Remedies for Rahu in varshphal
In this year for increasing the auspisious effects and reducing the inauspesious effects of Rahu you should
do these remedies

1. Do not indulge in business of ivory or products made out of ivory.
2. Do not keep toys shaped like an elephant with you.
3. Keep rice in a silver box in your house.

Ketu in 7th House
In your varshphal kundali Ketu is benific.
In your annual horoscope, Ketu is situated in a favorable condition in the 7th house. According to Lal
Kitab, there will an unprecedented increase in your wealth and name and fame. Your family and
mental condition will be good. Your children will also help you. There are chances of pilgrimage. You
will get profits in the business of television, computer etc. There will be an increase in your name and
fame in the society.

Remedies for Ketu in varshphal
In this year for increasing the auspisious effects and reducing the inauspesious effects of Ketu you should
do these remedies

1. Keep your character clean.
2. Float 4 bananas for 4 continuous days in flowing water.
3. Float 4 limes for 4 continuous days in flowing water.
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Lal Kitab Varsh Phal Prediction-51
Sun in 2nd House
In your varshphal kundali Sun is melefic.
In your annual horoscope, Sun is situated in the 2nd house along with enemy planets or aspected by
same. According to Lal Kitab, you may spend your money in useless works. If you are indulged in any
court cases related to land or property then you might face defeat. This year is not good in financial
terms. Health of your brother's spouse might become a matter of concern for you. You might have to
suffer from eye or heart related problems this year. Your relations with your officers might turn sour;
therefore you should have to be very cautious.

Remedies for Sun in varshphal
In this year for increasing the auspisious effects and reducing the inauspesious effects of Sun you should
do these remedies

1. Do not accept anything for free.
2. Do not keep an evil eye on the wealth of others.
3. Donate almonds, coconut and mustard oil at a religious place.

Moon in 9th House
In your varshphal kundali Moon is benific.
In your annual horoscope, Moon is situated in a favorable condition in the 9th house. This year
signifies long and religious travels for you. You will take more interest in religious activities. You will
also be interested in spiritualism and tantra-mantra. You will enjoy cordial relationship with your
brothers. Your health will remain good.

Remedies for Moon in varshphal
In this year for increasing the auspisious effects and reducing the inauspesious effects of Moon you should
do these remedies

1. Go on pilgrimage.
2. Feed rice to the fish.
3. Keep your character clean.

Mars in 6th House
In your varshphal kundali Mars is melefic.
In your annual horoscope, Mars is situated in the 6th house along with enemy planets or aspected by
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same. According to Lal Kitab, this year, because of your increased expenses, you may have to take
debt and may face difficulty from unwanted guests. You might have disputes with your brothers. Your
heart will become restless because of unwanted journeys. You should keep away from listening to sad
songs or singing sad songs this year. Wherever possible, you should try to be in a happy atmosphere.

Remedies for Mars in varshphal
In this year for increasing the auspisious effects and reducing the inauspesious effects of Mars you should
do these remedies

1. Plant a neem tree.
2. Keep water next to you in the night and pour it in the roots of a tree in the morning.
3. Perform 'shradh' of your ancestor.
4. Always keep 360 kgs of crop in your house.

Mercury in 1st House
In your varshphal kundali Mercury is melefic.
In your annual horoscope, Mercury is situated in the 1st house along with enemy planets or aspected
by same. According to Lal Kitab, this year, you should keep away from addiction or else there may be
malefic effect on your health. You might bear losses from foreign tours. This year, you are also
required to keep away from disputes. Do not quarrel with your spouse, but take an approach of
compromise. You will have to take special care of your foods; otherwise you might suffer from
stomach related problems. You might be tilted towards tantric activities. This year, you should do any
work with great care and after thinking about it or else you might have to stand all alone.

Remedies for Mercury in varshphal
In this year for increasing the auspisious effects and reducing the inauspesious effects of Mercury you
should do these remedies

1. Do not consume meat and alcohol.
2. Keep your character good.
3. Do not kill fish.
4. Keep away from green cloth.
5. Do not eat eggs for this whole year.
6. Respect and take care of your guests.

Jupiter in 8th House
In your varshphal kundali Jupiter is melefic.
In your annual horoscope, Jupiter is situated in the 8th house along with enemy planets or aspected by
same. According to Lal Kitab, some elder's health in your family might be a matter of concern for you.
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This year, you might remain troubled by bad rumors. You might suffer from urinal related diseases.
This year, you will have to completely give away your laziness or else many nearly completed works
might get disrupted.

Remedies for Jupiter in varshphal
In this year for increasing the auspisious effects and reducing the inauspesious effects of Jupiter you
should do these remedies

1. Wear gold.
2. Donate ghee, curd, potato, camphor etc. at a religious place.
3. Do not let the sages and saints leave your house empty handed.

Venus in 8th House
In your varshphal kundali Venus is benific.
In your annual horoscope, Venus is situated in a favorable condition in the 8th house. According to Lal
Kitab, this year, you will get benefits from foreign lands or foreign relations. You will remain away
from unnecessary quarrels and fights and you will emerge winner in court cases. Your spouse will
contribute significantly in the success of your new plans. You will abide by the advices give by your
spouse, because of which you will get benefits. You may get wealth after the demise of your rich
relative or an elderly person.

Remedies for Venus in varshphal
In this year for increasing the auspisious effects and reducing the inauspesious effects of Venus you should
do these remedies

1. Take active part in religious activities.
2. Throw a copper coin in the drain.
3. Do not accept anything for free.
4. Donate a cow, whose color is white, with a calf.

Saturn in 10th House
In your varshphal kundali Saturn is benific.
In your annual horoscope, Saturn is situated in a favorable condition in the 10th house. According to
Lal Kitab, this year, there are chances of foreign tours and pilgrimages. You will get benefits from the
government officials or the government. This year, the 10th month and the 10th day of every month
will be very beneficial for you. You will also take interest in religious activities. If you do your work
by sitting at one place, then it will prove beneficial for you.

Remedies for Saturn in varshphal
In this year for increasing the auspisious effects and reducing the inauspesious effects of Saturn you
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should do these remedies

1. Do not consume alcohol and fish.
2. Do not keep any kind of arms with you.
3. Do not indulge in activity of running around.

Rahu in 2nd House
In your varshphal kundali Rahu is melefic.
In your annual horoscope, Rahu is situated in the 2nd house along with enemy planets or aspected by
same. According to Lal Kitab, this year, you might face losses of wealth in gambling, lottery or shares.
Maintain cordial relationships with the people at your in-laws house. You might be convicted of theft
at a religious place. Don't accept donations or anything for free. You should control your behavior.

Remedies for Rahu in varshphal
In this year for increasing the auspisious effects and reducing the inauspesious effects of Rahu you should
do these remedies

1. Wear a silver ball around your neck.
2. Do not live at any religious place.
3. Consume saffron or turmeric.

Ketu in 10th House
In your varshphal kundali Ketu is benific.
In your annual horoscope, Ketu is situated in a favorable condition in the 10th house. According to Lal
Kitab, this year, there will be an increase in your wealth, fame and name from all directions. Whatever
task you will take in your hands, it will get completed. Your name and fame in the society will
increase. There will be an increase in the articles of comfort but your nature may become doubtful
towards others. The health of your mother may not be good. You should take care of her.

Remedies for Ketu in varshphal
In this year for increasing the auspisious effects and reducing the inauspesious effects of Ketu you should
do these remedies

1. Keep honey in a silver vessel in your house.
2. Do not bully dogs.
3. Keep your character clean.
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Lal Kitab Varsh Phal Prediction-52
Sun in 1st House
In your varshphal kundali Sun is melefic.
In your annual horoscope, Sun is situated in the 1st house along with enemy planets or aspected by
same. According to Lal Kitab, you may have to face failure or loss in your business or service. Which
ever new work you will start this year, you may face many obstacles in it. There are some chances that
you may take debt this year. Your own health and your family member's health may be a matter of
concern for you this year. You might also face separation from your spouse and child.

Remedies for Sun in varshphal
In this year for increasing the auspisious effects and reducing the inauspesious effects of Sun you should
do these remedies

1. Do not consume alcohol or non-vegetarian food.
2. Keep your character good.
3. Offer sweet water to the Sun.

Moon in 3rd House
In your varshphal kundali Moon is benific.
In your annual horoscope, Moon is situated in a favorable condition in the 3rd house. According to Lal
Kitab, your mental and family condition will become strong this year. You will meet your old friends.
This year, you will have a strong desire to go on tourism and you will also do many business tours.
You will successfully complete all the tasks taken in your hands.

Remedies for Moon in varshphal
In this year for increasing the auspisious effects and reducing the inauspesious effects of Moon you should
do these remedies

1. Make use of silver utensils to eat food.
2. Get goddess Durga worshipped.
3. Do not make use of the money of your daughter.

Mars in 12th House
In your varshphal kundali Mars is melefic.
In your annual horoscope, Mars is situated in the 12th house along with enemy planets or aspected by
same. According to Lal Kitab, this year, someone's health in your family might become a matter of
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concern for you. You might have to spend more money on medicines. You will have to keep your
anger under control. Married life may also not be very happy.

Remedies for Mars in varshphal
In this year for increasing the auspisious effects and reducing the inauspesious effects of Mars you should
do these remedies

1. Eat sweet bread, and feed it to the dog too.
2. Donate sweet in a religious place of living.
3. Eat honey early in the morning.
4. Keep your head covered with a red cloth.

Mercury in 4th House
In your varshphal kundali Mercury is melefic.
In your annual horoscope, Mercury is situated in the 4th house along with enemy planets or aspected
by same. According to Lal Kitab, this year, the peace of your house may be disrupted because of your
in-laws. Your mother's health might be a matter of concern for you. If you start any business by
accepting money from your sister, aunt or daughter, then you might have to suffer losses. You might
have to face heart related problems.

Remedies for Mercury in varshphal
In this year for increasing the auspisious effects and reducing the inauspesious effects of Mercury you
should do these remedies

1. Feed jaggery to the monkeys.
2. Do not use green colored things and green colored clothes.
3. Wear a copper coin in a khakhi thread around your neck.
4. Wash 101 leaves of 'Palash' in milk and float them in flowing water.
5. Apply tilk of saffron or turmeric.

Jupiter in 11th House
In your varshphal kundali Jupiter is benific.
In your annual horoscope, Jupiter is situated in a favorable condition in the 11th house. According to
Lal Kitab, this year, even your enemies with forget enmity and shake a friendly hand with you. You
will help the poor and needy. You will take active part in religious activities. If you are married, then
there are chances of getting a son. Your father and grandfather will help you. You will be able to leave
an impact on others. This year is very good for you in financial matters.

Remedies for Jupiter in varshphal
In this year for increasing the auspisious effects and reducing the inauspesious effects of Jupiter you
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should do these remedies

1. Keep a yellow handkerchief with you.
2. Kneel your head in the cremation ground and drop copper coins there.
3. Do not eat eggs.
4. Make use of your father's bed etc..
5. Do not get any place of worship constructed in your house.

Venus in 11th House
In your varshphal kundali Venus is benific.
In your annual horoscope, Venus is situated in a favorable condition in the 11th house. According to
Lal Kitab, this year is the year of prosperity for you. There may be some auspicious event in your
house. You will get complete support of your spouse. If you are married and your spouse is pregnant,
then you might get a baby girl. There will be enhancement of religious feelings in your heart but it will
keep going through turmoil. The people from your in-laws side will be helpful to you. Your sister or
sister-in-law will also financially support you.

Remedies for Venus in varshphal
In this year for increasing the auspisious effects and reducing the inauspesious effects of Venus you should
do these remedies

1. Donate mustard oil.
2. This year, do not hand over the responsibility of maintaining the financial condition of your house
to your mother or wife.
3. Do not change your service or business very frequently.
4. If you are getting married this year then donate a white cow.

Saturn in 8th House
In your varshphal kundali Saturn is melefic.
In your annual horoscope, Saturn is situated in the 8th house along with enemy planets or aspected by
same. According to Lal Kitab, this year, you should not invest money in gambling, speculation or
lottery. This year, there might some renovation work in your house. You might have to face many
difficulties.

Remedies for Saturn in varshphal
In this year for increasing the auspisious effects and reducing the inauspesious effects of Saturn you
should do these remedies

1. Do not take bath with bare feet.
2. Do not buy any house this year in your name.
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3. Keep a square silver piece with you.
4. Float 8 kgs black urad daal in water.

Rahu in 1st House
In your varshphal kundali Rahu is melefic.
In your annual horoscope, Rahu is situated in the 1st house along with enemy planets or aspected by
same. According to Lal Kitab, this year, there might a major change in your life. Some big plans might
get disrupted due to some difficulties. You might not have interest in religious activities and might
loose control on yourself completely. You might be accused of taking bribes. This year, you should
avoid wearing black and blue colored clothes.

Remedies for Rahu in varshphal
In this year for increasing the auspisious effects and reducing the inauspesious effects of Rahu you should
do these remedies

1. Donate wheat, jaggery and copper at a religious place.
2. Take special precaution of whatever you eat.
3. Do not accept electronic items from anyone for free.
4. Before taking a bath, massage milk on your body.

Ketu in 8th House
In your varshphal kundali Ketu is melefic.
In your annual horoscope, Ketu is situated in the 8th house along with enemy planets or aspected by
same. According to Lal Kitab, this year, you should keep your character clean and should keep away
from consuming alcohol and meat or else there may be malefic effect on your children. Do not reveal
your secrets in front of others. Your journeys will also prove to be worthless.

Remedies for Ketu in varshphal
In this year for increasing the auspisious effects and reducing the inauspesious effects of Ketu you should
do these remedies

1. Do not take your dog on the terrace.
2. Do not spend uselessly on gambling, lottery etc.
3. Do not donate spotted blanket at any religious place.
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Lal Kitab Varsh Phal Prediction-53
Sun in 4th House
In your varshphal kundali Sun is melefic.
In your annual horoscope, Sun is situated in the 4th house along with enemy planets or aspected by
same. According to Lal Kitab, this year you might have to bear financial losses. There might be a theft
of gold or money. Your relation with your father might turn sour, because of which you might have to
go through mental setbacks.

Remedies for Sun in varshphal
In this year for increasing the auspisious effects and reducing the inauspesious effects of Sun you should
do these remedies

1. Feed food to the blind people.
2. Do not consume alcohol or non-vegetarian food.
3. Do not accept electronic articles, toys and machinery from your parents-in-law.
4. Take care of the son of your aunt.
5. Do not do fishing.
6. Wear a copper coin around your neck.

Moon in 11th House
In your varshphal kundali Moon is benific.
In your annual horoscope, Moon is situated in a favorable condition in the 11th house. According to
Lal Kitab, this year you will get special benefits because of the support from a woman. You may buy
some entertainment and comfort giving articles. You will get benefit from farming related works. You
might get interested in spirituality. Your respect in the society might increase. You may get good news
from your daughter's side.

Remedies for Moon in varshphal
In this year for increasing the auspisious effects and reducing the inauspesious effects of Moon you should
do these remedies

1. Do not perform any donations during the day time.
2. Do not attend any marriage function on fridays.
3. Float 121 'Peda' (Sweet) in the water.
4. Do not donate milk.

Mars in 9th House
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In your varshphal kundali Mars is melefic.
In your annual horoscope, Mars is situated in the 9th house along with enemy planets or aspected by
same. According to Lal Kitab, the health of your parents may be a matter of concern for you. Your
might get transferred. There may not be favorable conditions for business for you. Your expenses may
increase due to guests coming to your house. This year, your relation with your father might turn sour.
Your interest in religious activities may decrease and you might get defamed because of bad company.

Remedies for Mars in varshphal
In this year for increasing the auspisious effects and reducing the inauspesious effects of Mars you should
do these remedies

1. Always keep a red colored handkerchief with you.
2. Donate rice, milk and jaggery at a religious place.
3. Take care of your sister-in-law.
4. Do not quarrel with your brothers.
5. Take care of a spotted (black and white) dog.

Mercury in 7th House
In your varshphal kundali Mercury is benific.
In your annual horoscope, Mercury is situated in a favorable condition in the 7th house. According to
Lal Kitab, this year, you will get large amount of money from a work related to your spouse or some
other woman. This year, you may also earn a lot from the business of wood. You may also get wealth
from foreign tours or some foreign relations. You will get respect in your family. Normally, this year,
you will get special help and support from women.

Remedies for Mercury in varshphal
In this year for increasing the auspisious effects and reducing the inauspesious effects of Mercury you
should do these remedies

1. Eat sweets before starting any work.
2. Wearing a diamond ring will be very beneficial.
3. Sow green grass in your house.

Jupiter in 1st House
In your varshphal kundali Jupiter is benific.
In your annual horoscope, Jupiter is situated in a favorable condition in the1st house. According to Lal
Kitab, this year, you will have special interest in education related activities and you will get benefits
from it. This year, you may have more graceful nature towards others. Your father and grandfather's
name and fame will increase. You will be very civilized and soft in interacting with others. You will
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take care of your teachers and sages-saints. You will get support and help from the government.

Remedies for Jupiter in varshphal
In this year for increasing the auspisious effects and reducing the inauspesious effects of Jupiter you
should do these remedies

1. Do not accept or give gifts for free to anyone.
2. Apply a saffron or turmeric tilak.
3. Take the blessings from your elders.
4. Take the holy dip at Pushkar during Kartik purnima.

Venus in 1st House
In your varshphal kundali Venus is benific.
In your annual horoscope, Venus is situated in a favorable condition in the 1st house. According to Lal
Kitab, this year, your health will be good. You will take special care of the decoration and your
clothes. You will behave with others lovingly. You will be very famous amongst your contemporaries.
This year, you may get land, house etc. You may also initiate some business plan.

Remedies for Venus in varshphal
In this year for increasing the auspisious effects and reducing the inauspesious effects of Venus you should
do these remedies

1. Take pure silver from your parents-in-law.
2. Keep your character clean.
3. Take active part in religious activities.
4. Feed your leftover food to the birds and animals.
5. Donate mustard, barley or green gram.

Saturn in 5th House
In your varshphal kundali Saturn is melefic.
In your annual horoscope, Saturn is situated in the 5th house along with enemy planets or aspected by
same. According to Lal Kitab, this year, you might suffer from mental tension. You may face
difficulties from your children and might be worried about your house. There might be decrease in
your fame in the society. You may be mentally irritated because of unnecessary expenses.

Remedies for Saturn in varshphal
In this year for increasing the auspisious effects and reducing the inauspesious effects of Saturn you
should do these remedies

1. Donate 10 almonds at some religious place and bring half out of them back home.
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2. Bury black antimony under the stack of hay and grass.
3. Keep gold and saffron with you.
4. Feed milk to the snake.
5. Do not consume alcohol, meat and fish this year.

Rahu in 4th House
In your varshphal kundali Rahu is melefic.
In your annual horoscope, Rahu is situated in the 4th house along with enemy planets or aspected by
same. According to Lal Kitab, this year, you have to keep your character clean or else you might have
to bear monetary losses. If you are married and your spouse is pregnant then you have to take special
care. Do not invest money based on your assumption or else you might suffer from losses. Do not
make castles in the air.

Remedies for Rahu in varshphal
In this year for increasing the auspisious effects and reducing the inauspesious effects of Rahu you should
do these remedies

1. Do not get the terrace of your house changed.
2. Do not keep coal sacks on your terrace.
3. Do not change the place of your toilet.

Ketu in 5th House
In your varshphal kundali Ketu is melefic.
In your annual horoscope, Ketu is situated in the 5th house along with enemy planets or aspected by
same. According to Lal Kitab, this year, you should keep away from wicked people or else it will have
a malefic effect on you. This year, you might face breathing problems. You might quarrel with your
father or teachers. There are chances of some useless journeys.

Remedies for Ketu in varshphal
In this year for increasing the auspisious effects and reducing the inauspesious effects of Ketu you should
do these remedies

1. Do not keep company of bad people.
2. Do not always keep the boxes and almirahs in your house locked. Keep unlocking them at regular
intervals.
3. Donate rice, milk or red masoor dal.
4. Feed a portion of your food to the dogs.
5. Offer water to the sun with mixing some sweet in it.
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Lal Kitab Varsh Phal Prediction-54
Sun in 9th House
In your varshphal kundali Sun is melefic.
In your annual horoscope, Sun is situated in the 9th house along with enemy planets or aspected by
same. According to Lal Kitab, if you are engaged in the business of lottery, gambling, shares etc., then
this year is not favorable for you. You might have to stay in a foreign land in adverse situations. Your
relation with your father might deteriorate and you might quarrel with your family members because
of land and property.

Remedies for Sun in varshphal
In this year for increasing the auspisious effects and reducing the inauspesious effects of Sun you should
do these remedies

1. Use brass utensils to eat food in at home.
2. Do not donate nor accept any articles like milk, silver, rice etc.
3. Control your anger.

Moon in 5th House
In your varshphal kundali Moon is melefic.
In your annual horoscope, Moon is situated in the 5th house along with enemy planets or aspected by
same. According to Lal Kitab, if you do your business in partnership, then there are chances of
difference of opinion arising. You might bear losses in electronic or computer related business.
Stomach related problems may trouble you whole year.

Remedies for Moon in varshphal
In this year for increasing the auspisious effects and reducing the inauspesious effects of Moon you should
do these remedies

1. Travel to various religious place.
2. Consult others before starting any work.
3. Travel to hilly areas.
4. Do not become greedy and selfish.

Mars in 2nd House
In your varshphal kundali Mars is melefic.
In your annual horoscope, Mars is situated in the 2nd house along with enemy planets or aspected by
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same. According to Lal Kitab, this year, you might suffer from neck related problems. There might be
quarrels with your brothers. This year, you may spend more money on articles of luxury and comfort.
You will have to keep away from your habit of gambling, speculating or lottery or else you will have
to bear heavy losses. If you betray your brothers, then you will be at a loss. If you are the youngest
brother in your family, then there may be an increase in your difficulties.

Remedies for Mars in varshphal
In this year for increasing the auspisious effects and reducing the inauspesious effects of Mars you should
do these remedies

1. Keep a deer skin mat at home.
2. Wear a silver ring.
3. Do not quarrel or fight with your brothers.
4. Keep a red handkerchief in the pocket.
5. Be a good host to the guests who visit your house.
6. Consume sweet food.

Mercury in 3rd House
In your varshphal kundali Mercury is melefic.
In your annual horoscope, Mercury is situated in the 3rd house along with enemy planets or aspected
by same. According to Lal Kitab, this year, you might suffer from fever etc. You have to keep away
from gambling, speculating and lottery. You may not be much benefited by tours this year. This year,
you may have to face family disputes. Your sister, aunt and daughter may get unfavorable effects of
Mercury. You might suffer from tongue related diseases. If you start any business by accepting money
from your sister, aunt or daughter, then you might have to suffer from losses.

Remedies for Mercury in varshphal
In this year for increasing the auspisious effects and reducing the inauspesious effects of Mercury you
should do these remedies

1. Soak green moong in the night and feed it to the birds in the morning.
2. Clean your teeth by using the alum stone.
3. Get Goddess Durga worshipped.
4. Feed food to girls below 9 years old and take their blessings.
5. Distribute free medicines for Asthma to the patients.
6. Do not keep relationship with widow women.

Jupiter in 4th House
In your varshphal kundali Jupiter is melefic.
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In your annual horoscope, Jupiter is situated in the 4th house along with enemy planets or aspected by
same. According to Lal Kitab, you should keep away from wrong activities or else you may have to
face many obstacles in the field of education or education related works. You will have to take special
care of your character. Your relations with your father and grandfather might get adversely affected.
Your mother's health might be a matter of concern for you.

Remedies for Jupiter in varshphal
In this year for increasing the auspisious effects and reducing the inauspesious effects of Jupiter you
should do these remedies

1. Do not keep your body uncovered in front of others.
2. Do not keep broken toys in your house.
3. Give water to the Peepal tree.
4. Keep away from bad company.
5. Take care of your family priest.
6. Donate 4 kgs of gram pulses at any religious place.

Venus in 4th House
In your varshphal kundali Venus is benific.
In your annual horoscope, Venus is situated in a favorable condition in the 4th house. According to Lal
Kitab, this year, there will be an increase in the comforts of your family. Apart from your spouse, you
might also have love relationship with another woman. You will get financial help from your maternal
aunt and uncle. You will be successful in matters of land and buildings. There will be an increase in
the standard of your living. You will like women and will get success in the business of beauty
enhancing and perfumed items.

Remedies for Venus in varshphal
In this year for increasing the auspisious effects and reducing the inauspesious effects of Venus you should
do these remedies

1. Bury the peach seed filled with antimony in the ground
2. Keep your character clean.
3. Do not engage in love marriage this year.
4. Apply the paste of dirty mud on your terrace.

Saturn in 12th House
In your varshphal kundali Saturn is benific.
In your annual horoscope, Saturn is situated in a favorable condition in the 12th house. According to
Lal Kitab, this year, there will be less financial pressure on you. You will get help from your brothers.
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This year, you will spend your money in good activities. You will come out as a winner in court cases.
There will be an increase in mental and family happiness. Consumption of alcohol and meat-fish is
normally restricted.

Remedies for Saturn in varshphal
In this year for increasing the auspisious effects and reducing the inauspesious effects of Saturn you
should do these remedies

1. Do not consume alcohol and fish.
2. Keep your character clean.
3. Use copper utensils.
4. Offer 'Tilchauri' to the black insects.
5. Do not sleep on a wooden bed.

Rahu in 9th House
In your varshphal kundali Rahu is melefic.
In your annual horoscope, Rahu is situated in the 9th house along with enemy planets or aspected by
same. According to Lal Kitab, this whole year, your enemies may keep troubling you. If you are
suffering from breathing problems, then this year may prove worse for you. This year, you should not
buy any stolen item. Taking part in religious activities will prove beneficial for you.

Remedies for Rahu in varshphal
In this year for increasing the auspisious effects and reducing the inauspesious effects of Rahu you should
do these remedies

1. Do not get any clay oven or water tank constructed inside your house.
2. Keep away from fights and quarrels.
3. Keep company of sages and saints.
4. Keep your character clean.
5. Wear gold on your body.

Ketu in 12th House
In your varshphal kundali Ketu is melefic.
In your annual horoscope, Ketu is situated in the 12th house along with enemy planets or aspected by
same. According to Lal Kitab, if you do not take the right decision in your business then there will be
chances of taking debts and because of that you may have to keep your property as a security deposit.
This year, you should keep away from quarrels or else it will come in the way of your progress. You
have to remain alert and cautious from dogs. You might be worried for your children.

Remedies for Ketu in varshphal
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In this year for increasing the auspisious effects and reducing the inauspesious effects of Ketu you should
do these remedies

1. Suck your thumb after dipping it in the milk.
2. Take care of your sister and brother-in-law.
3. Keep your character clean and do not betray others.
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Lal Kitab Varsh Phal Prediction-55
Sun in 8th House
In your varshphal kundali Sun is melefic.
In your annual horoscope, Sun is situated in the 8th house along with enemy planets or aspected by
same. According to Lal Kitab, this year, you might suffer from heart and eye related diseases. You
might bear losses in machinery related business. Your relationship with women might turn sour.

Remedies for Sun in varshphal
In this year for increasing the auspisious effects and reducing the inauspesious effects of Sun you should
do these remedies

1. Do not consume meat or fish.
2. Float jaggery in flowing water.
3. Keep your character clean.
4. Serve your elder brother.
5. Try to escape from doing bad deeds.
6. Take care of a cow.

Moon in 7th House
In your varshphal kundali Moon is benific.
In your annual horoscope, Moon is situated in a favorable condition in the 7th house. According to Lal
Kitab, this year will be good for you in financial terms. This year, you may get benefits from in-laws.
Your popularity in the society will increase. You will take interest in social works. You will get
benefits from work related to export-import.

Remedies for Moon in varshphal
In this year for increasing the auspisious effects and reducing the inauspesious effects of Moon you should
do these remedies

1. Do not burn milk.
2. Take silver from your parents-in-law..
3. Do not indulge in business of milk.
4. Keep your charater clean.

Mars in 10th House
In your varshphal kundali Mars is melefic.
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In your annual horoscope, Mars is situated in the 10th house along with enemy planets or aspected by
same. According to Lal Kitab, this year, you may face obstacles in the work that are nearly on the
verge of completion. You might get defamed for no reason. You need to be cautious. This year, you
might have complain of high blood pressure. You should not eat too much sour things. If you sell the
gold of your house, then your children might get unfavorable effects.

Remedies for Mars in varshphal
In this year for increasing the auspisious effects and reducing the inauspesious effects of Mars you should
do these remedies

1. Rear a deer.
2. Take care of a childless person.
3. Do not let the milk boil over on the stove.

Mercury in 11th House
In your varshphal kundali Mercury is benific.
In your annual horoscope, Mercury is situated in a favorable condition in the 11th house. According to
Lal Kitab, this year, you will get success in examination and competition. The time period between 3
to 5 o'clock (evening) on every Wednesday will be very favorable for you. You will earn a lot of
wealth with your intelligence and knowledge. Your name and fame will increase. One of your affluent
relative will step forward to help you. Your son's name and wealth will increase. This year, there are
also chances of getting parental property.

Remedies for Mercury in varshphal
In this year for increasing the auspisious effects and reducing the inauspesious effects of Mercury you
should do these remedies

1. You should wear a copper coin in white or khakhi colored thread around your neck.
2. Do not plant broad leaved plants in your house.
3. Do not give your house on rent .
4. Keep a parrot.
5. Do not accept any kind of amulet (taabeez) or a talisman from any fakir or sage.

Jupiter in 3rd House
In your varshphal kundali Jupiter is melefic.
In your annual horoscope, Jupiter is situated in the 3rd house along with enemy planets or aspected by
same. According to Lal Kitab, this year, you should take active part in religious activities, so that the
malefic effects of Jupiter get reduced. You should keep away from earning wealth using wrong means.
You should not cut the Peepal tree or else your children may get malefic effects.
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Remedies for Jupiter in varshphal
In this year for increasing the auspisious effects and reducing the inauspesious effects of Jupiter you
should do these remedies

1. Worship Goddess Durga.
2. Apply saffron or turmeric tilak.
3. Take care of a Peepal tree.
4. Take active part in religious activities.

Venus in 3rd House
In your varshphal kundali Venus is melefic.
In your annual horoscope, Venus is situated in the 3rd house along with enemy planets or aspected by
same. According to Lal Kitab, this year, you should not take a lot of interest in music and dance. You
will have to take special care of your character. There might be some sourness in the relations with
your spouse. Your children's health might be a matter of concern for you.

Remedies for Venus in varshphal
In this year for increasing the auspisious effects and reducing the inauspesious effects of Venus you should
do these remedies

1. Maintain cordial relationship with your wife.
2. Do not destroy the stepping stone of your parental house.
3. Live a balanced life.
4. Keep your television, radio etc. in a working condition.

Saturn in 4th House
In your varshphal kundali Saturn is melefic.
In your annual horoscope, Saturn is situated in the 4th house along with enemy planets or aspected by
same. According to Lal Kitab, this year you should not consume fish and should keep away from
alcohol and other addictive materials. You might have to face heart related problems. The relation with
your father might turn sour. Your mother's health might be a matter of concern for you. If you are
active in the political field than all your efforts may get unsuccessful.

Remedies for Saturn in varshphal
In this year for increasing the auspisious effects and reducing the inauspesious effects of Saturn you
should do these remedies

1. Do not drop milk in the well.
2. Offer a portion of your food to the fishes, crows or buffalo.
3. Do not wear black clothes this year.
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4. Keep away from green clothes.
5. Float packed alcohol in water.

Rahu in 8th House
In your varshphal kundali Rahu is melefic.
In your annual horoscope, Rahu is situated in the 8th house along with enemy planets or aspected by
same. According to Lal Kitab, this year, your financial condition may not be good. You may face
monetary losses due to incidents of theft etc. Due to increase in debts, your mental condition might
become unstable. Keeping company of bad people might prove fatal for you. In the 8th month after
your birthday, your difficulties may increase. There may be losses in electric related works.

Remedies for Rahu in varshphal
In this year for increasing the auspisious effects and reducing the inauspesious effects of Rahu you should
do these remedies

1. Keep a square silver piece with you.
2. Do not live in a house facing towards the southern direction.
3. Do not keep wood or coal in your house.
4. Offer 43-43 almonds at a religious place at the beginning of the 8th month from your birthday and
bring 43 almonds back with you and keep them in a white purse.

Ketu in 4th House
In your varshphal kundali Ketu is melefic.
In your annual horoscope, Ketu is situated in the 4th house along with enemy planets or aspected by
same. According to Lal Kitab, this year, your mother's health might be a matter of concern for you.
You will have to take great care of your eating habits or else there are chances that you might suffer
from diabetes. This year, you should maintain cordial relations with your family priest. There are
chances that you might get bitten by a dog, so you have to be cautious and alert.

Remedies for Ketu in varshphal
In this year for increasing the auspisious effects and reducing the inauspesious effects of Ketu you should
do these remedies

1. Donate turmeric, saffron or gram pulses at a religious place.
2. Do not hit the dogs
3. Take care of your family priest.
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Lal Kitab Varsh Phal Prediction-56
Sun in 11th House
In your varshphal kundali Sun is melefic.
In your annual horoscope, Sun is situated in the 11th house along with enemy planets or aspected by
same. According to Lal Kitab, you should remain alert and cautious or else there are chances of an
accident. Your brother-in-law's health may become very concerning. Your relatives will waste your
wealth. Your health will not be good. Your relation with your father might become bad. There may be
obstacles in your promotion. You will have to bear losses in government related works.

Remedies for Sun in varshphal
In this year for increasing the auspisious effects and reducing the inauspesious effects of Sun you should
do these remedies

1. Spread your bed on the sand and sleep on it for a continuous of 43 days.
2. Do not consume fish or meat.
3. Keep a raddish next to you when you sleep in the night.
4. Do not speak lies.

Moon in 2nd House
In your varshphal kundali Moon is melefic.
In your annual horoscope, Moon is situated in the 2nd house along with enemy planets or aspected by
same. According to Lal Kitab, you might have to face cold, diabetes and disease of the private parts
this year. You might have strong desire to consume alcohol and meat. Your financial condition might
also deteriorate and you might have some quarrels with your son. You might get defamed because of
immoral love affairs.

Remedies for Moon in varshphal
In this year for increasing the auspisious effects and reducing the inauspesious effects of Moon you should
do these remedies

1. Do not establish any idols in the temple at your home.
2. Donate green colored cloth to girls below 10 years of age.
3. Take the blessings of elderly women.
4. Keep rice, silver as donation from your mother and keep them with you.

Mars in 1st House
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In your varshphal kundali Mars is benific.
In your annual horoscope, Mars is situated in a favorable condition in the 1st house. According to Lal
Kitab, this year, you will get profits in the business related to iron, wood or machinery. There will be
an increase in your name and respect in the society. You will have more quantity of enthusiasm and
courage. This year, you will do every work in a grand style. You will get support from your brothers.
This year will be very fruitful for your sisters also. You will treat even bad people very nicely.

Remedies for Mars in varshphal
In this year for increasing the auspisious effects and reducing the inauspesious effects of Mars you should
do these remedies

1. Keep away from speaking lies and doing wrong deeds.
2. Indulge in a partnership business with a person of your age.
3. Do not accept any gifts for free.
4. Do not bring articles made out of ivory to home.
5. If you have an elder brother then keep a red handkerchief with you.

Mercury in 5th House
In your varshphal kundali Mercury is benific.
In your annual horoscope, Mercury is situated in a favorable condition in the 5th house. According to
Lal Kitab, your social status will witness an unprecedented increase. You will take deep interest in
occult/secret subjects and astrology. This year you will indulge in your business/service more
seriously. You may suddenly get monetary benefits and your forecasts will com true.

Remedies for Mercury in varshphal
In this year for increasing the auspisious effects and reducing the inauspesious effects of Mercury you
should do these remedies

1. Wear a silver ring on the left hand.
2. Use belt around your waist.
3. Wear a copper coin around your neck.
4. Do not change the place of worship in your house.
5. Collect rain water on your terrace.

Jupiter in 9th House
In your varshphal kundali Jupiter is benific.
In your annual horoscope, Jupiter is situated in a favorable condition in the 9th house. According to
Lal Kitab, this year, there are chances of pilgrimage. You will take active part in religious activities.
The elders in your family will come to the front to help you. Your interest in spiritual and astrological
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subjects will increase. You may get special benefits from gold-silver business. You will be in a
position to fulfill your promises.

Remedies for Jupiter in varshphal
In this year for increasing the auspisious effects and reducing the inauspesious effects of Jupiter you
should do these remedies

1. Take bath in the holy ganges.
2. Take active part in religious activities.
3. Keep your promises.

Venus in 9th House
In your varshphal kundali Venus is benific.
In your annual horoscope, Venus is situated in a favorable condition in the 9th house. According to Lal
Kitab, you will get complete support from your father or grandfather in your business. Your spouse
will behave nicely with you. This year, you may get golden chances to go on pilgrimage. This year,
you will keep away from addiction and will also encourage others to keep away from it. You will get
the comfort of land, vehicle and building. You may have more graceful nature towards others.

Remedies for Venus in varshphal
In this year for increasing the auspisious effects and reducing the inauspesious effects of Venus you should
do these remedies

1. Bury a square silver piece in the trunk of a Neem tree.
2. Keep honey and silver in the foundation of your house.
3. Make your wife wear silver bangles colored in red color.
4. Do not establish intimate relationship during the day.
5. Do not use aluminum utensils.

Saturn in 6th House
In your varshphal kundali Saturn is melefic.
In your annual horoscope, Saturn is situated in the 6th house along with enemy planets or aspected by
same. According to Lal Kitab, do not initiate any good work on the day of full moon (Poornima). Your
ego will increase, because of that your relations with your close relatives might turn sour. You should
not accept any leather article in donation or for free. One of your family members might suffer from
kidney problems. Your side might become weak in the pending court cases. There are chances of you
getting hurt all of a sudden.

Remedies for Saturn in varshphal
In this year for increasing the auspisious effects and reducing the inauspesious effects of Saturn you
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should do these remedies

1. Bury mustard oil in an earthen pot at an isolated place.
2. Do not indulge in the exchange of leather goods.
3. Rear a black dog.
4. Float coconut in flowing water.
5. Do not buy iron articles.
6. Do not let your shoes get stolen.

Rahu in 11th House
In your varshphal kundali Rahu is melefic.
In your annual horoscope, Rahu is situated in the 11th house along with enemy planets or aspected by
same. According to Lal Kitab, this year, there might be differences of opinion with your father and his
health might be a matter of concern for you. This year, you should keep away from any kinds of
quarrels or disputes or else you might get injured. This year, wearing red or blue colored cloth might
be dangerous.

Remedies for Rahu in varshphal
In this year for increasing the auspisious effects and reducing the inauspesious effects of Rahu you should
do these remedies

1. Do not wear any blue colored gemstone or sapphire this year and you should not keep them too.
2. Do not keep damaged electronic equipments in your house.
3. Keep a pony tail on your head or cover your head with a white cap.

Ketu in 6th House
In your varshphal kundali Ketu is melefic.
In your annual horoscope, Ketu is situated in the 6th house along with enemy planets or aspected by
same. According to Lal Kitab, this year will be normal in terms of financially matters. This year, you
should keep your gold jewellery safe or else there are chances of getting stolen. You might go on some
useless tours. You might face problems from your children and might suffer from skin diseases.

Remedies for Ketu in varshphal
In this year for increasing the auspisious effects and reducing the inauspesious effects of Ketu you should
do these remedies

1. Do not wear the ring given by your in-laws in your left hand.
2. Apply tilak of saffron or turmeric.
3. Do not quarrel with your sister, aunt or daughter this year.
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Lal Kitab Varsh Phal Prediction-57
Sun in 5th House
In your varshphal kundali Sun is melefic.
In your annual horoscope, Sun is situated in the 5th house along with enemy planets or aspected by
same. According to Lal Kitab, this year, even your friends will behave like enemies with you. You
might have a difference of opinion with your spouse or her health might become a matter of concern
for you. Overall, your married life will not be very good this year. You might face some problems
from court cases and the verdict might go against you. This year, you might have to face false charges
and your relationship with the officers might turn sour.

Remedies for Sun in varshphal
In this year for increasing the auspisious effects and reducing the inauspesious effects of Sun you should
do these remedies

1. Feed jaggery and gram to a red faced monkey.
2. Do not give false testimony.
3. Drop few drops of mustard oil everyday on the ground for a continuous 43 days.

Moon in 12th House
In your varshphal kundali Moon is melefic.
In your annual horoscope, Moon is situated in the 12th house along with enemy planets or aspected by
same. According to Lal Kitab, you may quarrel with your parents or close relatives on very small talk.
You will have to keep away from immoral love affairs as there are chances that a woman may insult
you publicly. This year may not be very good for you financially.

Remedies for Moon in varshphal
In this year for increasing the auspisious effects and reducing the inauspesious effects of Moon you should
do these remedies

1. Keep away from speaking lies and doing wrong deeds.
2. Do not consume milk in the night.
3. Do not bring articles made out of ivory to home.

Mars in 7th House
In your varshphal kundali Mars is benific.
In your annual horoscope, Mars is situated in a favorable condition in the 7th house. According to Lal
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Kitab, this year, you will have more graceful nature towards others. You will get benefits from
government. Your interest in spiritual and astrological subjects will increase. You should be cautious
from politicians. You might get wealth all of a sudden.

Remedies for Mars in varshphal
In this year for increasing the auspisious effects and reducing the inauspesious effects of Mars you should
do these remedies

1. Keep your character clean.
2. Do not have a creeper planted in your home.
3. Gift sweets to your sister or daughter.
4. Take care of your nephews.

Mercury in 6th House
In your varshphal kundali Mercury is benific.
In your annual horoscope, Mercury is situated in a favorable condition in the 6th house. According to
Lal Kitab, this year, even your enemies will help you as friends. You will become famous in the
society owing to your intelligence and knowledge. You will support religious activities with all your
heart and available resources. This year you will earn more profits in business of agriculture or
education related things. Your mental and family condition will be good this year. All your forecasts
may come true. You may get monetary benefits from your maternal grandmother's house.

Remedies for Mercury in varshphal
In this year for increasing the auspisious effects and reducing the inauspesious effects of Mercury you
should do these remedies

1. Wear a silver ring on the left hand.
2. Bury a vessel filled with milk at an isolated place.
3. Get a good work done by the hands of your sister or daughter.
4. Do not get your sister or daughter married towards the northern direction.
5. Keep an eye on your servant.

Jupiter in 10th House
In your varshphal kundali Jupiter is melefic.
In your annual horoscope, Jupiter is situated in the 10th house along with enemy planets or aspected
by same. According to Lal Kitab, you may have to face false rumors this year. You will get success
only after a lot of hard work. You may face mental disquiet due to family disputes/quarrels. Even in
the field of education, you will get success after a lot of hard work. This year, you should keep away
from making castles in the air. If you disrespect any saint or sage or cut a Peepal tree, then you may
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have to bear financial losses. Your father's and grandfather's health might be a matter of concern for
you.

Remedies for Jupiter in varshphal
In this year for increasing the auspisious effects and reducing the inauspesious effects of Jupiter you
should do these remedies

1. Keep your nose clean.
2. Wear gold.
3. Float copper coins in flowing water for a continuous 43 days.
4. Take care of the sages, saints and your teachers.

Venus in 10th House
In your varshphal kundali Venus is melefic.
In your annual horoscope, Venus is situated in the 10th house along with enemy planets or aspected by
same. According to Lal Kitab, if you do not keep your character clean, then there might be cracks in
your married life. Your spouse might suffer from blood or skin related diseases. If you consume
alcohol or meat, then you might have to bear monetary losses. There are chances that you might suffer
from urinal related diseases.

Remedies for Venus in varshphal
In this year for increasing the auspisious effects and reducing the inauspesious effects of Venus you should
do these remedies

1. Your wife should wash her private parts with milk.
2. You should donate virgin cow.
3. Keep your character clean.
4. Do not consume alcohol, meat and fish.

Saturn in 11th House
In your varshphal kundali Saturn is melefic.
In your annual horoscope, Saturn is situated in the 11th house along with enemy planets or aspected by
same. According to Lal Kitab, this year, your mental and family happiness will decrease. You will be
surrounded with debt related worries. You have to keep a balance in your nature and character. You
should keep your anger under control and keep away from quarrels or fights. Do not consume alcohol
or meat.

Remedies for Saturn in varshphal
In this year for increasing the auspisious effects and reducing the inauspesious effects of Saturn you
should do these remedies
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1. Before embarking upon any work, establish an earthen pot filled with water in your house.
2. During sunrise, drop alcohol or mustard oil on the ground.
3. Do not consume alcohol and meat.
4. Keep a pure silver brick in your house.
5. Do not make money by cheating others.

Rahu in 5th House
In your varshphal kundali Rahu is melefic.
In your annual horoscope, Rahu is situated in the 5th house along with enemy planets or aspected by
same. According to Lal Kitab, this year, you should maintain cordial relation with your spouse or you
might have to face difficulties in your married life. You might also face difficulties in the field of
education. There are also chances of disputes with your brothers.

Remedies for Rahu in varshphal
In this year for increasing the auspisious effects and reducing the inauspesious effects of Rahu you should
do these remedies

1. Keep a silver elephant, whose weight is atleast 60 grams, in your house.
2. Do not remarry.
3. Keep your character clean.
4. Bury a silver leaf under the stepping stone of your house.

Ketu in 11th House
In your varshphal kundali Ketu is melefic.
In your annual horoscope, Ketu is situated in the 11th house along with enemy planets or aspected by
same. According to Lal Kitab, this year, more guests may visit your house, because of which you
might be financially burdened. If you are on your way to do any auspicious work, then do not look
behind. Take care of your children very nicely. Do not reveal your past to anyone.

Remedies for Ketu in varshphal
In this year for increasing the auspisious effects and reducing the inauspesious effects of Ketu you should
do these remedies

1. Your wife should keep raddish next to her while sleeping in the night and donate it at some
religious place in the morning.
2. Rear a black dog.
3. Ask for a black and white bread maker from your in-laws and keep it in your house.
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Lal Kitab Varsh Phal Prediction-58
Sun in 7th House
In your varshphal kundali Sun is melefic.
In your annual horoscope, Sun is situated in the 7th house along with enemy planets or aspected by
same. According to Lal Kitab, you may be worried about your children. There might be an incident of
big fire in your house. Your spouse's health may be a matter of concern for you. You may face mental
tensions because of worthless money wastage. If you do business in partnership, then you may have to
bear losses.

Remedies for Sun in varshphal
In this year for increasing the auspisious effects and reducing the inauspesious effects of Sun you should
do these remedies

1. Start any work after eating something sweet and drinking water.
2. Drop 'ghee' in the fire.
3. Eat less salt.
4. Bury 7 square copper coins under the ground.

Moon in 10th House
In your varshphal kundali Moon is melefic.
In your annual horoscope, Moon is situated in the 10th house along with enemy planets or aspected by
same. According to Lal Kitab, this year, you might suffer from the diseases of blood, ears and teeth.
You should not sell your parental property. Your mother's health may be a matter of concern for you.
There might be a decrease in your respect and fame in the society.

Remedies for Moon in varshphal
In this year for increasing the auspisious effects and reducing the inauspesious effects of Moon you should
do these remedies

1. Touch the feet of your mother and take her blessings.
2. Do not drink milk in the night.
3. If you are a doctor then do not distribute medicines for free.
4. Keep your character clean.

Mars in 8th House
In your varshphal kundali Mars is melefic.
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In your annual horoscope, Mars is situated in the 8th house along with enemy planets or aspected by
same. According to Lal Kitab, you will have to be very cautious while driving a vehicle. This year,
you have to think before indulging in any kind of exchange. This year, you should keep away from any
dispute with a widow. This year, your brothers may have to confront many difficulties.

Remedies for Mars in varshphal
In this year for increasing the auspisious effects and reducing the inauspesious effects of Mars you should
do these remedies

1. Have food while sitting in your kitchen.
2. Keep a square silver piece with you.
3. Bury jaggery in an earthen pot in an isolated place.
4. Bake sweet bread in a clay oven (tandoor) and feed them to the dog.
5. Do not stay away from your birth place.
6. Do not rear a parrot or maina at your house.

Mercury in 2nd House
In your varshphal kundali Mercury is benific.
In your annual horoscope, Mercury is situated in a favorable condition in the 2nd house. According to
Lal Kitab, this year, your senior officers will adopt a helping approach towards you. This year, there
may be significant progress in work related to education, publication and brokerage etc. This is also a
good year for business success. This year, you may be active in the field of education. You might get
monetary benefits from your father or grandfather. You may change you views regularly in a debate.
This year, you will have to work very hard to get success.

Remedies for Mercury in varshphal
In this year for increasing the auspisious effects and reducing the inauspesious effects of Mercury you
should do these remedies

1. Donate milk and rice at a religious place.
2. Do not keep a parrot.
3. Get your nose pierced and keep it for a continuous 96 hours.
4. Do not use green color at all.
5. Donate 2 kgs of masoor dal at a religious place.

Jupiter in 5th House
In your varshphal kundali Jupiter is benific.
In your annual horoscope, Jupiter is situated in a favorable condition in the 5th house. According to
Lal Kitab, this year, there will be an unprecedented increase in your name and fame. If a male child is
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born in your house, then your family's financial condition will become very strong. You will also have
interest in studies this year. You will try to discover the secrets of nature. You will get success in
examination/competition.

Remedies for Jupiter in varshphal
In this year for increasing the auspisious effects and reducing the inauspesious effects of Jupiter you
should do these remedies

1. Keep the religious places around your house clean.
2. Take care of sages and sadhus.
3. Keep away from deep waters.

Venus in 5th House
In your varshphal kundali Venus is melefic.
In your annual horoscope, Venus is situated in the 5th house along with enemy planets or aspected by
same. According to Lal Kitab, this year, you might get defamed because of illegal love-affairs. If you
are not married, then there are chances of marriage, but you should marry by the will of your parents
or else you might face problems from your children. This year will be very normal in terms of finance.

Remedies for Venus in varshphal
In this year for increasing the auspisious effects and reducing the inauspesious effects of Venus you should
do these remedies

1. Donate wheat flour at a religious place for a continuous 5 days.
2. Marry by the consent of your parents.
3. Take care of cow.

Saturn in 1st House
In your varshphal kundali Saturn is melefic.
In your annual horoscope, Saturn is situated in the 1st house along with enemy planets or aspected by
same. According to Lal Kitab, you may have disputes with your close friends. If you do not keep your
character clean, then you might face obstacles or difficulties in your service or business. Your health
may also be affected adversely this year. You may face stomach related problems, especially. There
may be chances of obstacles in the field of education or education related works. Your spouse's health
might also be a matter of concern for you.

Remedies for Saturn in varshphal
In this year for increasing the auspisious effects and reducing the inauspesious effects of Saturn you
should do these remedies
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1. Do not organize a musical show in your house during someone's birthday.
2. Pour sweet milk at the roots of the banyan tree and apply tilak of that wet mud .
3. Keep away from alcohol and meat.
4. Bury black antimony in the ground

Rahu in 7th House
In your varshphal kundali Rahu is melefic.
In your annual horoscope, Rahu is situated in the 7th house along with enemy planets or aspected by
same. According to Lal Kitab, this year, your spouse's health might be a matter of concern for you and
because of bad health she may become easily irritated. If you are engaged in electric or transport
department or are going to start any work along with them, then you might have to face losses. If you
are doing a business in partnership, then you might have disputes with your partner.

Remedies for Rahu in varshphal
In this year for increasing the auspisious effects and reducing the inauspesious effects of Rahu you should
do these remedies

1. Float 7 coconuts in flowing water.
2. Keep a silver brick with you.
3. Do not do any work as a vehicle driver.
4. Keep a plastic box with the water of Ganges in it and put some square pieces of silver in it too.

Ketu in 1st House
In your varshphal kundali Ketu is melefic.
In your annual horoscope, Ketu is situated in the 1st house along with enemy planets or aspected by
same. According to Lal Kitab, this year, you may suffer from waist or eye related problems. Prescheduled journey may get cancelled and your transfer, which was due, may also get postponed. This
year, there may be a new female child added to your family. If you are going on a foreign trip then you
may come back within 100 days.

Remedies for Ketu in varshphal
In this year for increasing the auspisious effects and reducing the inauspesious effects of Ketu you should
do these remedies

1. Rear a spotted (black and white) dog.
2. Keep a red handkerchief with you.
3. Do not live in a house situated on the edge.
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Lal Kitab Varsh Phal Prediction-59
Sun in 10th House
In your varshphal kundali Sun is melefic.
In your annual horoscope, Sun is situated in the 10th house along with enemy planets or aspected by
same. According to Lal Kitab, this year your fortune will not be very good. You will have difference
of opinion with your father and there will be decrease in the comfort from your father. You might have
to bear losses in the business of machinery, iron, oil and wood etc. Your might have little superstitious
kind nature and you might get angered without any reason.

Remedies for Sun in varshphal
In this year for increasing the auspisious effects and reducing the inauspesious effects of Sun you should
do these remedies

1. Float copper coins in the water for a continuous of 43 days.
2. Do not consume fish, meat or alcohol.
3. Keep your head covererd by a white cloth.
4. Take care of a brown buffalo.

Moon in 8th House
In your varshphal kundali Moon is melefic.
In your annual horoscope, Moon is situated in the 8th house along with enemy planets or aspected by
same. According to Lal Kitab, your financial condition will be very concerning this year. You should
keep away from thinking pessimistically.

Remedies for Moon in varshphal
In this year for increasing the auspisious effects and reducing the inauspesious effects of Moon you should
do these remedies

1. Donate Jaggery, saffron and anise at a religious place.
2. Perform 'Shradh' of your ancestor.
3. Take the blessings of elderly women.
4. Keep water taken from the cremation ground in your house.
5. Keep away from gambling, lottery etc.

Mars in 3rd House
In your varshphal kundali Mars is melefic.
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In your annual horoscope, Mars is situated in the 3rd house along with enemy planets or aspected by
same. According to Lal Kitab, you may have to face difficulties while dividing your parental property.
You might quarrel with your brothers and parents. This year, the health of your uncles and brothers
might also become a matter of concern for you. You might get defamed by the revelation of your bad
love affairs. Your health might also get affected badly. If you indulge in exchange of money without
any paper-work, then it will not be good. You might suffer from blood related diseases.

Remedies for Mars in varshphal
In this year for increasing the auspisious effects and reducing the inauspesious effects of Mars you should
do these remedies

1. Wear an ivory ring in your finger.
2. Control your anger.
3. Help your brothers.
4. Take good care of your eating habits or else there are chances that you might suffer from stomach
ailments.
5. Do not keep articles made out of ivory with you.

Mercury in 12th House
In your varshphal kundali Mercury is melefic.
In your annual horoscope, Mercury is situated in the 12th house along with enemy planets or aspected
by same. According to Lal Kitab, you should keep your anger under control or else you might spoil
some completed work. You are required to keep away from gambling, speculation or lottery. Because
of your incognizance or doubts, you might have to bear heavy losses in your business. Your relations
with your friends might turn sour all of a sudden.

Remedies for Mercury in varshphal
In this year for increasing the auspisious effects and reducing the inauspesious effects of Mercury you
should do these remedies

1. Apply tilak of saffron.
2. Float an earthen pot in flowing water.
3. Control your anger and do not use incorrect language.
4. Wear an unknotted silver ring in the middle finger of your left hand.

Jupiter in 7th House
In your varshphal kundali Jupiter is melefic.
In your annual horoscope, Jupiter is situated in the 7th house along with enemy planets or aspected by
same. According to Lal Kitab, if you are unmarried, then there may be obstacles in fulfilling the aim of
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married life. This year might also bring unhappiness in your family life. If there is a temple
constructed inside your house, then this year, you should not perform worship there. You can worships
photos or pictures of gods and goddesses. You should not keep company of sages-saints this year or
else your fortune may be adversely affected. Your maternal uncle might face problems from his
children. There may be prominence of laziness in your nature.

Remedies for Jupiter in varshphal
In this year for increasing the auspisious effects and reducing the inauspesious effects of Jupiter you
should do these remedies

1. Do not worship idols in your house. You can worship photos and posters.
2. Do not keep company of sages and sadhus.
3. Keep your character clean.
4. Keep gold wrapped in a yellow cloth and things taken from yourself with you.

Venus in 7th House
In your varshphal kundali Venus is melefic.
In your annual horoscope, Venus is situated in the 7th house along with enemy planets or aspected by
same. Your married life may turn sour because of differences with your spouse. You will have to keep
your behavior cordial and nature clean or else there might be some cracks in your married life. The
relationship between your mother and spouse may also not be cordial. You might have to face
monetary losses because of some woman.

Remedies for Venus in varshphal
In this year for increasing the auspisious effects and reducing the inauspesious effects of Venus you should
do these remedies

1. Do not serve a white cow.
2. Maintain cordial relationship with your in-laws.
3. Make use of bronze utensils.
4. Do not accept any donations for free.

Saturn in 2nd House
In your varshphal kundali Saturn is benific.
In your annual horoscope, Saturn is situated in a favorable condition in the 2nd house. According to
Lal Kitab, this year, you will remain in the front of any work of the family. You will take active part in
religious activities. You will get benefits in the business of coal, leather, machinery and buildingconstruction related materials. Your name and fame will increase. There are chances of getting
property from your father or father-in-law. You will solve complex tasks using your intelligence.
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Remedies for Saturn in varshphal
In this year for increasing the auspisious effects and reducing the inauspesious effects of Saturn you
should do these remedies

1. Do not apply mustard oil in your head this year.
2. Apply milk tilak.
3. Do not kill snakes, feed them milk.
4. Go to a religious place bare foot and pledge for forgivenes.

Rahu in 10th House
In your varshphal kundali Rahu is benific.
In your annual horoscope, Rahu is situated in a favorable condition in the 10th house. According to Lal
Kitab, this year, there will be an increase in your name and fame. You will get success in the field of
politics. If you are engaged in a government job, then you might get promoted.

Remedies for Rahu in varshphal
In this year for increasing the auspisious effects and reducing the inauspesious effects of Rahu you should
do these remedies

1. Keep your head covered
2. Keep cordial relationships with your officers.
3. Use white or dark brown colored turban.
4. Feed food to the blind people.
5. Float 4 kg of jaggery (Gur) in water on tuesday.

Ketu in 2nd House
In your varshphal kundali Ketu is melefic.
In your annual horoscope, Ketu is situated in the 2nd house along with enemy planets or aspected by
same. According to Lal Kitab, this year, you may not be able to keep your family members satisfied.
You should keep away from quarrels and disputes or else there will be decrease in your name and
fame. This year, you might go on useless trips and you might also get transferred. You should keep
your character clean or else your children may get an unfavorable effect.

Remedies for Ketu in varshphal
In this year for increasing the auspisious effects and reducing the inauspesious effects of Ketu you should
do these remedies

1. Apply turmeric or saffron tilak.
2. Keep your character clean.
3. Take care of unmarried girls.
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Lal Kitab Varsh Phal Prediction-60
Sun in 12th House
In your varshphal kundali Sun is melefic.
In your annual horoscope, Sun is situated in the 12th house along with enemy planets or aspected by
same. According to Lal Kitab, you may face a sudden monetary loss this year. If your intentions are
not strong, then you might be unsuccessful in your works. You will have to control your heart or else
you might get defamed or might get disrespected. You might have to face failure/losses in machinery
or government related works. Your health might also become concerning.

Remedies for Sun in varshphal
In this year for increasing the auspisious effects and reducing the inauspesious effects of Sun you should
do these remedies

1. Do not accept any electronic articles from anyone for free.
2. Do not consume meat or alcohol.
3. Forgive even your enemies.
4. Feed flour to the brown ants.

Moon in 6th House
In your varshphal kundali Moon is benific.
In your annual horoscope, Moon is situated in a favorable condition. According to Lal Kitab, this year,
you will earn benefits from foreign relations. Your enemies will be defeated and your brother and
friends will help you.

Remedies for Moon in varshphal
In this year for increasing the auspisious effects and reducing the inauspesious effects of Moon you should
do these remedies

1. Feed milk to your father with your own hands.
2. Do not reveal your secrets to others.
3. Keep a rabbit.
4. Do not drink milk in the night.
5. Do not donate water for free.

Mars in 5th House
In your varshphal kundali Mars is melefic.
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In your annual horoscope, Mars is situated in the 5th house along with enemy planets or aspected by
same. According to Lal Kitab, this year, you might get transferred from one place to another. You will
have to keep away from gambling, speculating and lottery. You will have to take precautions with
your food or else you might suffer from stomach related problems. Do not exchange money without
any paper-work and do not invest on your estimation.

Remedies for Mars in varshphal
In this year for increasing the auspisious effects and reducing the inauspesious effects of Mars you should
do these remedies

1. Do not let your chidren wear any gold jewellery.
2. Distribute sour things instead of sweets on the birthday of your child.
3. Perform 'Shradh' of your ancestor.
4. Keep your character clean.
5. Plant Neem trees in your house.
6. Do not consume meat, fish and alcohol.

Mercury in 9th House
In your varshphal kundali Mercury is melefic.
In your annual horoscope, Mercury is situated in the 9th house along with enemy planets or aspected
by same. According to Lal Kitab, this year, your father's health might be a matter of concern for you.
If you are trying to go abroad, then your efforts may get wasted. You have to keep away from
gambling, speculating and lottery or else you will have to bear losses. This year, you might get some
bad news from your sister, daughter or aunt. You should remain cautious and alert while traveling.

Remedies for Mercury in varshphal
In this year for increasing the auspisious effects and reducing the inauspesious effects of Mercury you
should do these remedies

1. Color an iron ball in red color and keep it with you.
2. Keep all electronic articles at home in a working condition.
3. Get the broken staircase in your house renovated this year for sure.
4. Do not accept any kind of amulet (taabeez) or a talisman from any fakir or sage.
5. Take care of cow.

Jupiter in 2nd House
In your varshphal kundali Jupiter is melefic.
In your annual horoscope, Jupiter is situated in 2nd house along with enemy planets or aspected by
same. According to Lal Kitab, your father might bear losses in business of gold-silver. He should try a
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business where less investment is required. This year, you might face losses in the division of parental
property. You are required to keep your anger under control.

Remedies for Jupiter in varshphal
In this year for increasing the auspisious effects and reducing the inauspesious effects of Jupiter you
should do these remedies

1. Fill all the holes in front of your house with mud.
2. Do not indulge in business of gold and silver.
3. Apply saffron or turmeric tilak.
4. Leave a portion of your house half constructed.
5. Keep your character clean.
6. Offer sweets made out of sugar to the newly wed bride.

Venus in 2nd House
In your varshphal kundali Venus is melefic.
In your annual horoscope, Venus is situated in the 2nd house along with enemy planets or aspected by
same. This year, there might a decrease in family happiness. Your spouse's health might be a matter of
concern for you. There might be obstacles in getting a male child and you might start staying with
another woman. This year, you might start hating the birds and animals, which will not good for you.
You should maintain cordial relations with your spouse.

Remedies for Venus in varshphal
In this year for increasing the auspisious effects and reducing the inauspesious effects of Venus you should
do these remedies

1. Donate potato and curd.
2. Do not hate animals.
3. Take care of the virgin cow.

Saturn in 3rd House
In your varshphal kundali Saturn is benific.
In your annual horoscope, Saturn is situated in a favorable condition in the 3rd house. According to
Lal Kitab, this year, you may have concentrate, serious and thoughtful nature. You will have increased
graceful nature towards others. However, this graceful nature may not be good for your business. The
business of iron, machinery etc. will be profitable. You will get vehicle comfort. This year, you may
try your luck in a risky business. This year, you should think a lot before investing money in your
business.

Remedies for Saturn in varshphal
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In this year for increasing the auspisious effects and reducing the inauspesious effects of Saturn you
should do these remedies

1. Do not consume alcohol and fish.
2. Do not have only the stepping stone at the entrance of your house.
3. Plant an acacia or plum tree in your house.
4. Construct a dark room at the rear of your house.

Rahu in 12th House
In your varshphal kundali Rahu is benific.
In your annual horoscope, Rahu is situated in a favorable condition in the 12th house. According to Lal
Kitab, this year will be financially good for you and your in-laws. Going towards the northern
direction for earning livelihood and good fortune will be highly favorable. This year, you will spend
your wealth on religious activities. If you are in any debt, then that would get paid off. Your mental
condition will also be very good.

Remedies for Rahu in varshphal
In this year for increasing the auspisious effects and reducing the inauspesious effects of Rahu you should
do these remedies

1. Wear a square silver piece around your neck.
2. You should sit in the kitchen and eat your food.
3. Establish a pure silver elephant in your house.
4. Keep a black room at the rear end of your house.

Ketu in 3rd House
In your varshphal kundali Ketu is benific.
In your annual horoscope, Ketu is situated in a favorable condition in the 3rd house. According to Lal
Kitab, this year, you will get good news from all the directions. If you are in a government job then
you may get promoted or may get transferred to a good place. Your interest in religious activities will
increase and you will also be ready to help others. This year, there may be a major and auspicious
change in your life.

Remedies for Ketu in varshphal
In this year for increasing the auspisious effects and reducing the inauspesious effects of Ketu you should
do these remedies

1. Wear pure gold on your body.
2. Keep away from arguments with your brothers.
3. Do not roam around without a reason.
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Lal Kitab Varsh Phal Prediction-61
Sun in 6th House
In your varshphal kundali Sun is melefic.
In your annual horoscope, Sun is situated in the 6th house along with enemy planets or aspected by
same. According to Lal Kitab, this year, your health may be a matter of concern for you. You might
have blood pressure related problems. There might be obstacles in religious activities. You father's
health will also be a matter of concern for you. Your officers may create problems for you without any
obvious reason.

Remedies for Sun in varshphal
In this year for increasing the auspisious effects and reducing the inauspesious effects of Sun you should
do these remedies

1. Feed to brown ants.
2. Keep the water of the river ganges in your house in a silver vessel.
3. Take care of your mother.
4. Bring some articles donated at a religious place and keep them at your house.

Moon in 1st House
In your varshphal kundali Moon is melefic.
In your annual horoscope, Moon is situated in the 1st house along with enemy planets or aspected by
same. According to Lal Kitab, because of your laziness and your efforts to escape from work, you may
face obstacles in completing your work. You might experience hopelessness and bitterness in your
heart. You might have immoral relationship with the women working under your supervision. Your
mother's and spouse's health might become a matter of concern for you. You may be troubled by cold
the whole year. You might also face difficulties in the disputes of property and land.

Remedies for Moon in varshphal
In this year for increasing the auspisious effects and reducing the inauspesious effects of Moon you should
do these remedies

1. Do not indulge in the business of milk or milk related products.
2. Take care of your mother.
3. Use silver utensils.
4. While crossing a river, float coins in it.

Mars in 7th House
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In your varshphal kundali Mars is benific.
In your annual horoscope, Mars is situated in a favorable condition in the 7th house. According to Lal
Kitab, this year, you will have more graceful nature towards others. You will get benefits from
government. Your interest in spiritual and astrological subjects will increase. You should be cautious
from politicians. You might get wealth all of a sudden.

Remedies for Mars in varshphal
In this year for increasing the auspisious effects and reducing the inauspesious effects of Mars you should
do these remedies

1. Keep your character clean.
2. Do not have a creeper planted in your home.
3. Gift sweets to your sister or daughter.
4. Take care of your nephews.

Mercury in 10th House
In your varshphal kundali Mercury is benific.
In your annual horoscope, Mercury is situated in a favorable condition in the 10th house. According to
Lal Kitab, this year, you will get benefits from some foreign sources. You may face obstacles in your
business or service but you will be able to surpass them due to your hard work. This year, you might
get some good news from your sister, daughter or aunt. Your interest in spiritual and astrological
subjects will increase.

Remedies for Mercury in varshphal
In this year for increasing the auspisious effects and reducing the inauspesious effects of Mercury you
should do these remedies

1. Do not plant broad leaved plants like tulsi, money plant etc. in your house.
2. Do not consume meat and alcohol.
3. Offer a dry coconut in the temple.
4. Feed left over food to the fishes.
5. Help and take care of the laborers.

Jupiter in 12th House
In your varshphal kundali Jupiter is melefic.
In your annual horoscope, Jupiter is situated in the 12th house along with enemy planets or aspected
by same. According to Lal Kitab, you may not give even small attention to religious activities, because
of which you may face an increase in mental tension. This year, there may be differences of opinion
between your father and grandfather. You may have to face financial losses due to your wrong
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assumptions or guesses. This year, you should not waste your wealth in wrong activities.

Remedies for Jupiter in varshphal
In this year for increasing the auspisious effects and reducing the inauspesious effects of Jupiter you
should do these remedies

1. Take care of the Peepal tree.
2. Apply saffron tilak.
3. Do not betray others.
4. Do not wear necklace etc..
5. Keep your nose clean.
6. Take care of the sages, saints and your teachers.

Venus in 12th House
In your varshphal kundali Venus is melefic.
In your annual horoscope, Venus is situated in the 12th house along with enemy planets or aspected by
same. According to Lal Kitab, you should keep your character clean and absolutely be away from
making relations with another woman or else your spouse's health may be adversely affected. Because
of the falling health of your spouse, your married life might turn sour. Your friend or relative might
spread false rumors about you. This year, you will also not take interest in religious activities.

Remedies for Venus in varshphal
In this year for increasing the auspisious effects and reducing the inauspesious effects of Venus you should
do these remedies

1. Get a blue colored flower buried in the ground by your wife's hands.
2. Keep your character clean.
3. Take care of your wife.
4. Light ghee lamps.
5. Donate the cow along with her calf.

Saturn in 9th House
In your varshphal kundali Saturn is benific.
In your annual horoscope, Saturn is situated in a favorable condition in the 9th house. According to Lal
Kitab, this year, you will earn profits in the business of gold-silver. This year, you may have more
graceful nature towards others and you will take active part in religious activities. You will not be
under any debt and you will not face any shortage of money. Your floating and fixed properties will
increase and business started in the name of your spouse will be beneficial. You should not own three
houses.
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Remedies for Saturn in varshphal
In this year for increasing the auspisious effects and reducing the inauspesious effects of Saturn you
should do these remedies

1. Do not keep fuel on your terrace.
2. Take bath in the river Ganges for a continuous 9 days.
3. Do not keep an eveil eye on the fixed assests of others.
4. Apply a saffron tilak on your forehead.

Rahu in 6th House
In your varshphal kundali Rahu is melefic.
In your annual horoscope, Rahu is situated in the 6th house along with enemy planets or aspected by
same. According to Lal Kitab, this year, you should keep away from any unnecessary quarrels and
fights. Do not keep any firearms with you. If you quarrel with your uncle or maternal uncle, then you
might have to bear losses. You should have very alert and cautious while driving any vehicle. While
exchanging money, you should make sure you have done proper paperwork or else you might get
betrayed. Keep away from wicked people.

Remedies for Rahu in varshphal
In this year for increasing the auspisious effects and reducing the inauspesious effects of Rahu you should
do these remedies

1. Rear a black dog.
2. Do not fight or quarrel with your brothers.
3. Keep 6 glass balls with you.
4. Keep a round black glass piece with you.

Ketu in 9th House
In your varshphal kundali Ketu is benific.
In your annual horoscope, Ketu is situated in a favorable condition in the 9th house. This year is
favorable for you in financial matters. There will be an increase in your name and fame in the society.
There are chances of foreign stay too. Before doing any work, you should consult your children. If you
bless others then if will come true.

Remedies for Ketu in varshphal
In this year for increasing the auspisious effects and reducing the inauspesious effects of Ketu you should
do these remedies

1. Wear gold in your ears.
2. Keep a gold brick (21 grams) with you.
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Lal Kitab Varsh Phal Prediction-62
Sun in 8th House
In your varshphal kundali Sun is melefic.
In your annual horoscope, Sun is situated in the 8th house along with enemy planets or aspected by
same. According to Lal Kitab, this year, you might suffer from heart and eye related diseases. You
might bear losses in machinery related business. Your relationship with women might turn sour.

Remedies for Sun in varshphal
In this year for increasing the auspisious effects and reducing the inauspesious effects of Sun you should
do these remedies

1. Do not consume meat or fish.
2. Float jaggery in flowing water.
3. Keep your character clean.
4. Serve your elder brother.
5. Try to escape from doing bad deeds.
6. Take care of a cow.

Moon in 4th House
In your varshphal kundali Moon is benific.
In your annual horoscope, Moon is situated in a favorable condition in the 4th house. According to Lal
Kitab, you will get support and help from your brothers. This year will be lucky for you in financial
matters. You might buy a new vehicle. You will be lucky in the business of water related things and
cloth. There are also chances of voyage this year, which will be beneficial for you.

Remedies for Moon in varshphal
In this year for increasing the auspisious effects and reducing the inauspesious effects of Moon you should
do these remedies

1. Keep a portion of your earnings to your mother.
2. This year, before starting any work, keep an eathern vessel filled with milk in your house. Do not
indulge in business of milk and milk related products.
3. Take the blessings of elderly women.
4. Do not burn the milk.
5. Keep doing donations and good work regularly.

Mars in 10th House
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In your varshphal kundali Mars is melefic.
In your annual horoscope, Mars is situated in the 10th house along with enemy planets or aspected by
same. According to Lal Kitab, this year, you may face obstacles in the work that are nearly on the
verge of completion. You might get defamed for no reason. You need to be cautious. This year, you
might have complain of high blood pressure. You should not eat too much sour things. If you sell the
gold of your house, then your children might get unfavorable effects.

Remedies for Mars in varshphal
In this year for increasing the auspisious effects and reducing the inauspesious effects of Mars you should
do these remedies

1. Rear a deer.
2. Take care of a childless person.
3. Do not let the milk boil over on the stove.

Mercury in 6th House
In your varshphal kundali Mercury is benific.
In your annual horoscope, Mercury is situated in a favorable condition in the 6th house. According to
Lal Kitab, this year, even your enemies will help you as friends. You will become famous in the
society owing to your intelligence and knowledge. You will support religious activities with all your
heart and available resources. This year you will earn more profits in business of agriculture or
education related things. Your mental and family condition will be good this year. All your forecasts
may come true. You may get monetary benefits from your maternal grandmother's house.

Remedies for Mercury in varshphal
In this year for increasing the auspisious effects and reducing the inauspesious effects of Mercury you
should do these remedies

1. Wear a silver ring on the left hand.
2. Bury a vessel filled with milk at an isolated place.
3. Get a good work done by the hands of your sister or daughter.
4. Do not get your sister or daughter married towards the northern direction.
5. Keep an eye on your servant.

Jupiter in 3rd House
In your varshphal kundali Jupiter is melefic.
In your annual horoscope, Jupiter is situated in the 3rd house along with enemy planets or aspected by
same. According to Lal Kitab, this year, you should take active part in religious activities, so that the
malefic effects of Jupiter get reduced. You should keep away from earning wealth using wrong means.
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You should not cut the Peepal tree or else your children may get malefic effects.

Remedies for Jupiter in varshphal
In this year for increasing the auspisious effects and reducing the inauspesious effects of Jupiter you
should do these remedies

1. Worship Goddess Durga.
2. Apply saffron or turmeric tilak.
3. Take care of a Peepal tree.
4. Take active part in religious activities.

Venus in 3rd House
In your varshphal kundali Venus is melefic.
In your annual horoscope, Venus is situated in the 3rd house along with enemy planets or aspected by
same. According to Lal Kitab, this year, you should not take a lot of interest in music and dance. You
will have to take special care of your character. There might be some sourness in the relations with
your spouse. Your children's health might be a matter of concern for you.

Remedies for Venus in varshphal
In this year for increasing the auspisious effects and reducing the inauspesious effects of Venus you should
do these remedies

1. Maintain cordial relationship with your wife.
2. Do not destroy the stepping stone of your parental house.
3. Live a balanced life.
4. Keep your television, radio etc. in a working condition.

Saturn in 5th House
In your varshphal kundali Saturn is benific.
In your annual horoscope, Saturn is situated in a favorable condition in the 5th house. According to Lal
Kitab, this year, your intellectual abilities will help you to get respect in the society. You will solve
difficult and complex tasks very easily by using your intelligence. If you are married then you will get
a son, but your house might become a matter of concern for you. You will also have to be cautious and
alert about your health. This is a very good year for spiritual tasks. Your interest in religion will
increase.

Remedies for Saturn in varshphal
In this year for increasing the auspisious effects and reducing the inauspesious effects of Saturn you
should do these remedies
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1. Donate 10 almonds at some religious place and bring half out of them back home.
2. Bury black antimony under the stack of hay and grass.
3. Keep gold and saffron with you.
4. Feed milk to the snake.
5. Do not consume alcohol, meat and fish this year.

Rahu in 8th House
In your varshphal kundali Rahu is melefic.
In your annual horoscope, Rahu is situated in the 8th house along with enemy planets or aspected by
same. According to Lal Kitab, this year, your financial condition may not be good. You may face
monetary losses due to incidents of theft etc. Due to increase in debts, your mental condition might
become unstable. Keeping company of bad people might prove fatal for you. In the 8th month after
your birthday, your difficulties may increase. There may be losses in electric related works.

Remedies for Rahu in varshphal
In this year for increasing the auspisious effects and reducing the inauspesious effects of Rahu you should
do these remedies

1. Keep a square silver piece with you.
2. Do not live in a house facing towards the southern direction.
3. Do not keep wood or coal in your house.
4. Offer 43-43 almonds at a religious place at the beginning of the 8th month from your birthday and
bring 43 almonds back with you and keep them in a white purse.

Ketu in 5th House
In your varshphal kundali Ketu is melefic.
In your annual horoscope, Ketu is situated in the 5th house along with enemy planets or aspected by
same. According to Lal Kitab, this year, you should keep away from wicked people or else it will have
a malefic effect on you. This year, you might face breathing problems. You might quarrel with your
father or teachers. There are chances of some useless journeys.

Remedies for Ketu in varshphal
In this year for increasing the auspisious effects and reducing the inauspesious effects of Ketu you should
do these remedies

1. Do not keep company of bad people.
2. Do not always keep the boxes and almirahs in your house locked. Keep unlocking them at regular
intervals.
3. Donate rice, milk or red masoor dal.
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Lal Kitab Varsh Phal Prediction-63
Sun in 2nd House
In your varshphal kundali Sun is melefic.
In your annual horoscope, Sun is situated in the 2nd house along with enemy planets or aspected by
same. According to Lal Kitab, you may spend your money in useless works. If you are indulged in any
court cases related to land or property then you might face defeat. This year is not good in financial
terms. Health of your brother's spouse might become a matter of concern for you. You might have to
suffer from eye or heart related problems this year. Your relations with your officers might turn sour;
therefore you should have to be very cautious.

Remedies for Sun in varshphal
In this year for increasing the auspisious effects and reducing the inauspesious effects of Sun you should
do these remedies

1. Do not accept anything for free.
2. Do not keep an evil eye on the wealth of others.
3. Donate almonds, coconut and mustard oil at a religious place.

Moon in 9th House
In your varshphal kundali Moon is benific.
In your annual horoscope, Moon is situated in a favorable condition in the 9th house. This year
signifies long and religious travels for you. You will take more interest in religious activities. You will
also be interested in spiritualism and tantra-mantra. You will enjoy cordial relationship with your
brothers. Your health will remain good.

Remedies for Moon in varshphal
In this year for increasing the auspisious effects and reducing the inauspesious effects of Moon you should
do these remedies

1. Go on pilgrimage.
2. Feed rice to the fish.
3. Keep your character clean.

Mars in 11th House
In your varshphal kundali Mars is benific.
In your annual horoscope, Mars is situated in a favorable condition in the 11th house. According to Lal
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Kitab, this year, you will get support from your father and brother in all your works. This year is also
good for your maternal house. You will help your friends as much as possible. This year is also good
for spiritual progress.

Remedies for Mars in varshphal
In this year for increasing the auspisious effects and reducing the inauspesious effects of Mars you should
do these remedies

1. Keep an earthen pot filled with honey or sindoor.
2. Do not sell your parental property.
3. Give gifts to your brother-in-law or nephew on the occasion of your son's birthday.
4. Take care of your sister and brother-in-law.

Mercury in 1st House
In your varshphal kundali Mercury is melefic.
In your annual horoscope, Mercury is situated in the 1st house along with enemy planets or aspected
by same. According to Lal Kitab, this year, you should keep away from addiction or else there may be
malefic effect on your health. You might bear losses from foreign tours. This year, you are also
required to keep away from disputes. Do not quarrel with your spouse, but take an approach of
compromise. You will have to take special care of your foods; otherwise you might suffer from
stomach related problems. You might be tilted towards tantric activities. This year, you should do any
work with great care and after thinking about it or else you might have to stand all alone.

Remedies for Mercury in varshphal
In this year for increasing the auspisious effects and reducing the inauspesious effects of Mercury you
should do these remedies

1. Do not consume meat and alcohol.
2. Keep your character good.
3. Do not kill fish.
4. Keep away from green cloth.
5. Do not eat eggs for this whole year.
6. Respect and take care of your guests.

Jupiter in 8th House
In your varshphal kundali Jupiter is melefic.
In your annual horoscope, Jupiter is situated in the 8th house along with enemy planets or aspected by
same. According to Lal Kitab, some elder's health in your family might be a matter of concern for you.
This year, you might remain troubled by bad rumors. You might suffer from urinal related diseases.
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This year, you will have to completely give away your laziness or else many nearly completed works
might get disrupted.

Remedies for Jupiter in varshphal
In this year for increasing the auspisious effects and reducing the inauspesious effects of Jupiter you
should do these remedies

1. Wear gold.
2. Donate ghee, curd, potato, camphor etc. at a religious place.
3. Do not let the sages and saints leave your house empty handed.

Venus in 8th House
In your varshphal kundali Venus is melefic.
In your annual horoscope, Venus is situated in the 8th house along with enemy planets or aspected by
same. According to Lal Kitab, this year, there may be sourness in your married life. Your spouse's
health might be a matter of concern for you. You should behave nicely with your spouse and pay heed
to her advices or else you may have to face losses. This year there may be chances of you suffering
from sexual diseases.

Remedies for Venus in varshphal
In this year for increasing the auspisious effects and reducing the inauspesious effects of Venus you should
do these remedies

1. Take active part in religious activities.
2. Throw a copper coin in the drain.
3. Do not accept anything for free.
4. Donate a cow, whose color is white, with a calf.

Saturn in 3rd House
In your varshphal kundali Saturn is benific.
In your annual horoscope, Saturn is situated in a favorable condition in the 3rd house. According to
Lal Kitab, this year, you may have concentrate, serious and thoughtful nature. You will have increased
graceful nature towards others. However, this graceful nature may not be good for your business. The
business of iron, machinery etc. will be profitable. You will get vehicle comfort. This year, you may
try your luck in a risky business. This year, you should think a lot before investing money in your
business.

Remedies for Saturn in varshphal
In this year for increasing the auspisious effects and reducing the inauspesious effects of Saturn you
should do these remedies
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1. Do not consume alcohol and fish.
2. Do not have only the stepping stone at the entrance of your house.
3. Plant an acacia or plum tree in your house.
4. Construct a dark room at the rear of your house.

Rahu in 2nd House
In your varshphal kundali Rahu is melefic.
In your annual horoscope, Rahu is situated in the 2nd house along with enemy planets or aspected by
same. According to Lal Kitab, this year, you might face losses of wealth in gambling, lottery or shares.
Maintain cordial relationships with the people at your in-laws house. You might be convicted of theft
at a religious place. Don't accept donations or anything for free. You should control your behavior.

Remedies for Rahu in varshphal
In this year for increasing the auspisious effects and reducing the inauspesious effects of Rahu you should
do these remedies

1. Wear a silver ball around your neck.
2. Do not live at any religious place.
3. Consume saffron or turmeric.

Ketu in 3rd House
In your varshphal kundali Ketu is benific.
In your annual horoscope, Ketu is situated in a favorable condition in the 3rd house. According to Lal
Kitab, this year, you will get good news from all the directions. If you are in a government job then
you may get promoted or may get transferred to a good place. Your interest in religious activities will
increase and you will also be ready to help others. This year, there may be a major and auspicious
change in your life.

Remedies for Ketu in varshphal
In this year for increasing the auspisious effects and reducing the inauspesious effects of Ketu you should
do these remedies

1. Wear pure gold on your body.
2. Keep away from arguments with your brothers.
3. Do not roam around without a reason.
4. Float gram pulses or saffron in flowing water.
5. Do not live in a south facing house.
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How to Preform Remedies in Lal Kitab
1. Please perform only one remedy per day.
2. All remedies should be performed during the day i.e. after sunrise and before sunset. Remedies
performed during the night might lead to unfavorable results. Only the recommended remedies
should be performed after sunset.
3. It is advisable to first complete remedies that are minor and can be performed within a day.
4. Remedies that span over a long duration should be performed continuously, without any
interruptions.
5. Women should not perform remedies that involve going to a temple during their menstrual cycle.
Instead, they can ask a blood relative, like brother, sister, father, mother, grandfather, grandmother,
son or daughter to perform those remedies on their behalf.
6. Remedies can be started on any day of the week. There is no need to consider a particular day like
Monday, Tuesday, full moon or a new moon night to start performing remedies. Remedies that will
last longer should not be started on the fourth, ninth or fourteenth day after full moon. However,
remedies that last only a day can be performed on these days.
7. Every remedy is to be performed continuously for either 43 days or 43 weeks or 43 months. If the
continuity gets broken, then even if it is the 39th day or 39th week or 39th month, the results might
not be favorable or it may not be as effective as expected. However, if for some reason the remedy
cannot be performed continuously then, on the day you want to stop it, you should wash some rice
grains in milk and tie them in a white cloth. Then on the day you want to resume the remedy again,
you should donate the rice at a religious place or throw them in flowing water or bury them in an
orchard. Doing so will result in the remedy being considered as complete and you will see
favorable results from it.
8. If you have been asked to perform a remedy for the remainder of your life then you should perform
it first. You can then consider performing other remedies along with this one.
9. If a remedy requires you to bury something in the ground using a tool then you should leave the
tool at the burial place. If the remedy spans several days then you should leave the tool at the burial
place on the last day of performing the remedy.
10. You should not consume an article on the day when you are to donate it at a religious place or to
throw it in flowing water.
11. Do not indulge in any sort of physical intimacy on the day you have to perform a remedy.
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